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SUBJECT:  Notice of Violations and Requirement to Obtain Coverage for 
Discharges to Waters of the U.S. under Different Permit 

 
Dear Mr. Wesseling: 
 
Over the past two years, the San Francisco Bay Water Board has received a number of citizen 
complaints regarding the operation of the Lehigh Permanente Quarry and Cement Plant (the 
Facility) and requests that we investigate the status of compliance with water quality 
requirements. These complaints and requests have come from other environmental regulatory 
agencies, local governments, non-profit organizations, and private individuals.  In response, we 
have evaluated the status of the Facility’s compliance with applicable laws and regulations, 
including the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA), the California Water Code (Water Code), and the 
Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin (Basin Plan).  Our evaluation 
necessarily included an assessment of the Facility’s compliance with its current permit, Order 
No. 97-03-DWQ (the Industrial Storm Water General Permit).   
 
This letter sets forth the results of our evaluation and the bases for our conclusion that the 
Facility is not and cannot be appropriately regulated under the Industrial Storm Water Permit. 
Herein we describe options for Lehigh to obtain coverage under a different permit and provide 
notice of outstanding violations. 

I. Lehigh needs coverage under an individual NPDES permit 
because it is in violation of the Industrial Storm Water General Permit 
and is discharging non-stormwater without permit coverage 
 
Lehigh’s substantial and ongoing non-storm water discharges are unpermitted and 
prohibited by the Industrial Storm Water General Permit. 
 
The Industrial Storm Water General Permit conditionally allows the discharge of storm water 
and a very specific list of non-storm water discharges (see Special Condition D.1 in Table 2, 
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below).  All other non-storm water discharges are strictly prohibited (see Discharge Prohibition 
1 in Table 2, below).  Because discharging quarry bottom water, wash-down water, and dust 
suppression water is not specifically authorized by Special Condition D.1, these types of 
discharges are prohibited.  Quarry bottom water and dust suppression water may originate as 
storm water and/or ground water, but as soon as clean water comes into contact with quarry 
equipment, facility operations, or mine materials, that water is considered process water.  The 
same is true for dust suppression and wash-down water.  
 
Lehigh must immediately cease and desist any and all discharges of quarry bottom water, dust 
suppression water, and wash down water because those discharges violate the CWA and the 
Water Code.  If Lehigh continues its unpermitted discharge of non-storm water, including but 
not limited to, quarry bottom water, dust suppression water, and wash down water, it is subject to 
administrative civil liabilities under Water Code section 13385 of up to $10,000 per day for each 
violation and $10 per gallon of wastes discharged.  If we decide this is an appropriate matter to 
refer to the California Attorney General to pursue civil liabilities in Superior Court, Lehigh 
would be subject to civil liabilities of up to $25,000 per day for each violation and $25 per gallon 
of wastes discharged. 
 
Lehigh is in violation of the Industrial Storm Water General Permit Effluent 
Limitation 3 due to inadequate erosion and sediment controls. 
 
After reviewing Lehigh’s SWPPP and twice inspecting the Facility, we conclude that Lehigh is 
far short of achieving the required Best Available Technology/Best Conventional Technology 
(BAT/BCT) standard for erosion and sediment controls.  While we are focused here on Lehigh’s 
failure to meet the required BAT/BCT standards for erosion and sediment controls, Lehigh has 
additional effluent limitation violations, which are detailed in the attachments to this letter.   
 
In our first inspection report, we documented several violations, including: 

• Muddy water flowing into Permanente Creek from the Facility; 
• Sedimentation ponds and sediment traps overwhelmed with sediment in the middle of 

what was a normal-to-low rainfall year; and  
• Over-reliance on sediment management practices and insufficient use of erosion control. 

 
We communicated these violations to Lehigh in our Notice of Violation letter dated March 26, 
2010.  In its April 15, 2010, response letter, Lehigh argued with and attempted to refute our 
observations, rather than attempting to correct the violations we had noted.  Our second 
inspection confirmed that Lehigh has not corrected the violations noted in the first inspection. 
 
This provides Lehigh with further formal notice that failure to correct the noted violations may 
result in the imposition of administrative civil liabilities under Water Code section 13385 of up 
to $10,000 per day for each violation and $10 per gallon of wastes discharged.  As noted above, 
higher civil liabilities could be sought judicially. 
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Lehigh needs coverage under an individual NPDES permit. 
 
Consistent with our authority, as explained in the Fact Sheet of the Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit, we are requiring Lehigh to obtain coverage for its discharges under a different 
permit.  This requirement for Lehigh to obtain a different permit is based on our determination 
that potential water quality impacts are not being appropriately addressed by Lehigh under the 
Industrial Storm Water General Permit.  We have further determined that, in light of Lehigh’s 
compliance history, the Industrial Storm Water General Permit is not an appropriate permit for 
the Facility.  Lehigh discharges hundreds of thousands to millions of gallons per day of 
unpermitted non storm water, which is expressly prohibited under the Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit.  Furthermore, we find that Permanente Creek is not being adequately protected 
under the existing permit.   
 
The San Francisco Bay Water Board has already adopted a general permit that is more 
appropriate for regulating Lehigh and the type of discharges at the Facility: Order No.R2-2008-
0011, General Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Process Wastewaters from 
Aggregate Mining, Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading Facilities to Surface Waters (the Sand 
and Gravel Permit). Therefore, pursuant to our authority under Section F.1.b. of the Industrial 
Storm Water General Permit, we hereby require Lehigh to obtain coverage for its discharges 
under Order No. R2-2008-0011.   
 
Because Lehigh is discharging industrial process water (quarry bottom water, wash down water, 
and dust suppression water), which is prohibited under the Industrial Storm Water General 
Permit, Lehigh is currently discharging without a permit. Water Code section 13260(a)(1) 
requires all dischargers to submit a Report of Waste Discharge before commencing their 
discharge.  Filing a Notice of Intent to obtain coverage under Order No. R2-2008-0011 would be 
equivalent, in Lehigh’s case, to submitting a Report of Waste Discharge for the non-storm water 
flows it is currently discharging at the Facility. 
 

II. Additional requirements for Lehigh, including obtaining 
coverage under Order No. R2-2008-0011 and collecting and submitting 
new data 
 

Enrolling under Order No. R2-2008-0011: 
 
Lehigh must obtain coverage under Order No. R2-2008-0011 by one of the following two 
methods: 
 

1. No later than April 30, 2011, Lehigh must  
a. Submit a Notice of Intent to obtain coverage under Order No.R2-2008-0011, 

General Waste Discharge Requirements for Discharges of Process 
Wastewaters from Aggregate Mining, Sand Washing, and Sand Offloading 
Facilities to Surface Waters; and  

b. Submit a Notice of Termination of the Industrial Storm Water General Permit. 
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OR 

 
2. The San Francisco Bay Water Board will hold a publicly noticed hearing, and 

prosecution staff will recommend that the Water Board impose coverage under Order 
No. R2-2008-0011 on the Lehigh Facility. 

 
As we have stated on prior occasions, and as will remain the case in either of the above 
scenarios, in-stream treatment ponds are not allowed to be used for sediment removal or any 
other water quality treatment. Under Order No. R2-2008-0011, Lehigh will be required to 
monitor at all discharge points to the Creek and compliance will be evaluated at the inflow points 
to any in-stream ponds, not downstream of the in-stream ponds. 
 

Lehigh must collect and submit additional data characterizing non-storm water 
flows on/from the Facility. 
 
The proposal Lehigh submitted to us in response to our Water Code section 13267 Order to 
provide a technical report is unacceptable.  Accordingly, Lehigh is subject to administrative civil 
liabilities of up to $1,000 per day until the time at which an acceptable technical report is 
provided.  A detailed explanation of what Lehigh is required to do is provided in Attachment 7 
of this letter.  Our staff will visit the Facility to determine the exact locations where samples 
must be collected. 
 

III. Our determinations are based on inspections, “paper review”, 
and documented non-storm water discharges. 
 
In the following tables, we set forth the bases for our determinations.  The first table explains the 
contents of each attachment to this letter, noting which entity (Water Board or Lehigh) wrote the 
document, the nature of the document, notes regarding the document, and the date it was first 
mailed.  Please note that many of the attachments are being sent for the first time with this letter. 
 
The second table contains the sections of the Industrial Storm Water General Permit and the 
Water Code to which we have referred in this letter. 
 
Table 1 - Attachments 
# From Document Title 

or Description 
Notes Date First 

Distributed 

1 

Water 
Board  

Notice of 
Violation and 
Report, February 
2010 Inspection 

Documents several effluent limitation 
violations  March 26, 2010 

2 
Water 
Board  

May 2010 
Inspection Report 

Documents that effluent violations noted in 
February have not been corrected.  Documents 
discharge prohibition violations 

Distributed for first 
time with this letter 
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# From Document Title 
or Description 

Notes Date First 
Distributed 

3 

Lehigh  Response to the 
March 26, 2010, 
Notice of 
Violation 

Demonstrates Lehigh’s recalcitrance and non-
responsiveness to the Notice of Violation April 19, 2010 

4 

Water 
Board 

“13267 Order for 
technical report 
regarding non-
storm water 
discharges 
 

Requires technical report that explains the 
nature of the discharge observed in 
Permanente Creek on September 15, 2010 November 29, 2010 

5 

Lehigh Response to the 
13267 Order 
 

Establishes that Lehigh discharges hundreds of 
thousands to millions of gallons per day of 
prohibited non-storm water discharges.  
However, also demonstrates Lehigh’s 
misinterpretation of what is allowed (or not 
allowed) under the Industrial Storm Water 
Permit 

December 13, 2010 

6 

Water 
Board 

Staff’s response to 
Lehigh’s 
Response to the 
13267 Order 

Explains that Lehigh’s proposed monitoring 
plan is not acceptable and outlines what 
Lehigh must do.  Contains deadlines. 

Distributed for first 
time with this letter 

- 

Lehigh Current Storm 
Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan 
(SWPPP)  

This is a document that all dischargers 
covered by the Industrial Storm Water Permit 
are required to create and use to protect water 
quality on/leaving a Facility.   

March 4, 2010 *We 
refer to this document but do 
not attach it to this letter 
because it is a large file.  It is 
available at our office upon 
request. 

7 

Lehigh Selenium 
Exceedance 
Report 
 

As the Industrial Storm Water Permit requires, 
Lehigh prepared this document because it was 
likely to exceed receiving water limitations for 
selenium   This report is a general overview of 
what might be done to control concentrations 
of selenium in storm water at a quarry with 
high naturally occurring selenium.  Lehigh 
fails to demonstrate the specific actions it will 
take to control selenium in its discharges.  
Lehigh has failed to show compliance with the 
Basin Plan’s Selenium criteria and the 
Industrial Storm Water Permit’s Receiving 
Water Limitation C.2, which prohibits the 
Facility’s discharges from causing or 
contributing to an exceedance of any water 
quality standards contained in the Basin Plan. 

March 18, 2010 
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Table 2 – Relevant Permit and Water Code references 
Quoted section of the 
Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit or applicable 
law 

Text Type of requirement or 
Water Board Authority 

Special Condition D.1 Excerpt from the Industrial Storm Water 
Permit, Special Condition D.1  
a. The following non-storm water discharges 
are authorized by this General Permit 
provided that they satisfy the conditions 
specified in Paragraph b. below: fire hydrant 
flushing; potable water sources, including 
potable water related to the operation, 
maintenance, or testing of potable water 
systems; drinking fountain water; 
atmospheric condensates including 
refrigeration, air conditioning, and 
compressor condensate; irrigation drainage; 
landscape watering; springs; ground water; 
foundation or footing drainage; and sea 
water infiltration where the sea waters are 
discharged back into the sea water source. 

Explains the specific list of 
types of non-storm water that 
are allowed to be discharged 
under the Industrial Storm 
Water Permit 

Discharge Prohibition 1 Excerpt from the Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit, Discharge Prohibition 1 
Except as allowed in Special Conditions 
(D.1.) of this General Permit, materials other 
than storm water (non-storm water 
discharges) that discharge either directly or 
indirectly to waters of the United States are 
prohibited. Prohibited non-storm water 
discharges must be either eliminated or 
permitted by a separate NPDES permit. 

Explains that most non-storm 
water discharges (any that are 
not expressly listed in Special 
Condition D.1) are strictly 
prohibited under the 
Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit. 

Effluent Limitation 3 Excerpt from the Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit, Effluent Limitation 3 
Facility operators covered by this General 
Permit must reduce or prevent pollutants 
associated with industrial activity in storm 
water discharges and authorized non-storm 
water discharges through implementation of 
BAT for toxic and nonconventional 
pollutants and BCT for conventional 
pollutants. Development and implementation 
of an SWPPP that complies with the 
requirements in Section A of the General 
Permit and that includes BMPs that achieve 
BAT/BCT constitutes compliance with this 
requirement. 

Explains the level of “best 
management practice” (BMP) 
implementation that must be 
achieved in order to comply 
with the permit. 
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Quoted section of the 
Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit or applicable 
law 

Text Type of requirement or 
Water Board Authority 

Fact Sheet No. 3, 
Facilities determined to 
be ineligible [for 
coverage under the 
Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit] by 
Regional Water Boards 

Regional Water Boards may 
determine that discharges from a 
facility or groups of facilities, 
otherwise eligible for coverage under 
this General Permit, have potential 
water quality impacts that may not 
be appropriately addressed by this 
General Permit. In such cases, a 
Regional Water Board may require 
such discharges to be covered by an 
individual or general NPDES permit. 
Interested persons may petition the 
appropriate Regional Water Board to 
issue individual NPDES permits. 
The applicability of this General 
Permit to such discharges will be 
terminated upon adoption of an 
individual NPDES permit or a 
different general NPDES permit. 

 

This explains that the Water 
Board has the authority to 
require Lehigh to be covered 
under a different permit for 
its ongoing discharges of 
storm water and non-storm 
water. 

F.1.b, Regional Water 
Board Authorities 

Following adoption of this General Permit, 
Regional Water Boards shall issue other 
NPDES general permits or individual 
NPDES storm water permits as they deem 
appropriate to individual facility operators, 
facility operators of specific categories of 
industrial activities….  Upon issuance of 
such NPDES permits by a Regional Water 
Board, the affected facility operator shall no 
longer be regulated by this General Permit.  
Any new NPDES permit issued by the 
Regional Water Board may contain different 
requirements than the requirements of this 
General Permit. 
 

This is further explanation of 
Water Board authority to 
require Lehigh to be covered 
under a different permit. 

Water Code § 13260. 
Reports; fees; 
exemptions 

(a) All of the following persons shall file 
with the appropriate regional board a report 
of the discharge, containing the information 
which may be required by the regional 
board:(1) Any person discharging waste, or 
proposing to discharge waste, within any 
region that could affect the quality of the 
waters of the state, other than into a 
community sewer system. 
 

This section of the Water 
Code requires Lehigh to 
submit a Report of Waste 
Discharge (which is an 
application to discharge waste 
water). 
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Quoted section of the 
Industrial Storm Water 
General Permit or applicable 
law 

Text Type of requirement or 
Water Board Authority 

California Water Code 
§ 13385, Civil Liability 

§ 13385. Civil liability 
 

This section of the Water 
Code gives the Water Board 
the authority to issue 
monetary penalties for 
violations of an NPDES 
Permit or of the Clean Water 
Act. 

California Water Code 
§ 13267. Investigations; 
inspections 
 

§ 13267. Investigations; inspections 
 

This section of the Water 
Code gives the Water Board 
the authority to require 
technical reports. 

 
If you have any questions, please contact Cris Carrigan at 916-322-3626, or via e-mail at 
ccarrigan@waterboards.ca.gov, or me directly.  Also, we anticipate that you may wish to meet 
with us to discuss these matters.  Please contact us with your available dates. 
 
 Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 Dyan C. Whyte 
 Assistant Executive Officer 
 
Interested Party Mailing List – see attached. 

mailto:ccarrigan@waterboards.ca.gov


Lehigh Mailing List
Type of party Party name Party contact E-mail address Street Address City, State, Zip

Organization

BayKeeper

Alex Arensberg alex@baykeeper.org

Jason Flanders jason@baykeeper.org

Sejal Choksi sejal@baykeeper.org

City of Cupertino

David W. Knapp, City 
Manager

manager@cupertino.org

Rick Kitson, Dir. Public 
and Envtl. Affairs

rickk@cupertino.org

Committee for Green 
Foothills

Brian Schmidt brian@greenfoothills.org

Lehigh Southwest Cement 
Company

Jeff Brummert, VP 12667 Alcosta 
Boulevard, Suite 400

San Ramon, CA 94583

Stuart Tomlinson, VP 12667 Alcosta 
Boulevard, Suite 400

San Ramon, CA 94583

PG Environmental

Brenner Perryman brenner.perryman@pgenv.com

Scott Coulson scott.coulson@pgenv.com

Friday, February 18, 2011 Page 1 of 4



Type of party Party name Party contact E-mail address Street Address City, State, Zip

QuarryNo

Bill Almon balmon@pacbell.net

Santa Clara Valley 
Audobon Society

Shani Kleinhaus shani@scvas.org

Stevens and Permanente 
Creeks Watershed Council

Mondy Lariz, Executive 
Director

execdir@spcwc.org

Private Party

Cathy Helgerson sharpset1@aol.com

Trish Mulvey mulvey@ix.netcom.com

Public Agency

CA Air Resources Control 
Board

Thu Bui tbui@baaqmd.gov

CA Department of Fish 
and Game

Timothy Stevens tstevens@dfg.ca.gov
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Type of party Party name Party contact E-mail address Street Address City, State, Zip

County of Santa Clara 
Planning Office

Clara Spaulding clara.spaulding@pln.sccgov.org

Gary Rudholm gary.rudholm@pln.sccgov.org

Marina Rush marina.rush@pln.sccgov.org

Los Altos Hills City 
Council

Councilman Waldeck gcwaldeck@gmail.com

Los Altos Hills Planning 
Office

Debbie Pedro dpedro@losaltoshills.ca.gov

Santa Clara County 
Department of 
Environmental Health

Jennifer Kaahaaina jennifer.kaahaaina@deh.sccgov.or
g

US Department of Labor, 
Mine Safety, and Health 
Administration

Diane Watson watson.diane@dol.gov

US Environmental 
Protection Agency

Ann Murphy murphy.ann@epamail.epa.gov

Friday, February 18, 2011 Page 3 of 4
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Sent via certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested  
 


Date:  November 29, 2010 
 
Lehigh Southwest Cement Co.   
c/o Mr. Henrik Wesseling 
24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard 
Cupertino  CA 95014 
 
 
SUBJECT: Requirement for Technical Report to Document Non-Storm Water 


Discharge(s) Pursuant to California Water Code Section 13267 
 


Facility: Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (formally Hanson Permanente 
Cement) Industrial Facility, Located at  
24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard,  
Cupertino, Santa Clara County  
WDID No. 2 43I006267 


 
Dear Mr. Wesseling: 
 
This Order requires Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (“Lehigh”) to submit a technical report, by 
January 7, 2011, containing the following information and analyses: 


• A characterization of any and all non-stormwater discharge(s) that occurred during (but 
possibly not limited to) mid-to-late September, 2010; and  


• A description of any and all non-stormwater discharges to Permanente Creek from the 
Lehigh facility and/or resulting from Lehigh’s operations at the facility during the past three 
years.   


 
This Order is issued by the San Francisco Bay Water Board pursuant to its authority under Water 
Code section 13267.  Your failure to comply with this Order could subject you misdemeanor 
charges and/or subject you to civil liability as provided for in Water Code section 13268. 
 
Background 
On September 15, 2010, the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) received a telephone call 
from a local resident claiming to have observed increased stream flows in Permanente Creek in the 
vicinity of Portland Drive and Miramonte Avenue in Los Altos.  SCVWD notified us of the 
discharge.  We then contacted Scott Renfrew, Lehigh Environmental Compliance Manager, by 
telephone on October 4, 2010, to ask about the discharge.  During that conversation, Mr. Renfrew 
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explained that the Lehigh facility was pumping water from the quarry bottom, routing the water 
through Pond #4, and discharging the water into Permanente Creek.  Mr. Renfrew further explained 
that the discharge to Permanente Creek is a routine maintenance activity conducted during the 
summer months.  
 
Specific Requirements of This Order 
You are required to submit a technical report no later than January 7, 2011, containing the all 
information described herein.  The report must document the nature, volume, and duration of the 
discharge noted above, and the nature, volume, and duration of any and all other similar discharges 
that have occurred in the past three years or that are currently ongoing from the Lehigh facility.  
Specifically, you are required to provide the following information:   
 
1.  Regarding the discharge(s) from Pond #4 that occurred in September 2010:  
 


a) The specific time period of the discharge (total number of hours including start and end 
time). 


 
b) The total number of gallons discharged. 


 
c) A map showing, at a minimum, the locations of the source of discharged water, likely flow 


paths, associated structures and piping, pumping and treatment controls, and all discharge 
points into Permanente Creek.  Any other records necessary to document the location and 
manner of the discharge must be included.  The map must clarify whether the water 
discharged was into an in-stream pond constructed within Permanente Creek.   


 
d) Detailed aerial and ground level photographs and as-built drawings showing the features 


listed above in (c).  
 


e) A detailed description of the methods used to monitor and observe the discharge.   
 


f) All available records pertaining to the discharge, such as and including those for inspections, 
maintenance, flow rate monitoring, pollutant monitoring.  All records must be dated.  
Documents such as inspector’s field notes, visual monitoring data, sampling data, laboratory 
analytical data, continuous and/or automated monitoring data, if they exist, must be included. 
 If they do not exist, you must submit a statement to that effect under penalty of perjury. 


 
g) Prior to sampling and no later than December 13, 2010, Lehigh shall propose a sampling 


plan aimed at characterizing the quality of water discharged on September 15, 2010. The 
plan must address any variability in the discharged waters and justify sample locations and 
sampling methods.  The samples must be analyzed for the full California Toxics rule (CTR) 
constituent list (Attachment B), and additional constituents common to discharges from 
aggregate mining facilities (Attachment C).   
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2)  Regarding all other non-stormwater discharges that occurred in the last 3 years:  Provide 
all information as described above.   


 
 
This requirement for a report is made pursuant to California Water Code Section 13267, which 
allows the Regional Water Board to require technical or monitoring program reports from any 
person who has discharged, discharges, proposes to discharge, or is suspected of discharging waste 
that could affect water quality.  Under Section 13267 of the Water Code, Lehigh must furnish such 
required technical reports under penalty of perjury.  Attachment D provides additional information 
about Section 13267 requirements.  Failure or refusal to submit this technical report, and/or 
submittal of falsified information, may subject you to a misdemeanor and/or up to $5,000 per day of 
violation in civil liabilities, while submittal of late or inadequate reports may result in the imposition 
of civil liability of up to $5,000 per day of violation per Section 13268 of the Water Code.   
 
If you have any questions, please contact Cecilio Felix of my staff at (510) 622-2343, or by e-mail at 
cfelix@waterboards.ca.gov. 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
 
       Dyan C. Whyte 
       Assistant Executive Officer 
 
 
Attachments  
 A.  Mailing List 


 B.  California Toxics Rule (CTR) constituent list 
 C.  Additional Constituents Common to Discharge from Aggregate Mining Facilities 
 D.  Fact Sheet:  Requirements for Submitting Technical Reports under Section 13267  
   of the California Water Code 
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		Dyan Whyte












Water Board staff review and response to Lehigh’s letter 
of December 13, 2010, in response to our “13267” letter 
of November 29, 2010  
 


SUMMARY 
Lehigh’s response to our requirement for a technical report is inadequate.  In this 
document, we correct Lehigh’s mistaken assertions and we reiterate and clarify the 
requirements, which Lehigh has not satisfied. 
 


Sampling Requirements 
Lehigh’s sampling proposal is unacceptable.  Instead, we require the following: 


1. Sampling locations will be selected in the field by Water Board staff, date TBD. 
2. Lehigh must sample daily for two consecutive weeks in a period of time in which 


there is rain as well as dry days in the forecast.  All sampling must be completed 
by April 15, 2011, and all results must be submitted to the Water Board no later 
than April 30, 2011. 


3. In addition to the parameters indicated in the November 29, 2010, 13267 letter, 
Lehigh must continually monitor and report flow rate during the non-storm water 
discharge.  Also, Lehigh must continually monitor and report flow rate in 
Permanente Creek above and below the outfall of each sample location. 


4. All sampling must be conducted by a qualified third party (paid for by Lehigh) 
acceptable to Water Board staff. 


 


Correction of Lehigh’s False Assertions 
In the letter, Lehigh repeatedly asserts that the Facility’s discharges of quarry bottom 
water, wash-down water, and dust suppression water are in compliance with the 
Industrial General Storm Water Permit.  All three of these self-admitted discharges from 
the Lehigh facility are specifically prohibited by the Industrial General Storm Water 
Permit.  Lehigh is grossly mistaken in its assertion that the Facility is permitted to 
discharge these three types of non-storm water flows. 
 
Lehigh states that quarry bottom water is discharged continuously (except when the 
system is shut down for repair as it was prior to the observed increase of flow to the creek 
in September 2010).  Lehigh estimates the daily volume of discharge to range from 
250,000 gallons to 2,500,000 gallons.  This is a significant input of prohibited non-storm 
water to Permanente Creek. 


Questioning Lehigh’s Response 
Lehigh further asserts that the other two types of non-storm water discharge—dust 
suppression and wash down water—happen daily, but the flows are negligible and 







impossible to estimate.  Furthermore, Lehigh asserts that the dust suppression and wash 
down water only discharge to Ponds 9 and 17.  However, these assertions are contrary to 
what Water Board staff observed during our May 2010 inspection: 
 
During our inspection, we observed dust suppression water discharging into Pond 13 and 
in a ditch that discharges to Ponds 20 and 21.  Neither of these discharge locations drain 
into or are treated by Ponds 9 and 17.  Also, we dispute that Lehigh is unable to estimate 
the volume of these waters discharged since Lehigh knows the volume of its wash down 
truck and knows how many passes the trucks make each day in each location of the 
Facility.  Lehigh staff is capable of observing runoff and estimating the flow rate of the 
runoff from the dust suppression and wash-down activities.   
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Sent via certified Mail - Return Receipt Requested  
  March 26, 2010 
    
Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. 
c/o Scott Renfew, Environmental Manager 
24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard 
Cupertino , CA 95014 
 
Subject: NOTICE OF VIOLATION and required corrective actions for failure to 


protect stormwater at industrial facility 
 
Facility: Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formally Hanson Permanente Cement) 


Industrial facility, located at 24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard,  
  Cupertino, Santa Clara County 
  WDID No. 2 43I006267 
 
Dear Mr. Renfew: 
 
You are hereby given notice that the industrial facility indicated above (Facility) is in violation 
of stormwater protection requirements.  On behalf of Water Board staff, a PG Environmental, 
LLC, inspector recently inspected the Facility, and noted numerous water quality violations.  
You are required to correct the problems noted in the attached Inspection Findings, 
Violations, and Corrective Actions Report and send us documentation of your corrective 
actions by the dates indicated in this Report.   
 
The Facility is in violation of the NPDES General Permit for Discharges of Storm Water 
associated with Industrial Activities Excluding Construction Activities, Order No. 97-03-DWQ 
(Permit1) and the San Francisco Bay Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan2).   
 
Permit violations 
The Permit requires industrial facility owners to implement controls that reduce pollutants in 
stormwater discharges to the Best Available Technology Economically Achievable/Best 
Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BAT/BCT) performance standard. Development 
and implementation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan that complies with the 
requirements in Section A of the Permit and that includes Best Management Practices (BMPs) 
                     
1 Permit:  http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/industrial.shtml 
2 Basin Plan Table 4.1, Prohibitions: 
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/planningtmdls/basinplan/web/tab/tab_4-
01.pdf 
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that achieve BAT/BCT constitutes compliance with this requirement. Our inspector observed 
that the Facility does not meet this standard, and therefore, the Facility is in violation of the 
Permit.   
 
Basin Plan Prohibition violations 
Additionally, the Facility is in violation of the Basin Plan, which is the Regional Water Board’s 
master water quality control document.  The Basin Plan applies to all discharges within the 
Regional Water Board’s jurisdiction, including discharges from this Facility.  We observed 
during the February 10, 2010, inspection evidence of discharges that are in violation of, at a 
minimum, Basin Plan Prohibition 7:  


 
o Prohibition 7 prohibits rubbish, refuse, bark, sawdust, or other solid wastes into surface 


waters or at any place where they would contact or where they would be eventually 
transported to surface waters, including flood plain areas. 


 
Please refer to the attached inspection report for the details of the violations and required 
corrective actions. 
 
Consequences for not coming into compliance  
Failure to return to compliance with the Permit and failure to comply with the Basin Plan 
prohibitions are violations of CWC Section 13385(a)(2) and (a)(4), respectively, for which the 
Water Board may impose civil liability in the amount not to exceed $10,000 per day of each 
violation, plus $10 per gallon in excess of 1,000 gallons per discharge.   
 
Additional notes 
If you need guidance, the California Stormwater Quality Association (CASQA) publishes a 
handbook for Industrial Stormwater Best Management Practices3.  The CASQA handbook is one 
of many online resources that describe industry standard BMPs.  Please note that Water Board 
can not specify means of compliance. It is your responsibility to select and correctly implement 
an appropriate suite of BMPs. Use of the CASQA handbook or other similar guidance 
documents may help you achieve compliance, but it does not guarantee compliance.   
 
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Christine Boschen at (510) 622-
2346 or by email at cboschen@waterboards.ca.gov. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 
      Dyan C. Whyte 
      Assistant Executive Officer 
 
Encl.: February 10, 2010, Inspection Findings, Violations, and Corrective Actions 
                     
3 CASQA BMP Handbook: http://www.cabmphandbooks.com/Industrial.asp  



http://www.cabmphandbooks.com/Industrial.asp
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 February 10, 2010, Inspection Photo Log 
 February 10, 2010, Inspection Exhibit Log 
  
cc: 


Stuart Tomlinson, VP 
Lehigh Southwest Cement Co.  
12667 Alcosta Boulevard, Suite 400 
San Ramon, CA  94583 
 
Jeff Brummert, VP 
Lehigh Southwest Cement Co.   
12667 Alcosta Boulevard, Suite 400 
San Ramon, CA  94583 


 
David W. Knapp, City Manager 
City of Cupertino 
By e-mail dknapp@cupertino.org 
 
Rick Kitson, Director 
Public and Environmental Affairs  
City of Cupertino 
By e-mail rickk@cupertino.org 


 
Timothy Stevens  
Department of Fish and Game 
By e-mail tstevens@dfg.ca.gov 
 
Thu Bui  
Air Resources Control Board 
By e-mail tbui@baaqmd.gov 
 


Rebecca Glyn 
USEPA 
By e-mail glyn.rebecca@epa.gov 
 
Ann Murphy  
USEPA 
Murphy.ann@epamail.epa.gov 
 
Cathy Helgerson 
2020697 Dunbar Drive 
Cupertino, CA 95-14 
 
Trish Mulvey  
By e-mail mulvey@ix.netcom.com 
 
Amy Chastain  
BayKeeper 
amy@baykeeper.org 
 
Scott Coulson  
PG Environmental 
By e-mail scott.coulson@pgenv.com 
 
Brenner Perryman  
PG Environmental 
By e-mail 
Brenner.perryman@pgenv.com
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Company 
Permanente Plant 


24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard 
Phone (408) 996-4000 


Fax (408) 725-1019 
www.lehighpermanente.com 


 
December 13, 2010 
 
Ms. Dyan C. Whyte 
Assistant Executive Officer 
California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
San Francisco Bay Region 
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400 
Oakland, CA 94612 
 
 
Subject:  Requirement for Technical Report to Document Non-Storm 


Water Discharge(s) Pursuant to California Water Code Section 
13267 


 
Facility: Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente 


Cement) Industrial facility, located at 24001 Stevens Creek 
Boulevard, Cupertino, Santa Clara County 


 WDID No. 2 43I0062677 
 
Dear Ms. Whyte: 
 
Enclosed is the response of Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (“Lehigh”) to 
the California Regional Water Quality Control Board’s November 29, 2010 Order 
to submit a technical report, by January 7, 2011, as well as a sampling plan by 
December 13, 2010.  This response covers both aspects of the Order.   
 
As required by this Order, Lehigh’s submission describes and characterizes 
water routed to Permanente Creek from Lehigh’s quarry during September 2010 
as well as all non-stormwater discharges to Permanente Creek water routed to 
Permanente Creek in the past three years.  While Lehigh is fully complying with 
this Order, we point out that the discharges to Permanente Creek referenced in 
the Order are a fully authorized part of Lehigh’s stormwater management 
program, which is conducted pursuant to the General Industrial Stormwater 
Permit and Lehigh’s Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”) for the 
Permanente Facility.1  The General Permit and Lehigh’s SWPPP cover both 
stormwater and “authorized non-stormwater discharges”, including those 


                                                 
1  The General Industrial Stormwater Permit is Water Quality Order No. 97-03- 
DWQ.  Lehigh’s SWPPP was last updated and submitted to the Regional Board on March 2, 
2010.  
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referenced in the Order.  Accordingly, Lehigh’s response is presented in the 
context of Lehigh’s storm water management plan.   
 
As described in the SWPPP, stormwater and groundwater that seep into the 
quarry are collected at the bottom of the quarry, where sediment is settled out 
and then the water is pumped to Pond 4 for further settling and then allowed to 
flow into Permanente Creek.  This “quarry dewatering” pumping and routing 
system, further described herein, is subject to regular monitoring.  Two other 
authorized non-stormwater discharges are covered by the SWPPP and 
discussed in this response. 
 
Lehigh’s stormwater management program is described and the monitoring 
results are included each year in Lehigh’s Annual Report for Stormwater 
Discharges Associated With Industrial Activities (the “Annual Report”).  
Accordingly, the Regional Board has extensive data characterizing these 
discharges.  Nevertheless, as directed by the Order, this submission includes a 
proposal to conduct the additional sampling described in the Order by adding the 
sampling parameters it specifies to Lehigh’s next stormwater monitoring event 
pursuant to the SWPPP.  The data generated pursuant to the Order’s sampling 
requirements will supplement the data that was collected and submitted to the 
Regional Board in Lehigh’s 2009/2010 Annual Report and for many years before 
that. 
 
We add one other point of clarification.  The Order characterizes Mr. Renfrew’s 
explanation of the quarry dewatering that was occurring in September as being 
associated with a “routine maintenance activity.”  Actually, under normal 
conditions, the routing of stormwater and groundwater from the quarry to Pond 4 
and then into Permanente Creek is routine—it occurs almost continuously 
pursuant to Lehigh’s SWPPP.  In other words, this quarry dewatering was not 
part of a maintenance activity.   
 
The maintenance activity Mr. Renfrew described to the Regional Board 
representative was this:  Lehigh had been conducting maintenance of the quarry 
pumps and had been carrying out other quarry maintenance work, which had 
necessitated a temporary shutdown of the regular quarry dewatering system. 
During this period, no quarry water was discharged to Permanente Creek.  The 
dewatering system shutdown occurred between August 18 and September 10, 
2010.  Accordingly, we believe the increase in flow that was reported on 
September 15 to the Water District downstream of the facility was likely 
associated with the resumption of regular dewatering of the quarry pursuant to 
General Stormwater Permit and the SWPPP. 
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Our detailed response to the Order is included in the enclosure.  Please let us 
know if you have any questions or comments on Lehigh’s response.  As 
requested in previous communications, we would like to meet with Regional 
Water Board staff as soon as possible and discuss our stormwater management 
practices. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
 
Henrik Wesseling 
Plant Manager 
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company - Permanente Plant  
 
Enclosure 
 
cc:   Christine Boschen, RWQCB 
 Cecilio Felix, RWQCB 
 Danny Pham, RWQCB 
 Shin-Roei Lee, RWQCB 
 
 Ann Murphy, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
 Timothy Stevens, California Department of Fish and Game 
 Gary Rudholm, County of Santa Clara Planning Office 
 Marina Rush, County of Santa Clara Planning Office 


Clara Spaulding, County of Santa Clara Planning Office 
 Jennifer Kaahaaina, Santa Clara County Department of Environmental Health 
 
 Scott Renfrew 
 Wayne Whitlock 
 
 







 
 
 
 
Signed Certification Statement: 
 
I certify under penalty of law that this submission and all attachments were 
prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system 
designed to ensure that qualified personnel proper gather and evaluate the 
information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who 
manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the 
information, the information submitted is to the best of my knowledge and belief 
true, accurate and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for 
submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for 
knowing violations.  
 
 
 
______________________________December 13th 2010______ 
Henrik Wesseling, Plant Manager 
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company – Permanente Plant 
 
Facility WDID Number 2 43S006267 







Lehigh Southwest Cement Company – Permanente Plant  


Response to San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board Requirements 
for Technical Report Pursuant to Water Code Section 13267 (Issued November 29, 


2010) 


December 13, 2010 


 


I. Summary 


This is the response of Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (“Lehigh”) to the November 
29, 2010 Order issued by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(“Regional Water Board”); the Order requires Lehigh to submit a technical report by 
January 7, 2011 as well as a Sampling Plan by December 13, 2010.  This response 
covers both aspects of the Order.   
 
As required by this Order, Lehigh’s submission describes and characterizes water 
routed to Permanente Creek from Lehigh’s quarry during September 2010 as well as all 
non-storm water discharges to Permanente Creek water routed to Permanente Creek in 
the past three years.  While Lehigh is fully complying with this Order, the discharges to 
Permanente Creek referenced in the Order are a fully authorized part of Lehigh’s storm 
water management program, which is conducted pursuant to California’s General Storm 
Water Permit for Industrial Activities (the “General Permit”) and Lehigh’s Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention Plan (“SWPPP”) for the Permanente Facility. The General Permit 
and Lehigh’s SWPPP cover both storm water and “authorized non-storm water 
discharges”, including those referenced in the Order.  Accordingly, Lehigh’s response is 
presented in the context of Lehigh’s storm water management plan. 
 
As described in the SWPPP, storm water and groundwater that seep into the quarry are 
collected at the bottom of the quarry, where sediment is settled out, and the water is 
pumped to Pond 4 for further settling and then allowed to flow into Permanente Creek.  
This “quarry dewatering” pumping and routing system, further described herein, is 
subject to regular monitoring covered by the SWPPP’s Storm Water and Non-Storm 
Water Discharge Monitoring Plan.  Two other authorized non-storm water discharges 
are authorized under the General Permit and covered by Lehigh’s SWPPP; they also 
are discussed in this response. 
 
Lehigh’s storm water management and monitoring program is described and the 
monitoring results are included each year in Lehigh’s Annual Report for Storm Water 
Discharges Associated With Industrial Activities (the “Annual Report”).  Accordingly, the 
Regional Water Board has extensive data characterizing these discharges.  
Nevertheless, as directed by the Order, this submission includes a proposal to conduct 
the additional sampling described in the Order by adding the additional analytical 
parameters it specifies (i.e., those parameters that are not already a part of Lehigh’s 
monitoring program controlled by the General Permit) to samples taken at pertinent 
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locations during Lehigh’s next monitoring event pursuant to the SWPPP.  The data 
generated pursuant to this sampling plan will supplement the data that is regularly 
collected and submitted to the Regional Water Board in Lehigh’s Annual Reports 
(including the 2009/2010 Annual report and annual reports submitted for many years). 
 
There is one other significant point of clarification.  The Order characterizes Mr. 
Renfrew’s explanation of the quarry dewatering that was occurring in September as 
being associated with a “routine maintenance activity.”  Actually, under normal 
conditions, the routing of storm water and groundwater from the quarry to Pond 4 and 
then into Permanente Creek is what Mr. Renfrew described as routine—it occurs almost 
continuously pursuant to Lehigh’s SWPPP.  In other words, this quarry dewatering was 
not part of a maintenance activity.  The maintenance activity Mr. Renfrew described to 
the Regional Water Board representative was this:  Lehigh had been conducting 
maintenance of the quarry pumps and had been carrying out other quarry maintenance 
work, which had necessitated a temporary shutdown of the regular quarry dewatering 
system; no quarry water was discharged to Permanente Creek during that time. That 
shutdown occurred during August and early September, and had resumed at the time 
that the Regional Water Board received the call referenced in the Order.  Accordingly, 
we believe the increase in flow that was reported to the Water District downstream of 
the facility was likely associated with the resumption of regular dewatering of the quarry 
pursuant to General Storm Water Permit and the SWPPP. 
 
Lehigh’s detailed response to the Order follows. 


II. Background. 


The Order, issued November 29, 2010 requires Lehigh to submit the following 
information and analyses:  
 


• A characterization of any and all non-storm water discharge(s) that occurred 
during (but possibly not limited to) mid-to-late September, 2010; and  


• A description of any and all non-storm water discharges to Permanente Creek 
from the Lehigh facility and/or resulting from Lehigh’s operations at the facility 
during the past three years.  


 
The Regional Water Board’s Order Provides the following background (included in 
italics): 
 


On September 15, 2010, the Santa Clara Valley Water District (SCVWD) 
received a telephone call from a local resident claiming to have observed 
increased stream flows in Permanente Creek in the vicinity of Portland Drive and 
Miramonte Avenue in Los Altos. SCVWD notified us of the discharge. We then 
contacted Scott Renfrew, Lehigh Environmental Compliance Manager, by 
telephone on October 4, 2010, to ask about the discharge. During that 
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conversation, Mr. Renfrew explained that the Lehigh facility was pumping water 
from the quarry bottom, routing the water through Pond #4, and discharging the 
water into Permanente Creek. Mr. Renfrew further explained that the discharge 
to Permanente Creek is a routine maintenance activity conducted during the 
summer months.  


 
Lehigh manages storm water associated with its operations pursuant to California’s 
General Storm Water Permit for Industrial Activities, the SWPPP for the site,1 and 
Cleanup and Abatement Order CAO 99-018.   The General Permit regulates both storm 
water and “authorized non-storm water” discharges.  Authorized non-storm water 
discharges, including groundwater, are covered under the General Permit provided they 
meet certain conditions.2    
 
Three sources of authorized non-storm water discharges, including quarry dewatering, 
are managed and monitored pursuant to the General Permit and the SWPPP, Sections 
3.2, 4.4 and 5.3.  The SWPPP contains a site map depicting the entire storm water 
management system at the Permanente facility. 


 
1  General Storm Water Permit for Discharges of Storm Water Associated With Industrial Activities, State 


Water Resources Control Board Order No. 97-03-DWQ (NPDES General Permit No. CAS000001).  
Lehigh’s SWPPP was last updated and submitted to the Regional Water Board on March 2, 2010. 


2  Section D of the General Permit provides: 
D. SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
1. Non-Storm Water Discharges 
a. The following non-storm water discharges are authorized by this General Permit provided that 


they satisfy the conditions specified in Paragraph b. below: fire hydrant flushing; potable water 
sources, including potable water related to the operation, maintenance, or testing of potable water 
systems; drinking fountain water; atmospheric condensates including refrigeration, air 
conditioning, and compressor condensate; irrigation drainage; landscape watering; springs; 
ground water; foundation or footing drainage; and sea water infiltration where the sea waters are 
discharged back into the sea water source. 


b. The non-storm water discharges as provided in Paragraph a. above are authorized by this 
General Permit if all the following conditions are met: 


i. The non-storm water discharges are in compliance with Regional Water Board requirements. 
ii. The non-storm water discharges are in compliance with local agency ordinances and/or 


requirements. 
iii. BMPs are specifically included in the SWPPP to (1) prevent or reduce the contact of nonstorm 


water discharges with significant materials or equipment and (2) minimize, to the extent 
practicable, the flow or volume of non-storm water discharges. 


iv. The non-storm water discharges do not contain significant quantities of pollutants. 
v. The monitoring program includes quarterly visual observations of each non-storm water 


discharge and its sources to ensure that BMPs are being implemented and are effective. 
vi. The non-storm water discharges are reported and described annually as part of the annual 


report. 
c. The Regional Water Board or its designee may establish additional monitoring programs and 


reporting requirements for any non-storm water discharge authorized by this General Permit. 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 
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The quarry dewatering system collects rainwater, storm water that runs into the quarry 
and groundwater that seeps into the quarry.  The water in the quarry is held during 
significant storm events to allow settling of sediments before eventual discharge.  Other 
Best Management Practices (BMPs) are included in the SWPPP Section 5.3 as 
required by General Permit Section D.1.b.iii.3  Also as required by General Permit 
Sections D.1.b.v and vi, the authorized non-storm water discharges are reported in the 
2009/2010 Annual Report.  Further, Lehigh’s monitoring and sampling program is 
described in the SWPPP’s Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring 
Plan.4    
 
The water in the quarry is pumped out by a dewatering pumping system, through an 
aboveground pipe equipped with turbidity monitors that de-activate the pumps in cases 
of elevated turbidity measurements.  The water continues through the pipe to Pond 4 for 
further settling, after which the water is passively discharged via gravity to Permanente 
Creek. 
 
The following excerpt from the SWPPP Section 3.2.4 describes in more detail the 
quarry dewatering system as well as two other sources of authorized non-storm water 
discharges at the Permanente facility.   
 


3.2.4 Authorized Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring 
 
Three sources of non-storm water discharge are authorized under the General 
Permit (Special Conditions) at Lehigh. These sources include: 1) dust 
suppression water spray applied to Lower Quarry Road, Rock Plant Road, and 
the lower entrance/exit road to the Rock Plant, 2) washdown water spray applied 
to the upper exit road at the Rock Plant, and 3) quarry dewatering discharges. 
Water spray is applied on Lower Quarry Road, Rock Plant Road and the lower 
entrance/exit road to the Rock Plant using a water truck, and at the Rock Plant 
using a permanently installed sprinkler system. Dust suppression water spray is 
applied to the above referenced site haul roads once daily in the morning, and 
wash-down water spray is applied at the Rock Plant once daily in the afternoon. 
The authorized non-storm water discharges associated with dust suppression 
water spray and wash down water are restricted in volume due to their limited 
application rates, and thus, do not contain significant quantities of suspended 
solids. 
   
Authorized non-storm water discharges from these dust suppression and wash 
down water spray sources are routed to existing off-stream retention Ponds 9 


 
3   A principal focus of Lehigh’s storm water management efforts has been on monitoring and controlling 


sediment in its storm water discharges.  See SWPPP Section 6. 
4  See SWPPP Appendix A. 
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and 17 (i.e., structural BMPs).  Effluent from Ponds 9 and 17 flows directly into 
Permanente Creek. It was demonstrated in June 2004 that there was no adverse 
impact to water quality in Permanente Creek as a result of the two authorized 
non-storm water discharges. Analyses of TSS of water samples collected in 
Permanente Creek immediately up-stream of Pond 9 and down-stream of Pond 
17 reported no difference in concentration within the laboratory reporting limits of 
10 mg/L and below. Ponds 9 and 17 were shown to be effective BMPs in 
removing TSS from non-storm water discharges. 
 
Authorized non-storm water discharges from quarry dewatering consist of storm 
water and groundwater collected at the bottom of the quarry (the quarry bottom 
also acts as a sediment control pond under the SWPPP as described in Section 
6.2) and pumped into Pond 4 to reduce suspended sediment, from which this 
water is discharged to Permanente Creek. Water from the quarry is pumped by a 
two-storage system through a 10-inch diameter Drisco pipe that ascends the 
South wall of the quarry from the quarry bottom and descends the south facing 
slope to Pond 4. The pumping system is monitored by an in-line turbidity meter 
that automatically shuts down the pumps at 30 NTUs. 


 
As quoted above, the Background Section of the Order characterized the discharge 
from the quarry as part of a routine maintenance activity.  To clarify, the discharge to 
Permanente Creek from Pond 4 was not part of a routine maintenance activity.  Rather, 
under normal conditions, the collection and pumping of storm water and groundwater 
from the quarry to Pond 4 occurs almost continuously; this activity that Mr. Renfrew 
characterized as “routine” to the Regional Water Board representative.  The 
maintenance activity that Mr. Renfrew described was this:  It had been necessary to 
conduct maintenance of the pumps and carry out additional work in the quarry that 
required shutting down the quarry dewatering process for a period of time, from 
approximately August 18, 2010 to September 10, 2010.  Thus, the maintenance work 
resulted in an interruption of the normal flow from Pond 4 into Permanente Creek.  Once 
this maintenance work was completed, Lehigh’s resumption of the normal storm water 
management process pursuant to the General Permit and Lehigh’s SWPPP likely 
resulted in the increase in Permanente Creek flow observed downstream on September 
15, 2010. 
 
III. Lehigh’s Response to the Order’s Specific Requirements. 


This section includes Lehigh’s response to the specific requirements of the Order.  Each 
specific element of the Regional Water Board’s Order is set forth in italics, separated by 
reference to the first and second general requirements of the Regional Water Board’s 
Order. Lehigh’s response follows each sub-element of the Order.  
 


A. Regional Water Board General Request No. 1. Regarding the 
discharge(s) from Pond #4 that occurred in September 2010:  
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Regional Water Board Request:  a) The specific time period of the discharge (total 
number of hours including start and end time).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  Please see description included above in Sections I and II.  
Pursuant to the General Industrial Storm Water Permit and the SWPPP, the quarry 
dewatering process routes water to Pond 4, where it then discharges to Permanente 
Creek, almost continuously or regularly depending on the time of year, the volume of 
storm water and groundwater that collects in the quarry bottom. This regular dewatering 
process is interrupted only when regular maintenance of the pumping system or other 
aspects of the storm water management system require maintenance.  
 
Regional Water Board Request:  b) The total number of gallons discharged. 
 
Lehigh’s Response:  As described above, the flow into Permanente Creek from the 
quarry dewatering system is highly variable, depending on the extent of precipitation, 
the flow of storm water and the seepage of groundwater into the quarry; these factors all 
contribute to the determination of the hours that the pumps are operated on a daily 
basis.  The average daily flow into Pond 4 can range from 250,000 to 2,500,000 gallons. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  c) A map showing, at a minimum, the locations 
of the source of discharged water, likely flow paths, associated structures and 
piping, pumping and treatment controls, and all discharge points into 
Permanente Creek. Any other records necessary to document the location and 
manner of the discharge must be included. The map must clarify whether the 
water discharged was into an in-stream pond constructed within Permanente 
Creek.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  A map is attached as Exhibit 1.  This map is an excerpt from the 
submitted SWPPP 15 Site Layout Map and shows the location of the quarry, the 
pumping and routing system, Pond 4 and the location where water from Pond 4 is 
discharged to Permanente Creek.  No in-stream sedimentation pond is utilized for this 
process. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  d) Detailed aerial and ground level photographs 
and as-built drawings showing the features listed above in (c).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  Photos are attached as Exhibit 2.  No drawings are available. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  e) A detailed description of the methods used to 
monitor and observe the discharge.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:   As described above, pursuant to the SWPPP and its Storm 
Water and Non-Storm Water Plan, Lehigh currently conducts regular inspections, visual 
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monitoring, continuous turbidity monitoring and regular sampling and analysis of storm 
water and authorized non-storm water discharges.   
 
SWPPP Section 3.2.4 provides: 
 


“Authorized non-storm water discharges from quarry dewatering consist of storm 
water and groundwater collected at the bottom of the quarry (the quarry bottom 
also acts as a sediment control pond under the SWPPP as described in Section 
6.2) and pumped into Pond 4 to reduce suspended sediment, from which this 
water is discharged to Permanente Creek. Water from the quarry is pumped by a 
two-storage system through a 10-inch diameter Drisco pipe that ascends the 
South wall of the quarry from the quarry bottom and descends the south facing 
slope to Pond 4. The pumping system is monitored by an in-line turbidity meter 
that automatically shuts down the pumps at 30 NTUs 
. 
To document the existence of authorized non-storm water discharges and the 
inspections for unauthorized non-storm water discharges, Lehigh has 
implemented a non-storm water discharge visual monitoring program in 
accordance with the General Permit, Section B.3. (Non-Storm Water Discharge 
Visual Observations) since July 1, 2004. The following elements were 
incorporated into the monitoring program and details of the non-storm water 
discharge monitoring program are presented in Appendix A of this report. 
• Observations: Visually observe all drainage areas for the presence of 


unauthorized non-storm water discharges, and visually observe authorized 
non-storm water discharges and their sources. 


• Schedule: Non-storm water discharge visual monitoring shall occur quarterly, 
during daylight hours, on days with no storm water discharges, and during 
scheduled facility operating hours. For the purpose of non-storm water 
discharge visual monitoring, quarterly observations shall be conducted during 
the following periods: January through March, April through June, July 
through September, and October through December. Lehigh shall conduct 
quarterly visual observations within 6 to 18 weeks of one another. The 
quarterly observations will determine if the BMPs implemented are effective. 


• Documentation: Visual observations shall document the presence of any 
discoloration, stains, odors, floating materials, etc. as well as the source of 
any discharge. Records will be maintained of the visual observation dates, 
locations observed, observations, and the response taken to eliminate 
unauthorized non-storm water discharges and to reduce or prevent pollutants 
from contacting non-storm water discharges. 


Reporting: Visual observations have been reported annually in the SWPPP and 
Annual Report since the 2004/2005 season. Authorized non-storm water 
discharges are reported and described in the Annual Report.” 
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In addition, sampling and analysis of this source of non-storm water discharges are 
governed by the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is 
part of the SWPPP (see SWPPP15 Appendix A for the 2009/2010 version of this Plan).  
The following italicized text is an excerpt from the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water 
Discharge Monitoring Plan:  
 


“STORM WATER AND NON-STORM WATER DISCHARGE 
MONITORING PLAN 


1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This document provides a storm water monitoring plan and detailed instructions for use 
by Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (Lehigh). Lehigh personnel to complete the 
monitoring and sampling required under the Industrial Activities Storm Water Permit 
(State Water Resources Control Board Water Quality Order No. 97-03-DWQ; NPDES 
General Permit No. CAS000001) for discharge of storm water (Sections 2.0 through 
6.0). The samples collected under this plan will be used to refine the subareas (and the 
sources) that are the largest contributors of storm water runoff and sediment to 
Permanente Creek. In addition, past analytical data from the Lehigh facility has refined 
the sampling protocol, allowing for additions and exclusions from future sampling events. 
In general, these changes occur when:(1) sampling data have indicated a monitoring 
location has met acceptable water quality objectives for total suspended solids (TSS), oil 
and grease, chemical oxygen demand (COD) and pH for two consecutive years, (2) no 
samples have been collected at a location due to lack of visible flow for two consecutive 
years, (3) a new proposed sample location meets the same objectives, (4) a new 
sediment source has been determined, or (5) access to an existing monitoring location in 
inclement weather is determined to be unsafe. These changes are noted within this 
report 
  
The non-storm water discharge visual monitoring program is described in Section 7.0. 
The monitoring plan is intended to be implemented by Lehigh personnel on a quarterly 
schedule as specified in the Industrial Activities Storm Water Permit for non-storm water 
discharges. 
 
2.0 STORM WATER SAMPLING DESIGN 
 
The Storm Water Monitoring Plan included monitoring at 33 locations. The rationale for 
the 33 sample locations are provided on Table 1. In addition to the 33 samples, three 
field duplicates were collected from three of the monitoring locations for each rain event 
for a total of 36 samples. 
 
No modifications to the existing Storm Water Monitoring Plan were implemented during 
the 2008/2009 sampling program. The total number of sampling locations proposed for 
the 2008/2009 sampling program were 33, with an additional three duplicate samples 
collected from three of the sampling locations. Changes to the Storm Water Monitoring 
Plan are based primarily on visual observations, sample location accessibility, and safety 
issues identified during the sampling or the result of facility improvements that have 
occurred within the past year. 
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Table 1 outlines the proposed sampling locations for the sampling program. The table 
also provides a correlation between the sampling locations and a particular source area, 
as well as the purpose for sampling at each location. 
 
3.0 STORM WATER SAMPLING 
 
The General Permit for industrial storm water discharges, in general, requires that non-
storm water discharges to storm water systems be eliminated, a storm water pollution 
prevention plan (SWPPP) be developed and implemented, and storm water systems be 
monitored. The purpose of this sampling plan is to address these storm water monitoring 
requirements. The overall objectives of the storm water monitoring are to ensure 
compliance with the General Permit for industrial discharges, to evaluate the pollution 
control practices in place, to assist in implementing the SWPPP, to evaluate sediment 
contribution from potential sources, and to measure the effectiveness of the best 
management practices. 
 
All industrial facility operators are required to: 
 
1. Perform visual observations of storm water discharges and authorized storm water 
discharges. 
 
2. Collect and analyze samples of storm water discharges. Analysis must include pH, 
total suspended solids (TSS), total organic carbon (TOC), specific conductance (SC), 
toxic chemicals, and other pollutants that are likely to be present in storm water 
discharges in significant quantities, and those parameters listed in Table D of the 
General Permit. TOC analysis may be substituted by oil and grease. 
Table D of the General Permit lists additional analytical parameters required for specific 
industry types. Lehigh Southwest Cement Company is categorized as Sector E 3241, 
Hydraulic Cement, Industry. There are no additional parameters required for this industry 
type. 
 
Due to consistently low dissolved and total copper concentrations detected up to, and 
including, the 1998/1999 wet season, copper was removed from the Storm Water 
Monitoring Plan starting in 1999/2000. The 2008/2009 sampling plan also excluded 
copper analysis of the storm water samples. Constituents to be analyzed will be TSS, oil 
and grease, pH, temperature, SC, and flow. Although chemical oxygen demand (COD) 
is not a required analytical parameter under the General Permit, Lehigh has analyzed 
the storm water samples for COD in the past and will continue to do so in the future. 
The General Permit requires that each industrial facility collect storm water samples 
during the first hour of discharge from: 
 
1. The first storm event of the wet season, and 
 
2. At least one other storm event in the wet season. 
 
Sample collection is only required of storm water discharges that occur during scheduled 
facility operating hours and that are preceded by at least three (3) working days without 
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storm water discharge. The General Industrial Permit states that an industrial facility may 
conduct visual observations and sample collection more than one hour after discharge 
begins if the facility operator determines that the objectives of the storm water sampling 
requirements will be better satisfied. Since the constituent of concern at Lehigh 
Southwest Cement Company is TSS, sampling after the first hour of the discharge would 
be more representative of long-term (greater than one hour) storm event effects. 
A storm event needs to produce significant storm water drainage at the site in order for 
samples to be collected. Federal guidelines define a qualified storm event as one in 
which rainfall is greater than 0.1 inches and occurs at least 72 hours after the previous 
qualified storm. The storm duration and total rainfall should be within + 50% of the 
average storm rainfall for the area. 
 
3.1 Prior to Sample Collection 
 
Upon arrival at each sampling location, the sampler should record in a log book basic 
information such as station ID, sample ID, time, date, current weather conditions, the 
estimated flow at the sampling location, the duration of rain at time of sampling, and the 
duration of storm water discharge at that station, if known (see Form 1 for a sample log 
book). Each sample bottle should be labeled with the date, time, analysis to be 
performed, preservative used, if any, sampler initials, and sample ID (i.e., at one sample 
location, three sample bottles would be labeled with the same sample number, but with 
three different specified analyses). 
 
Once the discharge at each location is determined to be significant, sample collection at 
each of the storm water monitoring locations will commence. Samples will be collected 
first from sampling locations at the upper end of the watershed to ensure that access is 
available to those locations. 
 
3.2 Sample Collection 
 
Samples will be collected in clean bottles provided by the laboratory. Sample bottles will 
contain the appropriate preservative when delivered by the laboratory. Table 2 provides 
a description of the size and type of bottles to be used for sampling. Stream samples will 
be collected from mid-depth of the stream. Where necessary, a bailer with a sample 
collection scoop will be used to assist in sample collection. Filled sample containers will 
be placed on ice in laboratory-supplied ice chests. Each sample will be field-measured 
for temperature, pH, and conductivity. 
 
Field duplicate samples at three pre-selected sampling locations (Pond 14, Pond 21, and 
Pond 22 effluents) will also be collected. This means that at three locations, two bottles 
will be collected for oil and grease analysis, two for COD analysis, and two for total 
suspended solids, pH, and conductivity. 
 
4.0 PREPARATION FOR ANALYSIS 
 
Each sample will be analyzed by a state-certified analytical laboratory for pH, SC, TSS, 
oil and grease, and COD. Measurement of temperature, pH, and conductivity will also be 
made by the sampler using portable field equipment. 
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5.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CONTROL 
 
[the text of this section is not included] 
 
6.0 EQUIPMENT 
 
[the text of this section is not included]”  
 


The Monitoring Plan proceeds to establish parameters for visual monitoring and visual 
observations as well. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  f) All available records pertaining to the 
discharge, such as and including those for inspections, maintenance, flow rate 
monitoring, pollutant monitoring. All records must be dated. Documents such as 
inspector’s field notes, visual monitoring data, sampling data, laboratory 
analytical data, continuous and/or automated monitoring data, if they exist, must 
be included. If they do not exist, you must submit a statement to that effect under 
penalty of perjury.  
 
Lehigh’s Response: 
 
Because the General Permit governs these activities, its requirements define Lehigh’s 
responsibilities for generating and submitting inspection reports, visual monitoring data 
and sampling and analytical data.  All records required for these activities are provided 
to the Regional Water Board pursuant to the Annual Report, CAO 99-018 or in other 
submissions to the Regional Water Board pursuant to the General Permit.  That 
information is on file with the Regional Water Board.  Lehigh can generate additional 
copies of the Annual Reports for the Regional Water Board upon request.  
 
Regional Water Board Request:  g) Prior to sampling and no later than December 
13, 2010, Lehigh shall propose a sampling plan aimed at characterizing the 
quality of water discharged on September 15, 2010. The plan must address any 
variability in the discharged waters and justify sample locations and sampling 
methods. The samples must be analyzed for the full California Toxics rule (CTR) 
constituent list (Attachment B), and additional constituents common to 
discharges from aggregate mining facilities (Attachment C).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  As described above, management and monitoring of the quarry 
dewatering discharge is governed by the General Industrial Storm Water Permit and 
Lehigh’s SWPPP.  Therefore, to satisfy the sampling requirements of the Order, Lehigh 
proposes to follow the storm water sampling procedures described in the SWPPP and 
the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is part of the 
SWPPP (see SWPPP Appendix A).  The sampling frequency and sampling parameters 
are set out in the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan (an 
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excerpt is set out in Response III.A.(e) above.  Constituents regularly sampled currently 
include pH, total suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, temperature, specific 
conductance (SC) and flow.   In the past, Lehigh has sampled for other constituents, 
including metals and has reported those results to the Regional Water Board.   
 
Table 1 of the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan, attached 
as Exhibit 3 lists the locations where samples are taken pursuant to the Plan, including 
samples from the location at Permanente Creek where the quarry dewatering is 
discharged from Pond 4. This same table is included in the SWPPP itself (Table 3-3, 
Section 3.2.1).  In the next sampling event called for under the Monitoring Plan, Lehigh 
proposes to add the analytical parameters described in Attachments B and C to the 
Order, to the analysis of samples taken the outlet of Pond 4.  The specific sampling 
point is listed in Exhibit 4.  The analytical results will be reported separately to the 
Regional Water Board pursuant to this Order within 45 days of the sampling event. 
 


B. Regional Water Board General Request No. 2.   Regarding all other 
non-storm water discharges that occurred in the last 3 years: 
Provide all information as described above.  


Lehigh General Response:  As indicated above, in addition to quarry dewatering, 
Lehigh’s SWPPP and Annual Report describe two other sources of authorized non-
storm water discharges:  1) dust suppression water spray applied to Lower Quarry 
Road, Rock Plant Road, and the lower entrance/exit road to the Rock Plant and 2) 
wash-down water spray applied to the upper exit road at the Rock Plant.  As reflected in 
the 2009/2010 Annual Report (see Page 6), no unauthorized non-storm water 
discharges were identified in 2009.  Further, other than two unauthorized discharges of 
process water to Permanente Creek that occurred on March 25 and April 7, 2008, and 
that were reported to the Regional Water Board on March 28 and April 11, 2008,5 
respectively, no unauthorized non-storm water discharges have been identified at the 
facility in the last three years.  
 
The following provides the information requested for these two sources of authorized 
non-storm water discharges.  
 


1. Dust Suppression Spray  


Regional Water Board Request:  a) The specific time period of the discharge (total 
number of hours including start and end time).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  SWPPP Section 3.2.4 describes this authorized non-storm water 
discharge: 


 
5  These reports were submitted in writing to the Regional Water Board on the referenced dates. Lehigh 
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Water spray is applied on Lower Quarry Road, Rock Plant Road and the lower 
entrance/exit road to the Rock Plant using a water truck, and at the Rock Plant 
using a permanently installed sprinkler system. Dust suppression water spray is 
applied to the above referenced site haul roads once daily in the morning, and 
wash-down water spray is applied at the Rock Plant once daily in the afternoon. 
The authorized non-storm water discharges associated with dust suppression 
water spray and wash down water are restricted in volume due to their limited 
application rates, and thus, do not contain significant quantities of suspended 
solids.  
 
Authorized non-storm water discharges from these dust suppression and wash 
down water spray sources are routed to existing off-stream retention Ponds 9 
and 17 (i.e., structural BMPs). Effluent from Ponds 9 and 17 flows directly into 
Permanente Creek. It was demonstrated in June 2004 that there was no adverse 
impact to water quality in Permanente Creek as a result of the two authorized 
non-storm water discharges. Analyses of TSS of water samples collected in 
Permanente Creek immediately up-stream of Pond 9 and down-stream of Pond 
17 reported no difference in concentration within the laboratory reporting limits of 
10 mg/L and below. Ponds 9 and 17 were shown to be effective BMPs in 
removing TSS from non-storm water discharges. 


 
Regional Water Board Request:  b) The total number of gallons discharged. 
 
Lehigh’s Response:  This volume is not available.  As described above, the flow into 
Permanente Creek from dust suppression water spray is very low in volume, due to 
limited application.  Much of the water evaporates before it drains into Pond 9 and Pond 
17, where it is settled before it flows into Permanente Creek.  
 
Regional Water Board Request:  c) A map showing, at a minimum, the locations 
of the source of discharged water, likely flow paths, associated structures and 
piping, pumping and treatment controls, and all discharge points into 
Permanente Creek. Any other records necessary to document the location and 
manner of the discharge must be included. The map must clarify whether the 
water discharged was into an in-stream pond constructed within Permanente 
Creek.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  A map is attached as Exhibit 5.  This map is taken from the 
SWPPP 15 Site Layout Map and shows the location of the areas where the dust 
suppression water is applied, Ponds 9 and 17 and the discharge points into Permanente 
Creek.  No in-stream pond is utilized for this process. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  d) Detailed aerial and ground level photographs 
and as-built drawings showing the features listed above in (c).  
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Lehigh’s Response:  Photos are attached as Exhibit 6.  No drawings are available. 
 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  e) A detailed description of the methods used to 
monitor and observe the discharge.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:   As described above, pursuant to the SWPPP and its Storm 
Water and Non-Storm Water Monitoring Plan, Lehigh currently conducts regular 
inspections, visual monitoring and regular sampling and analysis of storm water and 
authorized non-storm water discharges.   
 
SWPPP Section 3.2.4 provides: 
 


“To document the existence of authorized non-storm water discharges and the 
inspections for unauthorized non-storm water discharges, Lehigh has 
implemented a non-storm water discharge visual monitoring program in 
accordance with the General Permit, Section B.3. (Non-Storm Water Discharge 
Visual Observations) since July 1, 2004. The following elements were 
incorporated into the monitoring program and details of the non-storm water 
discharge monitoring program are presented in Appendix A of this report. 
• Observations: Visually observe all drainage areas for the presence of 


unauthorized non-storm water discharges, and visually observe authorized 
non-storm water discharges and their sources. 


• Schedule: Non-storm water discharge visual monitoring shall occur quarterly, 
during daylight hours, on days with no storm water discharges, and during 
scheduled facility operating hours. For the purpose of non-storm water 
discharge visual monitoring, quarterly observations shall be conducted during 
the following periods: January through March, April through June, July 
through September, and October through December. Lehigh shall conduct 
quarterly visual observations within 6 to 18 weeks of one another. The 
quarterly observations will determine if the BMPs implemented are effective. 


• Documentation: Visual observations shall document the presence of any 
discoloration, stains, odors, floating materials, etc. as well as the source of 
any discharge. Records will be maintained of the visual observation dates, 
locations observed, observations, and the response taken to eliminate 
unauthorized non-storm water discharges and to reduce or prevent pollutants 
from contacting non-storm water discharges. 


Reporting: Visual observations have been reported annually in the SWPPP and 
Annual Report since the 2004/2005 season. Authorized non-storm water 
discharges are reported and described in the Annual Report.” 
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In addition, sampling and analysis of this source of non-storm water discharges is 
governed by the Storm water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is 
part of the SWPPP (see SWPPP15 Appendix A for the 2009/2010 version of this Plan).   
 
Lehigh’s response III.A.(e) above includes an excerpt from the Storm Water and Non-
Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  f) All available records pertaining to the 
discharge, such as and including those for inspections, maintenance, flow rate 
monitoring, pollutant monitoring. All records must be dated. Documents such as 
inspector’s field notes, visual monitoring data, sampling data, laboratory 
analytical data, continuous and/or automated monitoring data, if they exist, must 
be included. If they do not exist, you must submit a statement to that effect under 
penalty of perjury.  
 
Lehigh’s Response: Because the General Permit governs these activities, its 
requirements define Lehigh’s responsibilities for generating and submitting inspection 
reports, visual monitoring data and sampling and analytical data.  All records required 
for these activities are provided to the Regional Water Board pursuant to the Annual 
Report, CAO 99-018 or in other submissions to the Regional Water Board pursuant to 
the General Permit.  That information is on file with the Regional Water Board.  Lehigh 
can generate additional copies of the Annual Reports if the Regional Water Board would 
like. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  g) Prior to sampling and no later than December 
13, 2010, Lehigh shall propose a sampling plan aimed at characterizing the 
quality of water discharged on September 15, 2010. The plan must address any 
variability in the discharged waters and justify sample locations and sampling 
methods. The samples must be analyzed for the full California Toxics rule (CTR) 
constituent list (Attachment B), and additional constituents common to 
discharges from aggregate mining facilities (Attachment C).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  As described above, management and monitoring of the wash 
down spray water is governed by the General Industrial Storm Water Permit and 
Lehigh’s SWPPP.  Therefore, to satisfy the sampling requirements of the Order, Lehigh 
proposes to follow the storm water sampling procedures described in the SWPPP and 
the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is part of the 
SWPPP (see SWPPP Appendix A).  The sampling frequency and sampling parameters 
are set out in the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan (an 
excerpt is set out in Response III.A.(e) above.  Constituents regularly sampled currently 
include pH, total suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, temperature, specific 
conductance (SC) and flow.   In the past, Lehigh has sampled for other constituents, 
including metals and has reported those results to the Regional Water Board. 
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Table 1 of the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan, attached 
as Exhibit 3 lists the locations where samples are taken pursuant to the Plan, including 
samples from the location at Permanente Creek where the storm water and authorized 
non-storm water discharges from dust suppression water spray and wash-down water 
spray are discharged from Ponds 9 and 17. This same table is included in the SWPPP 
itself (Table 3-3, Section 3.2.1).   In the next sampling event called for under the 
Monitoring Plan, Lehigh proposes to add the analytical parameters described in 
Attachments B and C to the Order, to the analysis of samples taken at the discharge 
points from Ponds 9 and 17.  The specific sampling point is listed in Exhibit  4.  The 
analytical results will be reported separately to the Regional Water Board pursuant to 
this Order within 45 days of the sampling event.  
 


2. Wash-down Water Spray 


Regional Water Board Request:  a) The specific time period of the discharge (total 
number of hours including start and end time).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  SWPPP Section 3.2.4 describes this authorized non-storm water 
discharge: 
 


Water spray is applied on Lower Quarry Road, Rock Plant Road and the lower 
entrance/exit road to the Rock Plant using a water truck, and at the Rock Plant 
using a permanently installed sprinkler system. Dust suppression water spray is 
applied to the above referenced site haul roads once daily in the morning, and 
wash-down water spray is applied at the Rock Plant once daily in the afternoon. 
The authorized non-storm water discharges associated with dust suppression 
water spray and wash down water are restricted in volume due to their limited 
application rates, and thus, do not contain significant quantities of suspended 
solids.  
 
Authorized non-storm water discharges from these dust suppression and wash 
down water spray sources are routed to existing off-stream retention Ponds 9 
and 17 (i.e., structural BMPs). Effluent from Ponds 9 and 17 flows directly into 
Permanente Creek. It was demonstrated in June 2004 that there was no adverse 
impact to water quality in Permanente Creek as a result of the two authorized 
non-storm water discharges. Analyses of TSS of water samples collected in 
Permanente Creek immediately up-stream of Pond 9 and down-stream of Pond 
17 reported no difference in concentration within the laboratory reporting limits of 
10 mg/L and below. Ponds 9 and 17 were shown to be effective BMPs in 
removing TSS from non-storm water discharges. 


   
 
Regional Water Board Request:  b) The total number of gallons discharged. 
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Lehigh’s Response:  This volume is not available.  As described above, the flow into 
Permanente Creek from wash down water spray is very low in volume, due to limited 
application.  Much of the water evaporates before it drains into Pond 9 and Pond 17, 
where it is settled before it flows into Permanente Creek.  
 
Regional Water Board Request:  c) A map showing, at a minimum, the locations 
of the source of discharged water, likely flow paths, associated structures and 
piping, pumping and treatment controls, and all discharge points into 
Permanente Creek. Any other records necessary to document the location and 
manner of the discharge must be included. The map must clarify whether the 
water discharged was into an in-stream pond constructed within Permanente 
Creek.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  A map is attached as Exhibit 5.  This map is taken from the 
SWPPP and shows the location of the areas where the wash down water spray is 
applied, Ponds 9 and 17 and the discharge points into Permanente Creek.  No in-
stream pond is utilized for this process.  
 
Regional Water Board Request:  d) Detailed aerial and ground level photographs 
and as-built drawings showing the features listed above (c).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  Photos are attached as Exhibit 6.  No drawings are available. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  e) A detailed description of the methods used to 
monitor and observe the discharge.  
 
Lehigh’s Response:   As described above, pursuant to the SWPPP and its Storm 
Water and Non-Storm Water Monitoring Plan, Lehigh currently conducts regular 
inspections, visual monitoring, continuous turbidity monitoring and regular sampling and 
analysis of storm water and authorized non-storm water discharges.   
 
SWPPP Section 3.2.4 provides: 
 


“Authorized non-storm water discharges from quarry dewatering consist of storm 
water and groundwater collected at the bottom of the quarry (the quarry bottom 
also acts as a sediment control pond under the SWPPP as described in Section 
6.2) and pumped into Pond 4 to reduce suspended sediment, from which this 
water is discharged to Permanente Creek. Water from the quarry is pumped by a 
two-storage system through a 10-inch diameter Drisco pipe that ascends the 
South wall of the quarry from the quarry bottom and descends the south facing 
slope to Pond 4. The pumping system is monitored by an in-line turbidity meter 
that automatically shuts down the pumps at 30 NTUs. 
To document the existence of authorized non-storm water discharges and the 
inspections for unauthorized non-storm water discharges, Lehigh has 
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implemented a non-storm water discharge visual monitoring program in 
accordance with the General Permit, Section B.3. (Non-Storm Water Discharge 
Visual Observations) since July 1, 2004. The following elements were 
incorporated into the monitoring program and details of the non-storm water 
discharge monitoring program are presented in Appendix A of this report. 
• Observations: Visually observe all drainage areas for the presence of 


unauthorized non-storm water discharges, and visually observe authorized 
non-storm water discharges and their sources. 


• Schedule: Non-storm water discharge visual monitoring shall occur quarterly, 
during daylight hours, on days with no storm water discharges, and during 
scheduled facility operating hours. For the purpose of non-storm water 
discharge visual monitoring, quarterly observations shall be conducted during 
the following periods: January through March, April through June, July 
through September, and October through December. Lehigh shall conduct 
quarterly visual observations within 6 to 18 weeks of one another. The 
quarterly observations will determine if the BMPs implemented are effective. 


• Documentation: Visual observations shall document the presence of any 
discoloration, stains, odors, floating materials, etc. as well as the source of 
any discharge. Records will be maintained of the visual observation dates, 
locations observed, observations, and the response taken to eliminate 
unauthorized non-storm water discharges and to reduce or prevent pollutants 
from contacting non-storm water discharges. 


Reporting: Visual observations have been reported annually in the SWPPP and 
Annual Report since the 2004/2005 season. Authorized non-storm water 
discharges are reported and described in the Annual Report.” 


 
In addition, sampling and analysis of this source of non-storm water discharges is 
governed by the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is 
part of the SWPPP (see SWPPP15 Appendix A for the 2009/2010 version of this Plan).   
 
Lehigh’s response III.A.(e) above includes an excerpt from the Storm Water and Non-
Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan. 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  f) All available records pertaining to the 
discharge, such as and including those for inspections, maintenance, flow rate 
monitoring, pollutant monitoring. All records must be dated. Documents such as 
inspector’s field notes, visual monitoring data, sampling data, laboratory 
analytical data, continuous and/or automated monitoring data, if they exist, must 
be included. If they do not exist, you must submit a statement to that effect under 
penalty of perjury.  
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Lehigh’s Response: 
 
Because the General Permit governs these activities, its requirements define Lehigh’s 
responsibilities for generating and submitting inspection reports, visual monitoring data 
and sampling and analytical data.  All records required for these activities are provided 
to the Regional Water Board pursuant to the Annual Report, CAO 99-018 or in other 
submissions to the Regional Water Board pursuant to the General Permit. That 
information is on file with the Regional Water Board.  Lehigh can generate additional 
copies of the Annual Reports if the Regional Water Board would like. 
 
 
Regional Water Board Request:  g) Prior to sampling and no later than December 
13, 2010, Lehigh shall propose a sampling plan aimed at characterizing the 
quality of water discharged on September 15, 2010. The plan must address any 
variability in the discharged waters and justify sample locations and sampling 
methods. The samples must be analyzed for the full California Toxics rule (CTR) 
constituent list (Attachment B), and additional constituents common to 
discharges from aggregate mining facilities (Attachment C).  
 
Lehigh’s Response:  As described above, management and monitoring of the dust 
suppression spray water is governed by the General Industrial Storm Water Permit and 
Lehigh’s SWPPP.  Therefore, to satisfy the sampling requirements of the Order, Lehigh 
proposes to follow the storm water sampling procedures described in the SWPPP and 
the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan that is part of the 
SWPPP (see SWPPP Appendix A).  The sampling frequency and sampling parameters 
are set out in the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan (an 
excerpt is set out in Response III.A.(e) above.  Constituents regularly sampled currently 
include pH, total suspended solids (TSS), oil and grease, temperature, specific 
conductance (SC) and flow.   In the past, Lehigh has sampled for other constituents, 
including metals and has reported those results to the Regional Water Board. 
   
Table 1 of the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan, attached 
as Exhibit 3 lists the locations where samples are taken pursuant to the Plan, including 
samples from the location at Permanente Creek where the storm water and authorized 
non-storm water discharges from dust suppression water spray and wash-down water 
spray are discharged from Ponds 9 and 17.  This same table is included in the SWPPP 
itself (Table 3-3, Section 3.2.1).  In the next sampling event called for under the 
Monitoring Plan, Lehigh proposes to add the analytical parameters described in 
Attachments B and C to the Order, to the analysis of samples taken at the discharge 
points from Ponds 9 and 17.  The specific sampling point is listed in Exhibit  4.  The 
analytical results will be reported separately to the Regional Water Board pursuant to 
this Order within 45 days of the sampling event. 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 
 


Exhibit 1 -- Map Showing Quarry Dewatering System, Pond 4 and Discharge Point to 
Permanente Creek 
 
Exhibit 2 -- Photos of Quarry Dewatering System, Pond 4 and Discharge Point to 
Permanente Creek 
 
Exhibit 3 -- Table 1 from Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Monitoring Plan in 
SWPPP--2009/2010 Storm Water Monitoring Plan, Lehigh Southwest Cement 
Company, Cupertino, California  
 
Exhibit 4 --Specific Locations Where Samples Will be Analyzed for Additional 
Parameters Specified in Order 
 
Exhibit 4 -- Map Showing Dust Suppression Water and Wash Down Water Spray Areas, 
Ponds 9 and 17 and Discharge Points to Permanente Creek  
 
Exhibit 6 -- Photos of Dust Suppression Water and Wash Down Water Spray Areas, 
Ponds 9 and 17 and Discharge Points to Permanente Creek 
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Exhibit 1 
Map Showing Quarry Dewatering System, Pond 4 and Discharge Point to 


Permanente Creek 
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Exhibit 2 


 
 Photos of Quarry Dewatering System, Pond 4 and Discharge Point to 


Permanente Creek 
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Pond 4 – looking South 
 
 


 
 
Pond 4 – looking North  
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Exhibit 3 


Table 1 from Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Monitoring Plan in SWPPP-
-2009/2010 Storm Water Monitoring Plan, Lehigh Southwest Cement Company, 


Cupertino, California 
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2009/2010 
Sample ID: Sampling Location: Potential Source Area(s): Sample Purpose/Objective:


Discontinued  (SL-
BG-CR)


Upstream creek sample. Sediments in creek before 
entering Quarry area of influence


Background sample to assess water quality entering the 
facility.


SL-1-CR Creek sample – downstream of background 
sample 


Sediments in creek south of 
Overburden Stockpile


Previously used as background sample to assess water 
quality entering the facility. Now serves to assess sediments 
entering the stream between SL-BG-CR and SL-1-CR 


SL-2-RD Upper Quarry Road before Pond 5 Runoff from Upper Quarry Road Evaluate the sediment load in storm water runoff from 
Upper Quarry Road that is diverted into Pond 5 - the Quarry 
Settlement Pond.


Discontinued  (SL-
3A-RD)


Inlet to Pond 5 from area north of pond Runoff from area north of Pond 5 Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 5 to reduce sediment 
load from area north of Pond 5.


Discontinued  (SL-
3-PD)


Effluent from Pond 5 - the Quarry Settlement 
Pond


Runoff from Upper Quarry Road Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 5 to reduce sediment 
load from Upper Quarry Road.


SL-4-CR Downstream of Overburden Stockpiles before 
concrete footing


Former Overburden Stockpiles Evaluate the sediment contribution from natural erosion and 
the Overburden stockpiles prior to entering the operation 
portion of the property (Creek Sample).


SL-4A1-RD Inlet to Pond 4A                     (east end) Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the sediment load in storm water runoff from 
Upper\Middle Quarry Road


Discontinued  (SL-
4A2-RD)


Inlet to Pond 4A              (west end) Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the sediment load in storm water runoff from 
Upper\Middle Quarry Road


SL-4A3-PD Effluent from Pond 4A Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 4A in removing 
sediment from the runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry Road 


Discontinued
(SL-4B1)


Inlet to Pond 4B                     Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the sediment load in storm water runoff from 
Upper\Middle Quarry Road


Discontinued
(SL-4B2-PD)


Effluent from Pond 4B (sample labeled SL-5A 
for 11/29/01 event)


Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 4B in removing 
sediment from the runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry Road 


Discontinued
(SL-4C1)


Inlet to Pond 4C Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the sediment load in storm water runoff from 
Upper\Middle Quarry Road


Discontinued
(SL-4C2-PD)


Effluent from Pond 4C Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road 


Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 4C in removing 
sediment from the runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry Road 


SL-5-CR Ore Feeder and the Primary Crusher Upstream of runoff from the 
Primary Crusher


Determine the TSS in Permanente Creek before the runoff 
from the Ore Feeder and the Primary Crusher.


Discontinued  (SL-
5A-CR)


Creek Sample – downstream of Ponds 4A & 
4B


Natural Erosion and Runoff from 
Ponds 4 & 4A


Determine the TSS in Permanente Creek before the runoff 
after Ponds 4 and 4A


SL-6-RD Quarry Pit Upper Quarry Road Evaluate the quarry pit water, which consists of both runoff 
into the quarry and the infiltration of groundwater


Discontinued
(SL-7)


Middle/Upper Quarry Road after Pond 5 Runoff from Upper/Middle Quarry 
Road after Pond 5 before the 
Primary Crusher


Evaluate the sediment load from Upper Quarry Road after 
Pond 5 but before the Primary Crusher at the inlet to the 
overflow pipe.


Discontinued
(SL-10)


Ore Feeder and the Primary Crusher Downstream from the Primary 
Crusher before Quarry Pit 
discharge


Evaluate the potential increase in TSS from the overland 
flow from the Ore Feeder and the Primary Crusher (Creek 
Sample).


SL-11-CR Inlet to Pond 13 Primary Crusher Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 13 at removing 
sediment from the storm water


SL-12-PD Outlet of Pond 13 Primary Crusher Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 13 at removing 
sediment from the storm water


SL-13-PD Inlet to Pond 13 from Pond 13B Primary Crusher Evaluate the effectiveness of Pre-Settlement Pond 13B at 
removing sediment from storm water


SL-13A-RD Inlet to Pond 13A at Rock Plant 1 Primary Crusher Evaluate the effectiveness of Pre-Settlement Pond 13A at 
removing sediment from storm water


Discontinued
(SL-9)


Table 1: 2009/2010 Sampling Locations


Primary Crusher Runoff from the Primary Crusher Evaluate the sediment load in the runoff (if any) from the 
Primary Crusher.


PD = Sample collected from pond
CR = Sample collected from creek
RD = Sample collected from road runoff
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2009/2010 
Sample ID: Sampling Location: Potential Source Area(s): Sample Purpose/Objective:


Table 1: 2009/2010 Sampling Locations


Discontinued  (SL-
13B-PD)


Effluent from Pond 13A into Pond 13B Primary Crusher Evaluate the effectiveness of Pre-Settlement Pond 13A at 
removing sediment from storm water


SL-14-CR Screen Tower Number 4 (under bridge) Upstream of Screen Tower 
Number 4


Determine the TSS in the creek before Screen Tower 
Number 4 and the adjacent creek embankment (Creek 
Sample).


SL-15-CR Creek embankment below Screen Tower 4 Downstream of Screen Tower 
Number 4


Determine the sediment contribution and potential increase 
from Screen Tower Number 4 and the creek embank runoff 
(Creek Sample).


SL-16A-RD Inlet to Pond 9 (from culvert under Lower 
Quarry Road)


Runoff from Lower Quarry Road 
originating after the Primary 
Crusher


Evaluate the potential sediment load runoff from Lower 
Quarry Road originating after the Primary Crusher which is 
diverted into Pond 9.


SL-16B-RD Inlet to Pond 9 (from eastern culvert from 
Middle Quarry Road)


Runoff from Middle Quarry Road 
originating after the Primary 
Crusher


Evaluate the potential sediment load runoff from Middle 
Quarry Road originating after the Primary Crusher which is 
diverted into Pond 9.


SL-17-PD Effluent from Pond 9 Runoff from Lower Quarry Road 
originating after the Primary 
Crusher


Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 9 in removing sediment 
from the runoff from Lower Quarry Road.


SL-18-RD Lower Quarry Road Runoff from Lower Quarry Road 
after the drop inlet to Pond 9


Evaluate the sediment load from Lower Quarry Road that is 
not captured by Pond 9 and the potential contribution of the 
sand pile flowing into Dinky Shed Basin.


Discontinued  (SL-
19-PD)


Effluent from Dinky Shed Basin Effluent from the new Dinky Shed 
Basin


Evaluate the effectiveness of the new treatment system at 
removing sediment from the runoff entering the Dinky Shed 
Basin from the Lower Quarry Road after Pond 9.


SL-20-RD Inlet to Pond 17 at Rockplant 2 Screen Tower Number 4 Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 17 at removing 
sediment from storm water


SL-21-PD Outlet of Pond 17 at Rockplant 2 (from the last 
point near effluent pipe if no discharge)


Screen Tower Number 4 Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 17 at removing 
sediment from storm water


SL-22A-CR Downstream of Dinky Shed Basin. Upstream of 
hillside runoff (jar labeled P-14 for 11/19 storm, 
labeled P-16 for 4/17/00 storm)


Effluent from the Dinky Shed 
Basin 


Evaluate the cleanout effectiveness of the new Dinky Shed 
Basin


SL-22B-CR Downstream of Dinky Shed Basin and 
downstream of hillside runoff behind the shed. 
(jar labeled P-13 for 11/19 storm, labeled P-17 
for 4/17/00 storm.)


Hillside runoff observed on 
11/19/99


Evaluate the impact of hillside runoff if present


SL-23-CR Creek Sample along Railroad tracks KACC Evaluate the impact of the cement plant and the former 
KACC property on the creek between Pond 9 and the rail 
road tracks


Discontinued  (SL-
24-PD)


Outlet of Pond 21 along railroad tracks KACC Assess the quality of the creek downstream of Ponds 19, 
20, and 21, as well as the impact of storm water from the 
former KACC property.


Discontinued  (SL-
D24-PD)


Duplicate sample of Pond 21 effluent QA/QC


SL-25-CR Inlet to Pond 22 NA Evaluate the efficiency of Pond 22 at reducing TSS 
concentrations.


SL-D25-CR Duplicate sample of Pond 22 Inlet NA QA/QC
SL-26-PD Effluent of Pond 22 (sample bottle labeled SL-


12 for 11/19/99 sampling event, labeled P-18 
for 4/17/00 storm).


Treatment of all sources that 
originate either upstream or from 
the Hanson property


Determine the effectiveness of the in-stream ponds at 
reducing sediment load before leaving the Hanson property 
(Creek Sample).


SL-D26-PD Duplicate sample of Pond 22 effluent QA/QC
SL-27-PD Effluent from Pond 14 Evaluate the effectiveness of Pond 14 at removing 


sediment from storm water.
SL-D27-PD Duplicate sample of Pond 14 effluent QA/QC


PD = Sample collected from pond
CR = Sample collected from creek
RD = Sample collected from road runoff
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Exhibit 4 


Locations Where Samples Will be Analyzed for Additional Parameters Specified 
in Regional Water Board Order 


SL-4A3-PD Discharge Point from Pond 4A where quarry dewatering water is 
discharged 


SL-17-PD Effluent from Pond 9 where dust suppression spray water is collected, 
settled and discharged 


SLC–21-PD Effluent from Pond 17 where wash down spray water is collected, settled, 
and discharged. 
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Exhibit 5 
 


Map Showing Dust Suppression Water and Wash Down Water Spray Areas, 
Ponds 9 and 17 and Discharge Points to Permanente Creek
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Exhibit 6 
 


Photos of Dust Suppression Water and Wash Down Water Spray Areas, Ponds 9 
and 17 and Discharge Points to Permanente Creek 


 







 
 
Pond 9 – from discharge looking East 
 
 


 
 
Pond 9 – discharge w/ water polishing limestone filter   
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Pond 17 - discharge   
 
 


 
 
Pond 17 – looking last section before discharge  
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		I. Summary

		II. Background.

		III. Lehigh’s Response to the Order’s Specific Requirements.

		A. Regional Water Board General Request No. 1. Regarding the discharge(s) from Pond #4 that occurred in September 2010: 

		B. Regional Water Board General Request No. 2.   Regarding all other non-storm water discharges that occurred in the last 3 years: Provide all information as described above. 

		1. Dust Suppression Spray 

		2. Wash-down Water Spray
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February 10, 2010


Inspection Findings, 
Violations, and 


Corrective Actions







Inspection Report, Lehigh Southwest Cement Co., February 10, 2010 


Industrial Storm Water Inspection Report 
 


Permittee: Lehigh Southwest Cement, Co. 
(formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 


WDID No.  2 43I006267 Date:  2/10/2010 


Facility:  Lehigh Southwest Cement, Co. SIC Code:  3241 – Cement, Hydraulic Receiving Water:  Permanente Creek 
Facility Address:  24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard; Cupertino (Santa Clara County), California 
Facility Representative(s)/Title(s):  Scott Renfrew (Environmental Manager, Lehigh Southwest Cement, Co.), Wilbur Green 
(Environmental Engineer, Lehigh Southwest Cement, Co.), Henrik Wesseling (Plant Manager, Lehigh Southwest Cement, Co.) 
Additional persons present:  None Inspector(s):  Scott Coulson (PG Environmental, LLC) 


 
 


Inspection Findings, Violations, and Corrective Actions 
 


On February 10, 2010, a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) contractor, PG Environmental, 
LLC (hereafter, EPA Contract Inspector) conducted an industrial storm water inspection of the above-
referenced facility (hereafter, the Facility).  The EPA Contract Inspector held a closing conference at the 
conclusion of the inspection.  During the closing conference, the EPA Contract Inspector reviewed the 
preliminary inspection findings with the Facility Representatives.  Pursuant to all provisions of the 
California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) Order No. 97-03-DWQ, National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES), General Permit No. CAS000001 for Discharges of Storm Water 
Associated with Industrial Activities (the Permit), the findings listed below must be corrected. 
 
The inspection results were forwarded to the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board 
for its staff to consider and act upon; Water Board staff has edited this inspection report to specifically 
call out violations, corrective actions, and due dates.  Please note that Water Board staff has left the 
findings of the Contract Inspector, described below, intact. 
 
 
Records Review 
 
Section A.1 of the Permit requires all dischargers to develop and implement a Storm Water Pollution 
Prevention Plan (SWPPP).  Per Section A.10.c of the Permit, the SWPPP must be revised and 
implemented prior to changes in industrial activities that  


• May significantly increase the quantities of pollutants in storm water discharge,  
• Cause a new area of industrial activity at the facility to be exposed to storm water, or  
• Begin an industrial activity which would introduce a new pollutant source at the facility.   


 
 


1. A copy of the SWPPP, last revised in June 
2009 and denoted SWPPP 14, was retained onsite as 
required by Section A.10.a of the Permit.  The 
SWPPP was reviewed during the inspection and 
found to be inadequate for the following reason:  


VIOLATION 
Inadequate site map 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTION 
By April 15, 2010, update site maps to clearly 
identify all structural control measures, 
authorized non-storm water discharges, and 
run-on.  
 
Provide a paper and electronic copy to the 
Regional Water Board. 


 
The Site Map did not clearly identify all structural 
control measures that affect storm water discharges, 
authorized non-storm water discharges, and run-on, 
as required by Section A.4.b of the Permit.  SWPPP 
14 states “Figure 3 shows the main drainage areas, 
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flow patterns within drainage areas, settlement ponds, and discharge locations into the Permanente Creek 
within the Lehigh Southwest Cement Company property boundary.”   
 
However, none of the SWPPP 14 Site Maps (denoted Figures 1—6 of SWPPP 14) include the structural 
control measures or drainage collection and conveyance system associated with the reuse of onsite storm 
water runoff and non-storm water sources in the eastern portion of the site.  During the inspection, Mr. 
Scott Renfrew (hereafter, the Environmental Manager) explained the current conditions of the eastern 
portion to include the following: 


• A closed system of water recycling allows water to be reused in the industrial process (e.g., gas 
conditioning tower, washing aggregate, dust suppression, etc.).   


• Drainage inlets and overland flow in the eastern portion of the site are directed to a lift station 
referred to as “Pearl Harbor” (see attached Photographs 2 and 3), which pumps the water to a 
man-made pond referred to as the “Lake” (see attached Photographs 4 and 5), which gravity feeds 
a de-commissioned thickener unit that is used as a holding tank for recycled water (see attached 
Photograph 6).    


• The recycled water system is operated to use water in the dry season, draw down the level of the 
“Lake,” and create capacity for winter storms.   


 
Because none of the SWPPP 14 Site Maps (denoted Figures 1—6) include the structural control measures 
associated with the recycled water system, the Facility is in violation.  To come into compliance, the 
Facility must update the Site Map to clearly identify all structural control measures that affect storm water 
discharges. 
 
 


2. The Permittee’s Monitoring 
Program was not in accordance with the 
sampling location requirements specified 
by Section B.7 of the Permit.  
Specifically, the sample collection 
location denoted SL-21-PD at the outlet 
of Pond 17 was not representative of the 
quality and quantity of the facility's storm 
water discharges from Pond 17.   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate and non-representative sampling locations 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By May 15, 2010, complete a water balance survey of all 
existing plumbing and drainage flows at the Facility, and 
update the engineering plans and documents to depict 
the current plumbing systems and drainage flows on the 
Facility property.  The water balance survey and 
documentation must address all water onsite, including 
storm water, process water, and waste water.   
 
Provide a paper and electronic copy of the water 
balance survey to the Regional Water Board. 
 
Based on the results of the above-described survey, 
revise storm water sampling locations, and update 
Facility maps and monitoring plan accordingly.  Provide 
a paper and electronic copy of all related documents to 
the Regional Water Board. 


 
Rather than collecting the sample at the 
outfall pipe to Permanente Creek (see 
attached Photograph 16), Figure 4 of 
SWPPP 14, Storm water Sampling 
Locations, indicates that the SL-21-PD 
sample is collected at the outlet of Pond 
17 (see attached Photograph 12).  Due to 
the existence of a complex plumbing 
configuration down-gradient of the Pond 
17 outlet, the SL-21-PD sample collection 
location was not representative of the 


quality and quantity of the discharge from Pond 17.   
 
The plumbing configuration down-gradient of the Pond 17 outlet includes an open vault with a sump 
pump (see attached Photograph 15), and several pipes (see attached Photographs 14 and 16).  The 
Environmental Manager could not explain what the pipes and sump pump are used for.  However, the 
sump pump had the ability to affect the quantity of the facility's storm water discharges from Pond 17.  As 
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a result, the SL-21-PD sample collection location did not meet the requirements specified in Section B.7 
of the Permit.  The Permittee must identify and collect samples from locations that represent all drainage 
areas, and the quality and quantity of the facility's storm water discharges.  
 
 
Facility Inspection 
 
All Best Management Practices (BMPs) mentioned in the following findings must be selected, installed, 
implemented and maintained according to Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BAT) 
and Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BCT) to reduce or prevent pollutants associated 
with industrial activity in storm water discharges as required by  Effluent Limitation B.3 of the Permit.   
 
 


3. A visible discharge of pollutants (i.e., 
sediment and/or other pollutants) into 
Permanente Creek was observed during the 
inspection, as described below.  Adequate 
BMPs were not implemented to prevent the 
discharge of pollutants from Pond 17 located in 
the southeast portion of the site, down- 


VIOLATION 
Observed discharge of pollutants to waters of the 
state 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, install, implement, and 
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BCT to eliminate 
discharge of pollutants from Pond 17 into 
Permanente Creek.   
 
In order to come into compliance, you may need 
to implement temporary BMPs and later come 
back in and implement more permanent 
measures. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, 
and submit a paper and electronic copy to the 
Regional Water Board. 


gradient of the Rock Plant.   
 
Pollutants were being actively conveyed from 
the Rock Plant (see attached Photographs 7 and 
8) to the Pond 17 inlet.  Pollutant accumulation 
was present along the entire inlet portion of 
Pond 17, including evidence of a high flow 
event that had caused the inlet check dams to 
breach (see attached Photograph 9).   
 
Moreover, pollutant-laden flow was observed 
passing over the outlet weir section (see 
attached Photographs 10 and 11) and through 


the outlet pipe (see attached Photographs 12 and 13). As specified in Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, the Pond 17 
outlet is connected to an outfall to Permanente Creek below Dinky Shed Basin.  The Pond 17 outlet flows 
to a drainage vault (see attached Photographs 14 and 15), which then discharges at the outfall to 
Permanente Creek.  Pollutant-laden flow was observed at the outfall (see attached Photograph 16), and in 
the Permanente Creek receiving water (see attached Photograph 17 through 19).   
 
As a result, there was an active pollutant-laden discharge during the inspection.  Because Pond 17 was not 
functioning as an adequate BMP for pollutant removal, either the pond must be modified to provide 
additional filtering and settling of pollutants, or adequate BMPs must be implemented for the pollutant 
generating sources at the Rock Plant to reduce pollutant conveyance to the pond, and prevent the 
subsequent discharge of pollutants to Permanente Creek.   
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4. The EPA Contract Inspector observed, 
during the inspection, that the Pond 9 BMP was 
not adequately inspected and maintained to 
prevent the discharge of sediment from the up-
gradient sediment generating sources in 
Drainage Area D to Permanente Creek.  Table 
6-1 of SWPPP 14 shows that the contributing 
area for Pond 9 is Drainage Area D, which 
includes the Rock Plant Road.   


VIOLATION 
Potential discharge of pollutants to waters of the 
state 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, install, implement, and 
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BCT to eliminate 
discharge of pollutants from Drainage Area D and 
Pond 9 into Permanente Creek.   
 
Please note that restrictions imposed by regulatory 
agencies for the dredging of these or other ponds 
does not prevent the facility from selecting, 
implementing, and maintaining appropriate and 
effective BMPs.  In order to come into compliance, 
you may need to implement temporary BMPs and 
later come back in and implement more permanent 
measures. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, 
and submit a paper and electronic copy to the 
Regional Water Board. 
 


 
Sediment accumulation was present at the 
southwestern inlet to Pond 9, and sediment 
was being actively conveyed from the Rock 
Plant Road to the southwestern inlet to Pond 9 
(see attached Photographs 20 and 21).  
Sediment-laden water was present in Pond 9, 
and erosion was observed at the northeastern 
inlet which lacked flow dissipation BMPs (see 
attached Photograph 22).  As specified in 
Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, the Pond 9 outlet is 
connected to an outfall to Permanente Creek, 
denoted as the SL-17 PD sample collection 
location (see attached Photographs 23 and 
24).   
 


The Environmental Manager explained that maintenance of Pond 9 had been restricted by regulatory 
agency actions in the past, but maintenance of Pond 9 was re-instituted in 2007.  As a result of the 
sediment accumulation and sediment-laden water present in Pond 9, there was a potential for the 
discharge of sediment to Permanente Creek.  BMPs must be adequately inspected and maintained to 
reduce sediment conveyance to the pond from the sediment generating sources in Drainage Area D, and 
prevent the subsequent discharge of sediment to Permanente Creek. 
 
 


5. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that BMPs 
were not adequately inspected and 
maintained to prevent the discharge of 
sediment from a series of sediment traps 
located along Rock Plant Road.  Table 6-1 
and Figure 3 of SWPPP 14 shows that this 
portion of the Rock Plant Road is located in 
Drainage Area D, which drains to Pond 9.   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate source control BMPs; slope erosion 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, install, implement, and 
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BCT to provide 
sufficient source control in Drainage Area D.   In order 
to come into compliance, you may need to implement 
temporary BMPs and later come back in and 
implement more permanent measures. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 
 


 
Evidence of slope erosion was observed at 
an area known as the Rock Pile, including 
gulley formation on the Rock Pile slope 
(see attached Photograph 26).  Sediment 
accumulation in the sediment trap at the 
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base of the Rock Pile was nearing the capacity of the BMP (see attached Photograph 27).  Subsequent 
down-gradient sediment traps along Rock Plant Road were also nearing capacity due to sediment 
accumulation (see attached Photographs 28 and 29).  Sediment-laden flow was observed bypassing the 
sediment trap BMPs and flowing down the roadway (see attached Photograph 29), potentially 
contributing to the sediment loading in Pond 9 (as described in Finding 4, above).   
 
The Environmental Manager indicated that the Permittee does not have a structured schedule for 
inspection and maintenance of structural BMPs such as Pond 9 and the sediment traps.  Because the 
sediment trap BMPs and Pond 9 had not been adequately inspected and maintained, there was a potential 
for the discharge of sediment beyond Pond 9 to Permanente Creek.  BMPs must be adequately selected, 
installed, inspected, and maintained to reduce sediment conveyance to the pond from the sediment 
generating sources in Drainage Area D, and prevent the subsequent discharge of sediment to Permanente 
Creek. 
 
 


6. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate BMPs were not implemented to 
prevent the discharge of sediment from a 
disturbed slope located northwest of Pond 
13B.  Evidence of slope erosion and 
concentrated flow was observed northwest 
of Pond 13B, including gulley formation 
(see attached Photographs 30 and 31).  A 
shelf at the toe of the slope would prevent 
flow from entering Pond 13B; instead 
directing flow events toward Pond 13, an 
instream sediment control pond (see 
attached Photographs 30 through 33).   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate source control BMPs; slope erosion 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, install, implement, and 
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BCT to provide 
sufficient source control on slope northwest of Pond 
13B. 
 
In order to come into compliance, you may need to 
implement temporary BMPs and later come back in 
and implement more permanent measures. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 


 
As specified in Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, a 
drainage conveyance is installed on this 
slope with the intent of directing flow from 


the Primary Crusher area to Pond 13A, which is located further northeast of the subject ponds.  The gulley 
formation on the disturbed slope indicates that flow had bypassed the intended route along the drainage 
conveyance.  The Environmental Manager indicated that this drainage conveyance was in need of repairs.   
 
As a result, there was a potential for concentrated flow from the disturbed slope to be conveyed along the 
shelf at the toe of the slope, and the subsequent discharge of sediment to Permanente Creek at the 
instream sediment control pond denoted Pond 13 (see attached Photograph 34).  Adequate BMPs must be 
implemented to prevent the discharge of sediment from the disturbed slope to Permanente Creek at the 
instream sediment control pond denoted Pond 13.   
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7. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate Material Handling and Storage 
BMPs were not implemented to minimize 
exposure of significant materials to storm 
water at the vehicle and equipment 
maintenance shop located in the northeast 
corner of the Rock Plant (see attached 
Photograph 35).  Automotive lubricants and 
other chemicals were stored in standing 
water at the chemical storage area (see 
attached Photographs 36 through 39).   


VIOLATIONS 
Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at 
vehicle and equipment wash bay; 
Discharge of prohibited non-storm water discharges; 
Failure to identify non-storm water discharges; 
Failure to implement SWPPP 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, implement, and maintain 
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. 
Identify all non-storm water discharges. 
Eliminate prohibited non-storm water discharges. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 
 
Implement SWPPP as updated per above-stated 
corrective actions. 


 
Standing water has the potential to increase 
storm water contact with pollutants, 
particularly during loading and unloading 
operations.  As a result, there was a 
potential for the contribution of pollutants 


to storm water.  Section A.8.a.iv of the Permit requires Facility operators to consider implementation of 
material handling and storage BMPs to minimize exposure of significant materials to storm water.  
Adequate BMPs must be implemented to minimize exposure of pollutants to storm water at the vehicle 
and equipment maintenance shop located at the Rock Plant.   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at 
vehicle and equipment maintenance shop in northeast 
corner of Rock Plant 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, implement, and maintain 
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. 
Identify all non-storm water discharges. 
Eliminate prohibited non-storm water discharges. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 
 
Implement BMPs as described in revised SWPPP. 
 


 
 


8. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate Material Handling and Storage 
BMPs were not implemented to minimize 
exposure of significant materials to storm 
water and non-storm water sources at the 
vehicle and equipment wash bay located in 
the northeast corner of the Rock Plant.  
Vehicle and equipment wash water and 
associated pollutants were actively flowing 
into an oil skimmer unit located outside the 
wash bay (see attached Photographs 35 and 
41).  
 
In an e-mail dated February 24, 2010,  The 
Environmental Manager stated that “the 
SOP to keep the area free of oily residue 
will allow for water to be discharged after 
inspection for oil sheen or other 
contaminants…water will be filtered prior 
to discharge” (see attached Exhibits 1 and 


2).  However, non-storm water discharges that do not meet the conditions provided in Special Conditions 
D.1 of the Permit (e.g., vehicle and equipment wash water) are prohibited under Discharge Prohibition 
A.1 of the Permit.  Furthermore, Section A.6.a.v of the Permit requires the investigation and identification 
of all non-storm water discharges and their sources.   
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Section 4.4 of SWPPP 14 did not identify the vehicle and equipment wash bay as a potential non-storm 
water pollutant source.  Table 5-2 of SWPPP 14 specifies “do not permit wash water to…runoff onto 
ground surface…recycle wash water,” but this BMP had not been adequately implemented onsite (see 
attached Photographs 35 and 41). Oily residues were present throughout the area adjacent to the skimmer 
(see attached Photographs 42 through 44).  
 
As a result of the Permittee’s SOP described in an e-mail dated February 24, 2010, there was a potential 
for wash water and associated pollutants “to be discharged after inspection for oil sheen or other 
contaminants.”  The SWPPP must be updated to identify the wash bay as a potential non-storm water 
pollutant source.  Moreover, non-storm water discharges that do not meet the conditions provided in 
Special Conditions D are prohibited under Section A.6.a.v of the Permit.  If the discharge of wash water 
occurs as indicated in the Permittee’s SOP (described in the e-mail dated February 24, 2010), the 
unauthorized non-storm water discharge must either be eliminated or a separate permit must be obtained. 
 


 
9. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate Material Handling and Storage 
BMPs were not implemented to minimize 
exposure of cleaning materials to storm 
water and non-storm water sources at the 
vehicle and equipment washing area located 
near the Pearl Harbor lift station in the 
eastern portion of the cement plant (see 
attached Photograph 45).   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs for 
containment of cleaning materials at vehicle and 
equipment washing area near Pearl Harbor Lift Station 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, implement, and maintain 
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 


 
The Environmental Manager indicated that 
the area is used for washing equipment such 
as trucks and street sweepers, and the wash 


water drains to the Pearl Harbor lift station.  This drainage connection was not confirmed during the 
inspection.  A drum of acidic descaler was stored in standing water at the vehicle and equipment washing 
area (see attached Photographs 46 and 47).  Standing water has the potential to increase storm water 
contact with pollutants.  
 
Additionally, a second drum containing acidic descaler residues was stored without the drum bung intact 
(see attached Photographs 46 and 48).  As a result, there was a potential for the contribution of pollutants 
to storm water.  Section A.8.a.iv requires Facility operators to consider implementation of material 
handling and storage BMPs to minimize exposure of materials to storm water.  Adequate BMPs must be 
implemented to minimize exposure of pollutants to storm water at the vehicle and equipment washing 
area located in the eastern portion of the cement plant. 
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10. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate Material Handling and Storage 
BMPs were not implemented to minimize 
exposure of significant materials to storm 
water at the heavy equipment maintenance 
pad located east of the active quarry pit near 
the Quarry Office (see attached Photograph 
49).   


VIOLATION 
Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at 
heavy equipment maintenance pad east of active 
quarry pit  
 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, select, implement, and maintain 
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 


 
In an e-mail dated February 24, 2010,  The 
Environmental Manager stated that “the 
SOP to keep the area free of oily residue 
will allow for water to be discharged after 


inspection for oil sheen or other contaminants…water will be filtered prior to discharge” (see attached 
Exhibits 1 and 2).  However, standing water was present on the concrete maintenance pad and the pad 
was nearing capacity (see attached Photographs 49 and 55).  Standing water has the potential to increase 
storm water contact with pollutants, particularly after maintenance activities occurring on the concrete 
pad.    
 
Full drums of petroleum-based automotive lubricants were stored in standing water at the concrete pad 
(see attached Photographs 50 through 52).  In addition, an open waste container used for hazardous 
wastes (e.g., oil soaked rags, etc.) had accumulated standing water inside (see attached Photographs 53 
and 54).  As a result of these material storage practices and the standing water near the capacity of the 
concrete pad (see attached Photographs 49 and 55), there was a potential for the contribution of pollutants 
to storm water and the subsequent release of pollutants from the concrete pad.  
 
Section A.8.a.ii of the Permit requires Facility operators to consider implementation of preventative 
maintenance BMPs for regular inspection and maintenance of structural storm water controls (e.g., 
concrete maintenance pads).  Adequate BMPs must be implemented to minimize exposure of pollutants to 
storm water at the concrete maintenance pad located east of the active quarry pit near the Quarry Office.      
 
  


11. The EPA Contract Inspector 
observed, during the inspection, that 
adequate BMPs were not implemented to 
prevent the discharge of sediment from the 
unstabilized Upper Quarry Road, roadway 
shoulder, and associated cut and fill slopes 
located approximately 0.5 miles southeast 
of the West Material Storage Area (see 
attached Photograph 56).   


VIOLATION 
Incorrectly installed and maintained dirt road and 
active erosion located approximately 0.5 miles 
southeast of West Material Storage Area 
 
REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 
By April 15, 2010, install erosion control BMPs to 
protect road and associated cut and fill slopes from 
erosion.  In order to come into compliance, you may 
need to implement temporary BMPs and later come 
back in and implement more permanent measures. 
 
Revise the Facility’s SWPPP to document updates, and 
submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional 
Water Board. 


 
The slope near the intersection of Upper 
Quarry Road and an access road leading 
northeast, showed erosion, including gulley 
formation (see attached Photographs 56 and 
57), fine sediment accumulation at the toe 
of the slope (see attached Photograph 58), 
and slope failure (see attached Photograph 
59).   
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In addition, flow dissipation BMPs had not been implemented in the roadway drainage ditches, and 
erosive flow was observed running down the surface of Upper Quarry Road without proper grade to direct 
flows into the drainage ditches (see attached Photographs 60 through 62).  As a result, there was a 
potential for the discharge of sediment to the active Quarry Pit.  Furthermore, the unstabilized Upper 
Quarry Road, roadway shoulder, and associated cut and fill slopes are a potential source of the elevated 
total suspended solids results (47,200 mg/L) at the SL-6-RD sample location on January 18, 2010.  
Adequate BMPs must be implemented to prevent the discharge of sediment from the unstabilized Upper 
Quarry Road, roadway shoulder, and associated cut and fill slopes to the active Quarry Pit.             
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Photograph 1 – Facility entrance sign.   Photograph 2 – Lift station referred to as “Pearl Harbor.” 


Photograph 3 – View of collected water in the Pearl Harbor lift station. Photograph 4 – Man-made pond referred to as the “Lake.” 
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Photograph 5 – View of the “Lake” showing influent line from Pearl Harbor 
lift station.   


Photograph 6 – De-commissioned thickener unit that is used as a holding 
tank for recycled water. 


Photograph 7 – View of Rock Plant, contributing area to Pond 17. Photograph 8 – Pollutant-laden flow from the Rock Plant near the SL-20-
RD sampling point. 
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Photograph 9 – Pollutant accumulation along the entire inlet portion of 
Pond 17. Photograph 10 – Pollutant-laden water in Pond 17.   


 


Photograph 11 – Close-up view of pollutant-laden flow passing over the 
weir. 


Photograph 12 – Pollutant-laden flow passing through the Pond 17 outlet 
pipe. 
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Photograph 13 – Close-up view of pollutant-laden flow passing through the 
Pond 17 outlet pipe. 


Photograph 14 – The Pond 17 outlet flows to a drainage vault at the toe of 
the slope. 


Photograph 15 – Drainage vault at the toe of the slope.   Photograph 16 – Outfall to Permanente Creek, down-gradient of vault and 
Pond 17. 
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Photograph 17 – Pollutant-laden discharge to Permanente Creek from 
Pond 17. 


Photograph 18 – Close-up view of pollutant-laden discharge to Permanente 
Creek from Pond 17. 


Photograph 19 – View downstream along Permanente Creek.   Photograph 20 – Sediment conveyed from the Rock Plant Road to the 
southwestern inlet to Pond 9. 
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Photograph 21 – Close-up view of sediment conveyed from the Rock Plant 
Road to the southwestern inlet to Pond 9.   


Photograph 22 – Erosion at the northeastern inlet which lacked flow 
dissipation BMPs. 


Photograph 23 – Close-up view of Pond 9 outlet. Photograph 24 – Outfall to Permanente Creek from Pond 9, denoted as the 
SL-17 PD sample collection location. 
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Photograph 25 – Close-up view of outfall from Pond 9.   Photograph 26 – Area known as the Rock Pile along Rock Plant Road. 


Photograph 27 – Sediment trap BMP at the base of the Rock Pile along 
Rock Plant Road. 


Photograph 28 – Subsequent down-gradient sediment traps along Rock 
Plant Road, nearing capacity due to sediment accumulation. 
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Photograph 29 – Close-up view of sediment traps shown in Photograph 
28.   Photograph 30 – Slope erosion northwest of Pond 13B. 


Photograph 31 – Slope erosion northwest of Pond 13B. Photograph 32 – View down-gradient of slope erosion. 
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Photograph 33 – Different view of slope erosion northwest of Pond 13B.   Photograph 34 – Instream sediment control pond denoted Pond 13. 


Photograph 35 – Vehicle and equipment maintenance shop in the 
northeast corner of the Rock Plant. Photograph 36 – View of standing water present in chemical storage area. 
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Photograph 37 – Automotive lubricants and other chemicals stored in 
standing water.   


Photograph 38 – Automotive lubricants and other chemicals stored in 
standing water. 


Photograph 39 – View of drum contents shown in Photograph 38. Photograph 40 – Wash bay signage indicates that wash bay is to be kept 
clean. 
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Photograph 41 – Vehicle and equipment wash water was actively flowing 
into an oil skimmer unit located outside the wash bay.   Photograph 42 – View of oily residues near the skimmer unit. 


Photograph 43 – View of oily residues near the skimmer unit. Photograph 44 – View of oily residues near the skimmer unit. 
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Photograph 45 – Vehicle and equipment washing area located near the 
Pearl Harbor lift station in the eastern portion of the cement plant.   Photograph 46 – View of acidic descaler drums. 


Photograph 47 – Drum of acidic descaler stored in standing water. Photograph 48 – Drum containing acidic descaler residues was stored 
without the drum bung intact. 
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Photograph 49 – Heavy equipment maintenance pad located east of the 
active quarry pit near the Quarry Office.   


Photograph 50 – Petroleum-based automotive lubricants and other 
chemicals stored in standing water. 


Photograph 51 – View of label on full drums shown in Photograph 50. Photograph 52 – Standing water on heavy equipment maintenance pad. 
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Photograph 53 – Open waste container for hazardous wastes (e.g., oil 
soaked rags).   


Photograph 54 – View inside waste container shown in previous 
photograph. 


Photograph 55 – Standing water near the capacity of the concrete pad. Photograph 56 – Unstabilized areas along the Upper Quarry Road 
approximately 0.5 miles southeast of the West Material Storage Area. 
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Photograph 57 – Close-up view of a gully formation on unstabilized slope 
shown in Photograph 56.   


Photograph 58 – View of fine sediment accumulation at toe of unstabilized 
slope shown in Photographs 56 and 57. 


Photograph 59 – View of slope failure at intersection of access road and 
Upper Quarry Road. 


Photograph 60 – Erosive flow running down the surface of Upper Quarry 
Road. 
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Photograph 61 – Erosive flow in drainage ditch lacking flow dissipation 
BMPs.   Photograph 62 – Erosive flow not directed to drainage ditch. 
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24001 Stevens Creek Blvd.
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By Overnight Mail


March 18.2010


Mr. Brian Wines
San Francisco Bay RegionalWater Quality Control Board
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400
Oakland, CA94612


Re: Lehigh SouthwestCementGompany, Cupertino, Californis--@sneral
Industrial Stormwater Permit (Order No. 97-03-DWQ)--Report of Potential
Exceedance of Water Quality Standards, Review of Current Best
Management Practices and Additional BMPs to be Developed and
lmplemented to Gontrol Naturally Occurring Selenium


Dear Mr. Wines:


Enclosed please find a report submitted to the RegionalWater Quality Control Board
pursuant to Condition C.3 of the General lndustrial Stormwater Permit. This report
describes the results of voluntary additional sarnpling Lehigh conducted for the
presence of selenium during the January 2010 regular stormwater monitoring event.


Lehigh has been reviewing its stormwater management practices for the Permanente
site since the submission of its 2009 Stormwater Annual Report, and Lehigh recently
updated its Stormwater Pollution Prevention Control Plan. As you know, the Regional
Board adopted a proposal in 2009 to list Permanente Creek as water quality impaired
by selenium under Clean Water Act Section 303(d). Out of concern that water
managed under the SWPPP may be coming into contact with selenium that occurs
naturally in and around the quarry, Lehigh added sampling in two locations for selenium
and other metals to the regular stormwater monitoring for the constituents specifically
identified in the General Permit.


The sampling results identified elevated concentrations of selenium in the two additional
water samples collected at the site. In light of the results of this preliminary analysis,
Lehigh engaged Geosyntec Consultants to prepare the enclosed report. As required by
the General Permit, the report summarizes the results of the initial selenium sampling
and relevant site conditions, as well as a plan for further evaluation of selenium at the
Permanente site. The Report includes an evaluation of the effectiveness of current Best
Management Practices in controlling selenium and proposes an iterative and adaptive
management plan for enhancing existing BMPs and developing and implementing
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additional BMPs as needed. Finally, the Report proposes an implementation schedule
for the plan. Upon approval by the Regional Board, Lehigh will implement the plan
described in the Report.


Lehigh would like to meet with Regional Board staff as soon as possible to discuss this
report and work with the Regional Board to implement this plan for controlling selenium
at the Permanente site. We will be in contact to arrange a meeting in the next few days.


Very truly yours,


6l r1/,1J' L- 3 rr 2","


Henrik Wesseling
Plant Manager
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company - Permanente Plant


Cc: Dale Bowyer
Scott A. Renfrew
Brian Petty
Wayne Whitlock
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Report: Lehigh Southwest Cement Company, Cupertino, California---General
Industrial Stormwater Permit (Order No. 97-03-DWQ)-Report of Potential
Exceedance of Water Quality Standards, Review of Current Best Management
Practices and Additional BMPs to be Developed and lmplemented to Control
Naturally Occurring Selenium
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (Lehigh) manages stormwater associated with its
operations pursuant to the California General Stormwater Permit for Industrial
Activities (General Permit) and its Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP).


Lehigh has been conducting additional review of its stormwater management practices
and its monitoring program since submission of its 2009 Stormwater Annual Report.
One factor Lehigh considered in that review was the 2009 Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB) adoption of a proposal to list Permanente Creek as water
quality impaired by selenium under Clean Water Act Section 303(d). Lehigh became


concerned that water that is collected and held in the quarry and eventually routed to
Permanente Creek may be exposed to selenium that occurs naturally in the geology in
and around the quarry. Therefore, Lehigh determined that it would conduct further
evaluation of this potential issue in advance of the RWQCB's Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) process for selenium. Specifically, Lehigh determined that, during the
next storm event selected for stormwater monitoring, it would conduct preliminary
sampling of water collected in the quarry for selenium and other metals-in addition to
the regular monitoring for constituents expressly called for by the General Permit.


Preliminary analysis of the additional samples taken voluntarily during the January
2010 stormwater runoff sampling event indicates that wet weather discharges from the
Permanente Quarry area (the Site), pursuant to the General Permit may be contributing
to exceedances of selenium water quality startdards for the receiving water, Permanente


Creek. In light of this result, Lehigh engaged Geosyntec Consultants (Geosyntec) to
prepare this Report as required by the General Permit, Condition C.3.


Pursuant to the General Permit, this Report describes additional studies and monitoring
that will be performed to confirm the selenium exceedance and, if confirmed, evaluate
potential onsite source(s) of selenium. In addition, this Report describes existing Best
Management Practices (BMPs) that are currendy being implemented and discusses their
potential effectiveness in controlling selenium. The Report goes on to discuss


additional BMPs that, if necessary, may be developed and implemented at the Site to
prevent or reduce concentrations of selenium that may be contributing to a water quality
standard exceedance in Permanente Creek. Finally, this Report includes an
implementation schedule.
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Following RWQCB approval of this Report, Lehigh will revise its Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and monitoring progr:Im as required by General Permit
Section C.3.a, and will implement the tasks included in this Report, including:


. Sampling to confirm presence of selenium in Permanente Creek and water
that is collected and held in the quarry for eventual routing to Permanente


Creek:


Investigating potential selenium sources and potential selenium loading;


Assessing the effectiveness of existing BMPs at controlling selenium;


Screening additional BMPs in relation to sampling and investigation results;


Enhancing existing BMPs and implementing additional BMPs to control
selenium as needed:


o Testing effectiveness of BMPs at meeting the requirements of the General
Permit and controlling selenium; and


o Revising the existing SWPPP and developing long-term selenium monitoring
program to be added to the Stormwater and Authorized Non-Stormwater
Discharge Monitoring Plan.


These general tasks are described in detail in this Report. In the event elevated
concentrations of selenium are not found in confirmation samples taken from the quarry
discharge as part of this investigation, some of the latter activities will likely not be


necessary.
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1. INTRODUCTION


1.1 Terms of Reference


On behalf of Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (Lehigh), Geosyntec Consultants
(Geosyntec) prepared this Report of Potential Exceedance of Water Quality Standards,
Review of Current Best Management Practices (BMPs), and Additional BMPs to be
Developed and Implemented (the Report) for the Permanente Quarry (the Site) owned
by Lehigh, located in Cupertino, California. This Report was prepared pursuant to
Section C.3 of the General Stormwater Permit for Industrial Activities (the General
Permit) and issued by the State water Resources control Board (swRCB).


1.2 Background and Purpose of the Report


Lehigh manages stormwater associated with its operations pursuant to the General
Permit, the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) for the site, and Cleanup
and Abatement Order CAO 99-018. In addition to stormwater discharges, three sources
of authorized non-stormwater discharges, including quarry dewatering, are managed
and monitored pursuant to the General Permit, Section D, Special Conditions, and the
SWPPP Sections 3.2, 4.4 and 5-3. The quarry dewatering system collects rainwater,
stormwater that is routed into the quarry and groundwater that seeps into the quarry.
The water in the quarry is held during significant storm events before eventual
discharge after settling of sediments. As required by General Permit Sections D.1.b.v
and vi, those discharges are reported in the 2009 Annual Report and quarterly
monitoring is described in the Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge
Monitoring Plan.


The water in the quarry is pumped out by a dewatering pump, through an aboveground
pipe to a turbidity monitoring station that de-activates the pump in cases of elevated
turbidity measurements. The water continues through the pipe to Pond 4 for further
settling, after which the water is passively discharged via gravity to Permanente Creek-


Lehigh has been conducting additional review of its stormwater management practices
and its monitoring program since submission of its 2009 Stormwater Annual Report in
June of 2009. In recent years, the principal focus of Lehigh's stormwater managemenr
efforts has been on monitoring and controlling sediment in its stormwater discharges.l
Lehigh has regularly sampled stormwater at numerous onsite locations for the standard
constituents covered by the General Permit - total suspended solids (TSS), oil and


Storm Water and Non-Storm Water Discharge Monitoring Plan (Jr.rne 2009)
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grease, chemical oxygen demand, and pH.2 However, in 2009, the Regional Water


Quality Control Board (RWQCB) adopted a proposal to place Permanente Creek on the
list of impaired water bodies pursuant to Clean Water Act Section 303(d). Among other
things, the RWQCB determined that Permanente Creek is impaired by selenium, based
on water sample data that indicated Permanente Creek selenium concentrations are


above the RWQCB Basin Plan water quality objectives (meaning that the aquatic life
beneficial uses may be tlreatened due to elevated levels of this constituent). The
RWQCB decision will become effective upon approval by the SWRCB and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which will be followed by the
development of a total maximum daily load (TMDL). Assuming SWRCB and EPA
approval, the estimated TMDL will begin the process of developing a TMDL for
Permanente Creek, with an estimated completion date of 2021-


During its stormwater review, Lehigh became concerned that water being collected and
held in the quarry may be exposed to selenium that occurs naturally in the geology in
and around the quarry. As part of the facility's Monitoring Program, the General Permit
calls for additional sampling for toxic chemicals and other pollutants that are likely to
be present in discharges subject to the Permit. In light of these circumstances, Lehigh
determined to conduct the evaluation described herein in advance of the upcoming
Section 303(d)ITMDL process. Specifically, Lehigh determined that during the next
storm event selected for stormwater monitoring, Lehigh would not only conduct the
regular sampling and analysis called for in the current monitoring plan, but also would
voluntarily conduct preliminary sampling of water collected in the quarry from two
locations and analyze those samples for metals, including selenium.3


Accordingly, after a monitored storm event beginning on 12 January 2010 and lasting
for approximately 24 hours, Lehigh conducted the regular stormwater sampling and
analysis at the locations outlined in the current Monitoring Plan. In addition, Lehigh
collected samples during the moming of 13 January 2010 from the quarry settlement


2 Section B.5.c. of the General Permit indicates the storm water samples that must be collected and
analyzed for:


i. Total suspended solids (TSS), pH, specific conductance, and total organic carbon (TOC). Oil
and grease (O&G) may be substituted for TOC; and
ii. Toxic chemicals and other pollutants that are likely to be present in storm water discharges in
significant quantities. Ifthese pollutants are not detected in significant quantities after two
consecutive sampling events, the facility operator may eliminate the pollutant from future sample
analysis until the pollutant is likely to be present again.


t It had not been necessary to analyze for metals in previous years based on prior experience. However,
Lehigh determined it appropriate to analyze the quarry sample for selenium and other metals in light of
the ciicumstances described herein.
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pond (sample NQS-I) and from the runoff that was migrating into the quarry from a
nearby haul road (sample NQS-2).


This Report describes the analytical results of these additional samples taken voluntarily
on 13 January 2010. These sample results suggested that water being discharged from
the quary area to Permanente Creek pursuant to the General Permit may be


contributing to an exceedance of applicable selenium water quality standards.


Lehigh proposes to work with the RWQCB to investigate the potential source(s) of
selenium, further sample the water being collected in the quarry area and Permanente


Creek and, if further analysis confirms that quarry dewatering holding area discharges
are contributing to exceedances of water quality standards, enhance existing BMPs and


develop and implement BMPs to control selenium in these discharges. Accordingly,
this Report is being submitted pursuant to Section C.3 of the General Permit.


As required by this provision, the Report describes the BMPs currently being
implemented and their potential effectiveness with respect to controlling selenium
concentrations. This Report also discusses additional studies and monitoring that will
be carried out to test the water quality and, if warranted, evaluate potential source(s) of
selenium. In addition, the Report discusses additional BMPs that, if necessary, would
be developed and implemented to further prevent or reduce concentrations of selenium
that may be contained in this water and that may be contributing to the exceedance.


Finally, this Report includes an implementation schedule as required by Section C.3.a.


Following Regional Board approval of this Report, Lehigh will revise its SWPPP and


monitoring program as required by Section C.3.b of the General Permit, and will
implement the tasks included in this Report.a


1.3 Problem Statement


Existing BMPs are effective at controlling the stormwater-related sources of the
standard constituents addressed in the General Permit. Selenium, a pollutant not
specifically listed in the General Permit, has been detected during sampling of
Permanente Creek that led to the proposal for inclusion on the 303(d) list. Selenium
was found in both the water being collected in the quarry that discharges to Permanente


Creek and surface runoff leading to the collection area. The selenium is believed to be


naturally-occurring and originating from the surrounding geology. Further sampling
and analysis are needed to evaluate whether selenium is being transported into the water
in the quarry via contact with site soils and, if so, the souce(s) of that selenium.


a The current SWPPP (SWPPP l5) was submitted to the RWQCB on 4 March 2010.
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This Report describes a preliminary evaluation of the potential effectiveness of existing
BMPs to control selenium; a complete evaluation is dependent on the actual source and
extent of this constituent. As described herein, additional data and analysis are required
to fully evaluate BMP perfofinance, which will vary depending on the nature and


concentration of the selenium in the site soils and water. If additional sampling
confirms that selenium is being mobilized and transported by water contacting on-site
soils, then the BMPs currently in use will be enhanced to improve their control of
selenium mobilization and transport. For example, if selenium is present primarily as a
component of suspended sediment, then sediment control BMPs would be expected to
be effective at controlling selenium by decreasing the amount of total suspended solids-
Conversely, if the selenium is present primarily as a dissolved species, then sediment
control BMPs may not be as effective and may actually be prolonging the contact time
between water and selenium-laden sediment. Thus, further evaluation will be


undertaken to select enhancements or additions to the existing stormwater BMPs that
are effective at controlling selenium-


1.4 Organization of this Document


This remainder of this Report is organized into the following sections:


o Section 2, Site Information and Analytical Results of Sampling;


o Section 3, Best Management Practices, qualitatively evaluates existing BMPs
and discusses potential additional BMPs to be evaluated if existing BMPs
prove to require supplementing;


o Section 4, Additional Investigation and Monitoring, describes the proposed
process for screening and testing potential selenium BMPs;


o Section 5, Additional BMP Development and Implementation, summarizes
the proposed future activities intended to reduce uncertainty and select a


technology(ies) for further review;


o Section 6, SWPPP Modification and Long-Term Monitoring Program (Post-


BMP Implementation), describes the screening and sampling process


proposed to be implemented once appropriate BMPs are selected;


o Section 7, Implementation Schedule, describes the proposed schedule for the
activities described within this Report; and


o Section 8, Conclusions and Limitations, summarizes the findings of this
Report.


References, tables, figures, and appendices follow the body of the Report.
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SITE INFORMATION AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS OF SAMPLING


Site Description


Lehigh operates a cement manufacturing facility, a quarry, and an aggregates
processing facility just west of Cupertino, California, in the Permanente Creek
Watershed (Figure 2-1). Its operations include a conveyor system to transport rock and
raw materials to the cement plant, several crushers and mills, a pre-calcining tower and
a rotary cement kiln.


Based on the Geologic Map of the San Francisco Bay Region [USGS 2006],the site is
situated at the foot of the Black Mountain over Franciscan Complex mdlange rocks (late
Cretaceous) and Franciscan Complex volcanic rocks (early Cretaceous). The San
Andreas Fault runs along the base of the Monte Bello Ridge west of the Site, while the
site itself is situated over the Calera Limestone member of the Franciscan Complex.
The Calera Limestone is approximately 210 feet in thickness and is part of the
Permanente Terrane. The Calera Limestone Member consists mostly of a dark gray,
fine-grained limestone locally recrystallized to crystalline calcite masses and contains
interbedded nodular layers of chert. The Calera Limestone is also locally cut by
greenstone dikes and, in the southeast section of the quarry and the bluff, by
Greywacke.


Based on microfossils found in the limestone, the Calera Limestone was formed by the
metamorphic alteration of lime ooze sediments (planktonic forams and coccoliths)
deposited on the ocean floor. The presence of chert indicates periodic terrageneous
silica influx during deposition and reducing depositional environment. The depositional
environment for the Calera Limestone is consistent with organic carbon enriched
marine sediment accumulation that could yield elevated selenium content in a manner
similar to Monterey Formation shale deposits. The Monterey Formation is associated
with elevated selenium content, with concentrations reaching as much as 70 parts per
million fsaacs, 2A0q. The Greywacke interspersed with the Calera Limestone also
shares similar characteristics with the Monterey Formation, but is generally considered
a much older deposit.


2.2 Sampline Results


Two samples were collected on 13 January 2010 from the locations shown on Figure 2-
2. The samples were filtered in the field by using a 0.45 micrometer pore size filter and
submitted to the analytical laboratory for testing. The samples were analyzed for
several cations and anions as well as other general chemistry parameters. In addition,
the samples were analyzed for a suite of metals, including selenium. The results are


2.


2.1
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summarized in Table 2-1, with the full reports included as Appendix A. Sample
locations are shown on Figure 2-2.


The results of the metals analyses indicate that water being collected in the quany may
contain concentrations of selenium that exceed water quality standards, and, when
discharged through the quarry dewatering system pursuant to the SWPPP, could be
contributing to exceedances of the water quality standards for selenium in Permanente
Creek. Further, it should also be noted that selenium concentrations in Permanente
Creek may be naturally elevated due to the surrounding geology through the creek
meanders. Based on a preliminary evaluation, it appears that elevated selenium levels
in the water being collected in the quarry may result from the stormwater and
gtoundwater coming in contact with naturally occirrring selenium in the soils and/or
sediments located in the quarry and surrounding area.


2.3 Selenium Transport


Mobilization of selenium from the natural geology is dependent upon its chemical
speciation, which plays an important role in its presence in water- Selenium is a


naturally occurring compound found in four primary oxidation states: -2,0, +4 and +6.
Numerous organic and inorganic complexes can be formed, with the dominant
oxyanions formed under aerobic (oxidized) conditions being selenate (SeOa2), selenite
(SeO32) or biselenite (HSeO3). Elemental selenium 1Se0) and selenide (Se2) exist
under more anaerobic (reduced) conditions. In general, as selenium becomes more
reduced, it becomes less soluble. Thus, selenate is the most soluble (and therefore most
mobile) form of selenium, with selenite mostly forming sorbed ions. However, selenite
is the most toxic aquatic form and generally a greater concern than selenate.


The dominant speciation of selenium present in the quarry waters is not clem. Although
the analyzed samples were field-filtered, resulting in a measurement of the dissolved
fraction of selenium, it is unknown how much, if any, is present as suspended
particulate material. Given the known water inputs into the quarry (rain, runoff from
nearby drainage courses, and groundwater seepage), several selenium sources or
combinations of sources appear plausible:


o Elevated background concentrations of selenium may be naturally occurring
in local surface waters (likely selenate or selenite species);


o Stormwater may contact large surface areas of soils containing elevated
concentrations of selenium via overland flow or prolonged contact time in
ponded water (likely selenate or selenite species);
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. Stormwater may transport particulate selenium through sediment transport


and erosion mechanisms: and


o Oxidized groundwater originating off-site and containing selenium leached


from surrounding local geologic formations may migrate onto the site (likely
selenate or selenite species).


Based on the information available at this time, atmospheric deposition of selenium


onto the Site is not believed to be a contributing source. Preliminary analysis suggests


the selenium concentrations present in samples NQS-I and NQS-2 are consistent with
the hypothesis that contact of the water being collected in the quarry with geologic


materials results in increased selenium concentrations in some on-site waters.
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3. BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES


3.1 Backsround


Lehigh currently has a robust, flexible system of BMPs designed to meet the
requirements of the General Permit. Since the potential for selenium mobilization has


only recently been identified, the original adoption of these BMPs at the Permanente
site did not take into account selenium as a possible discharge constituent of concem.
However, many of the BMPs already employed at the Site are expected to also be


effective at limiting selenium mobilization by controlling stormwater contact with
disturbed soils. This section describes existing and potential BMPs and their possible
applicability for controlling selenium.


3.2 Existine BMPs


3.2.1 Introduction


The SWPPP organizes the existing BMPs into: (1) baseline BMPs instituted Site-wide;
and (2) Site-specific BMPs for the major industrial activities at the Site (e.g., quarry and
plant). In addition, sediment and erosion control BMPs are also specifically described
in the SWPPP.


3.2.2 Baseline BMPs


Existing baseline BMPs instituted at the site to control sources of pollutants, limit
erosion and sediment movement, ffid decrease overall stormwater runoff are


summarized in the updated SWPPP and include:


Covering of trash dumpsters;


Preventative maintenance of vehicles and equipmenl;


Spill prevention and response;


Storm water management practices (e.g., source control, detention and


retention ponds, and discharge reduction through storage and reuse);


. Erosion control and sediment control (e.g., slope stabilization; revegetation,
and road construction/grading practices);
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Of these existing baseline BMPs, improvements to existing stormwater management
practices and erosion and sediment control appear promising for improving control of
exposure to and transport of selenium. Regarding the existing stormwater management
BMPs, the water diversion activities, slope stabilization procedures, and loose soil
removals will likely assist with controlling selenium, but may need to be enhanced to
further decrease water contact quantity and./or duration time with site soils- Regarding
the existing erosion and sediment control practices, stabilization of the Former
Overburden Stockpile, maintenance of existing settlement ponds, and grading of
disturbed areas will likely assist with controlling selenium but may need to be enhanced
to further decrease the time and amount of contact between stormwater and site soils-


3.2.3 Site-SpecificBMPs


As described in the SWPPP, several site-specif,rc BMPs are being utilized in the quarry
area to control water from the following activities:


o Dust control;


o Rain water collection; and


. Truck and support equipment storage.


Depending on the source(s) of selenium in on-site soils, the BMPs for dust control and
rain water collection activities may be effective at controlling selenium. Existing dust
control BMPs such as paving" vegetating and stabilizing access roads may be
particularly effective if the road material proves to be a significant source of selenium.
While existing rain water collection BMPs such as the settlement ponds may be
particularly effective at controlling the selenium present in suspended solids; it is less
likely that these ponds are effective at controlling dissolved-phase selenium because
water in the ponds continues to contact site soils. Truck and support equipment storage
BMPs are not applicable for controlling sediment and/or selenium.


The site already has a program for storrnwater capture and reuse for dust control
measures, and this practice would be maintained and possibly expanded. A primary
stormwater management strategy for additional consideration could be to further limit
stormwater discharges by use of hydrologic source control measures. This could be
attempted through several different approaches, such as increasing infiltration,
particularly on the eastern portions of the site underlain by relatively permeable sands
and gravels. Additional hydrologic source control measures could be to utilize
revegetation efforts to increase evapotranspiration of stormwater.
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3.2.4 Erosion and Sediment Control BMPs


As described in the SWPPP, several on-going BMPs are being utilized as erosion and


sediment controls, including:


. Sediment catchment rock berms along roads;


o Re-grading of roads as needed to direct runoff to drainage basins or cross


drains;


o Pond clean-outs (i.e., ponds are cleaned to protect against loss of storage


capacity and pond overflow); and


. Creek and embankment maintenance (e.g., embankment slope stabilization
measures to control erosion).


Depending on the source(s) of selenium in on-site soils, the BMPs for each of these


activities may be effective at controlling selenium. Each of these BMPs may currently
be effective at controlling selenium by decreasing the quantity and duration of contact
with site soils and decreasing the amount of sediment mobilization into the water.


On-going erosion and sediment control BMPs are aimed at controlling stormwater
contact with overburden stockpiles and limiting sediment transport by re-grading roads


and drainages. Potential enhancements of these BMPs, such as additional revegetation
of overburden stockpiles, would likely assist in fi.rther stabilizing and controlling these
potential sources of sediment. In the case of former overburden stockpiles, revegetation
and inspection/maintenance of drainage improvements could potentially result in
decreases in selenium mobilization. At active overburden stockpiles, maintaining
stormwater BMPs during development provides a significant opportunity for reducing
selenium mobilization if these stockpiles are associated with elevated selenium
concentrations.


3.3 Eest Available Technoloey Economicallv Achievable (BAT)


To our knowledge, there are no offrcial EPA or SWRCB determinations related to BAT
for selenium associated with stormwater in this industrial category. Therefore, the
studies, BMP enhancements, and potential BMP additions that are proposed herein have
been developed after reviewing professional experience, existing data, and available
literature on selenium control with the goal of achieving compliance.
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3.4 Potential Additional BMPs


As described previously in the section on selenium transport, selenium mobilization
from the native geology into water will tend to increase when the quantity and duration
of contact increases. Thus, potential modifications of the existing BMPs are being
considered and additional BMPs are being evaluated. Although a final list of BMP
modifications and additions will be based on the results of this evaluation, a preliminary
list of potential additional BMPs targeted at controlling the source of selenium may be
considered for implementation, including:


o Segregating and stabilizing/capping of materials with elevated selenium
concentrations;


o Selecting fills for roads and facilities to avoid seleniferous materials. Non-
pavement road surface upgrades may also be considered provided that they will
sustain construction traffi c;


o Isolating seleniferous materials - materials suspected of elevated selenium
concentrations may be capped using appropriate materials;


o Lining of the main detention ponds to decrease water-soil contact;


o Infiltrating enhancements to decrease the amount of water entering the quarry


o Controlling run-on/off collection (control of surface water) - construct drainage
and diversion channels (possibly lined);


o Avoiding perennial drainage channels - avoid placement of seleniferous
materials near perennial drainage channels;


o Avoiding ephemeral drainage channels - avoid placement of seleniferous
materials near ephemeral drainage channels;


. Modi&ing or eliminating low permeability foundation material avoid
placement of low permeability materials under areas of suspected seleniferous
material storage;


o Installing permanent drainage channels over overburden - line permanent
drainage channels running through or near suspected seleniferous materials; and


o Installing sediment controls around overburden disposal Site - avoid placing
quarry water collection and sediment control ponds near or on suspected
seleniferous materials.


The BMP selection process will follow an adaptive management approach and the
proposed methodology described in Section 4.
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3.5 Studv Areas to Focus Evaluation of BMPs for Controlling Selenium


The existing BMPs are generally effective at addressing the general stormwater
constituents from the General Permit and have the potential to control selenium
concentrations as well. However, additional testing and evaluation are needed to
determine the actual effectiveness of these BMPs at preventing selenium from entering
the water. Areas for further study currently exist for estimating the effectiveness of
existing BMPs and prioritizing proposed BMPs based on estimated selenium reduction
benefits. These study areas will be focused on evaluating the major pathways of
selenium loading from the mrmerous potential pathways- The study areas include:


o The prevalent selenium phase (dissolved or particulate) within stormwater
runoff;


. Observed performance of existing BMPs at intemrpting/controlling transport
pathways (focus on decreasing contact time and volume versus detention);


o Estimation of selenium loads based on surface runoff volume estimates and


measurement of selenium concentrations for relevant sources of water (if
selenium exists predominantly in dissolved phase);


o Estimation of selenium loads based on surface-soil erosion estimates and


measurements of selenium concentrations for relevant soil sources (if selenium
exists predominantly in particulate phase); and


o Permanente Creek flow-rates and water quality concentrations, including
natural background levels and fluctuations due to storms. This should provide
key information related to ambient concentrations and selenium loads in the
receiving water.


Based on the data from these studies, relative selenium load estimates may be


determined for key portions of the Site. The methodology for these areas of further
study is addressed in the following section.
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4. ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATION AND MONITORING


4.1 Obiectives


The three primary objectives for the additional investigation and monitoring activities
proposed within this Report are as follows:


1. Confirm whether water being collected in the quarry is being exposed to and is
carrying selenium and, if so, evaluate the source(s) of the selenium;


2. Evaluate the performance of existing BMPs at controlling selenium; and


3. To the extent practical, systemically review, investigate, and eliminate transport
pathways.


These objectives will be achieved by using the process described in the following
section at locations where potential exceedances were observed during the sampling on
13 January 2010 (in particular the quarry dewatering holding basin) and additional
locations where stormwater is routed into the dewatering holding basin. Samples taken
from Permanente Creek upstream location(s) would be used for assessing background
selenium concentrations, while samples taken from downstream would be used for
assessing BMP effectiveness in meeting effluent limits. Additional evaluation of
sediments in and around the quarry that are exposed to stormwater and/or groundwater
could be used to evaluate if contact with the material significantly contributes to
potential exceedances of selenium water quality standards.


Once the initial assessment of further areas of study is complete, an iterative approach is
proposed whereby BMP modifications (if applicable) are selected and then assessed


during both a significant precipitation event and a dry-weather event. This cycle may
be repeated several times and at the end of the investigating and monitoring period, a
final BMP configuration and strategy will be proposed. Using the final BMP
configuration, site performance will be projected (with respect to control of selenium
discharge concentrations) and a recoilrmendation made on feasible stormwater BMPs.
If excessive concentrations of selenium persist in the water being collected in the quarry
and discharges to Permanente Creek after feasible stormwater BMPs are implemented,
additional BMPs will be utilized until the objectives are met. Several additional BMPs
may be considered, including treatment.
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4.2 Sampling and Monitoring Plan for Conceptual Site Model Development ar.rd


Refinement


4.2.1 Introduction


An overall Site-wide loading evaluation witl be constructed using the data generated by
relative flow rate estimates and chemical analyses of selenium concentrations at several


Site locations. If the qualitative flow rate estimates are unable to effectively identify
significant potential selenium loading pathways, more quantitative techniques, such as


water balance or sediment loading evaluations may be performed. The water balance


evaluation approach has proven useful in instances when the precise measure of surface


run-off and seepage flows is difficult as a result of large surface areas and the variable
nature of each type of flow. When combined with chemical concentration data, this
approach permits the evaluation and prioritization of localized areas with potentially
greater inputs of selenium.


4.2.2 Hydraulic Evaluation


An evaluation of the location and rates of stormwater flows is useful for assessing


potential selenium loading pathways. Given the dynamic nature of the quarry
topography as a result of normal facility operations, qualitative (e.g., visual) estimates


are proposed for the initial hydraulic assessments. Specific features of interest useful in
assessing for the hydraulic evaluation may include (but are not limited to):


o Large flow rate tributaries;


r Transport pathways with steep slopes;


r Areas of ponding;


o Areas with evidence ofrill or gully forrnation; and


o Areas with evidence of significant sediment deposition.


If, in conjunction with the selenium concentration assessments described below, these


qualitative estimates prove unable to achieve the overall data need of determining
significant potential pathways of selenium loading, then more quantitative approaches


may be necessary and will be utilized. These could potentially include water balance


evaluations using watershed modeling, or estimates of erosion potential using the


Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE). Draft and refined water balance
evaluations were done previously for the purpose of evaluating on-site water usage and


potential stormwater reuse options lRadiary URS, 2009]. Results from these previous


studies will be consulted for assisting in the initial qualitative assessments.
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4.2.3 SeleniumConcentrationAssessment


Complementing the hydraulic assessment will be an assessment of selenium
concentrations and speciations. Selenium concentrations will be used to assess which
areas (if any) contribute elevated selenium loads. A limited number of soil and/or
overbruden samples may be screened for selenium concentrations if deemed prudent
during the iterative evaluation process-


Analyzing selenium speciation may be important for assessing the potential
effectiveness of BMPs, as more highly reduced selenium (e.g., elemental selenium or
selenide complexes) generally forms particulates or precipitates, while oxidized species
(selenate and selenite) remain dissolved in solution. However, speciation analysis will
generally not be necessary for each sample, and will likely be performed on select
samples at later iterations of the approach described in section 4.2.


4.2.4 Sampling Locations


Sampling under the current SWPPP occurs at numerous locations throughout the Site-
While several of those specific locations may prove useful for assessing existing BMP
performance on reducing selenium concentrations, several additional locations likely
exist that require investigation. Specific locations will need to be determined based on
the initial visual evaluations performed at the Site; however, the following general areas
are proposed for sampling:


1. Significant sources of surrounding stormwater runoff migrating into the quarry;


2. Stormwater erosion of quarry materials;


3. Dewatering discharge holding area in the quarry and at settling pond 4;


4. Upstream location in Permanente Creek;


5. Downstream (e.g., past Settling Pond 4) locations in Permanente Creek; and


6. Significant groundwater seeps within quarry @ased on Site personnel
experience and field observations).


After feasible source control BMPs have been implemented and their effectiveness
evaluated, additional sampling may be needed to assist in the evaluation of potential
treatment BMP data needs. A sampling plan would be developed; if necessary the plan
could include sampling from the dewatering holding area within the quarry, and
analyzed for constituents required for both the selection and conceptual design of an
appropriate treatment technology
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4.3 Process for Evaluating Site Conditions. Selenium Transport, and Associated
BMP Performance Given the Site Inforrnation


After confirming the presence of selenium and evaluating its source, the proposed
process for evaluating potential exposure of water to selenium and then evaluating the
performance of existing BMPs to control selenium is presented in the following section
and in the flowchart in Figure 4-1. The proposed evaluation process is iterative, with
modifications or the implementation of additional BMPs occurring after each round of
data gathering and assessment.


The performance evaluation process is composed of the following steps:


1. Determining general selenium speciation for evaluating if dissolved or attached
to solids;


Qualitatively evaluating existing BMPs in dry and wet conditions;


Implementing potential changes/enhancements to target selenium control (if
identified);


Qualitatively evaluating BMPs performances after modifi cations;


Collecting representative samples from each transport pathway;


Qualitatively (or quantitatively, if appropriate) assessing hydraulic routes and
flow rates;


Developing selenium load estimates based on hydraulics and selenium
concentrations from samples;


Prioritizing BMPs based on identification of high selenium concentrations
and/or loading locations;


Pilot-testing source control BMPs at high selenium concentrations and/or
loading locations;


10. Re-calculating estimated projected site performance using data acquired during
pilot testing;


11. Assessing need for adoption of additional source control BMPs;


12. Assessing options at feasibility study-level; and


13. Selecting and implementing final BMPs.


The assessment of individual BMPs using this process may proceed concurrently,
generally using a progression of the steps outlined above for each BMP. Modifications
to this iterative approach may be necessary based on data collected through this process.
It is also important to note that the goal of this process is not to identiff every possible
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source of selenium, but rather to evaluate which sources are potentially contributing
significant selenium loads to the discharge waters so that a final site BMP strategy for
effective control can be developed and implemented.
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5. ADDITIONAL BMP DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION


The iterative process described in Section 4 will provide data for assessing the
effectiveness of existing BMPs. The data generated through this process may suggest a


need for additional BMPs, such as those listed in Section 3.5. The development and
implementation of additional BMPs will be iterative, with adaptive site management
used throughout the process. The iterative approach for relevant additional BMPs is as


follows:


l. Review of BMP;


2. Update of BMP at pilot-test location;


3. Evaluation/Sampling of BMP during storm and dry weather events;


4. Assessment of BMP effectiveness; and


5. Modification of BMP as indicated.


The final selection, development and implementation of additional BMPs will be


performed in consultation with the RWQCB through reports that follow and are


pattemed after this Report.


If; after source control BMPs are refined, elevated selenium concentrations persist, then
treatment BMP options will be evaluated. Research into selenium treatment BMPs is
occurring at several locations that have problems with naturally-occurring selenium.


Based on the current regulatory framework, available performance data, and supporting
technology-specific evidence, an initial review suggests there are treatment technologies
that could be evaluated for use as treatment BMPs under the General Permit, if needed
and if feasible. An initial review of available technologies indicates that treatment BMP
options might include gravel media bed biological treatment, the GE ABMet@
biological treatment system, and activated alumina.


If treatment technologies are analyzed further, evaluation would necessarily include the
identification and collection of technology-specific data needs, column-treatability
testing, extended pilot-scale testing and feasibility evaluation and (if appropriate) full-
scale implementation. As with other additional BMPs, the selection of a treatment
BMP will be performed in consultation with the RWQCB.
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6. SWPPP MODIFICATION AND LONG.TERM MONITORING
PROGRAM (POST.BMP IMPLEMENTATION)


6.1 Introduction


The long-term monitoring program is expected to commence once the initial screening
and evaluation tasks described in the previous sections are completed. The long-terrn
monitoring program for selenium is designed to fit within the existing framework and
comply with the General Permit. Several of the specifics for the long-term monitoring
program, such as specific sampling locations, will be determined as a result of the
screening and evaluation process being proposed within this document. An initial
approach is contained in the following sections.


6.2 SWPPP Modification


The final BMP recommendations that result from the iterative assessment proposed in
Sections 4 and 5 will be incorporated into the SWPPP as needed. These would include
information pertinent to the long-term monitoring program, such as location, additional
analytes and frequency. The amendment or update will be consistent with the
requirements as laid out in the General Permit.


6.3 Locations


It is anticipated that monitoring would include the quarry dewatering holding area and
upstream and downstream Permanente Creek locations. Other locations may include
those pathways (if applicable) that provide larger proportions of potential selenium
loading to the quarry discharge water. Additional sampling locations might also be
identified based on specific selected BMPs. An assessment of required BMP-specific
sampling locations will be included during the BMP evaluation process.


6.4 Analvtes


The General Permit, as implemented through the SWPPP, currently requires analysis of
pH, TSS, specific conductance and TOC (or oil and grease). Additionally,
nonconventional chemicals and other pollutants that are likely to be present in
stormwater discharges in significant quantities are to be screened until they are not
detected in significant quantities for two consecutive sampling events. If selenium is
found to fit these criteria, total selenium would be added to the list of analytes screened.
Additional analytes may be required for monitoring based on selected BMPs.
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6.5 Frequencv


The sampling frequency for the General Perrnit requires two sampling events per year.


If selenium is found to be a persistent component of discharge, total selenium sampling
at this frequency would be included. Specific BMPs could necessitate more frequent
sampling (e.g., weekly or monthly) either initially or pe(manently and, if so, that
frequency would be specified in the monitoring program as it is modified. If regular
compliance is demonstrated, a decrease in the routine frequency of monitoring for
selenium would be incorporated in the monitoring program. Per the General Permit, if
selenium is controlled by BMPs and not detected at a significant concentration in two
successive monitoring events, it will be eliminated frorn the monitoring program.
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7. IMPLEMENTATIONSCHEDULE


7.1 Introduction


This section provides a proposed schedule for the implementation of the activities
described within this document. However, many of the activities described are


dependent upon quali&ing storm events and are subject to delays if no qualifuing storm
events occur (such as in the 2008-2009 wet season). It is proposed that this schedule be


followed if at least two qualifring storm events occur. This would be consistent with
stormwater sampling laid out in the General Permit.


7.2 General Schqdule


The proposed schedule of activities described above would last for a period of two years


before final BMP implementation occurs, and the corresponding update to the SWPPP
describing those changes is performed. As appropriate, investigation and BMP
assessments would be performed during dry and wet seasons for each of the two years.


Ideally, the iterative process described in Section 4.2 would be repeated for every
significant storm event. However, insufficient time for properly assessing the previous
data may result from closely spaced storm events.


7.3 Additionallnvestieatign


The iterative process described in Section 4"2 and designed to assess existing and
potential additional BMP perforrnance, would occur during the 2010-2011 wet and dry
seasons. Investigation activities would include, but are not limited to, dewatering
holding area sampling, background stream sampling, and potentially up-gradient
groundwater sampling.


7.4 BMP Implementation, Assessment and Modification


Modification of existing BMPs and implementation of new BMPs would be performed
during the wet season in 2011, unless multiple qualifuing storm events occur in 2010.
If multiple qualiffing 2010 storm events occur, then efforts will be made to begin the
iterative process during this time period. It is expected that the first qualiffing storm
event of the 2010 wet season will be used for an initial baseline assessment of the
effectiveness of existing BMPs for reducing selenium concentrations.
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7.5 Lons.Term Monitoring


Long-term monitoring of selenium is proposed to begin, assuming a two-year BMP
evaluation and enhancement process, after the BMP evaluation. In the event that less


than two qualifying storm events occur during each of the 2010 and 2011 wet seasons, it
is proposed that long{erm selenium monitoring begin at a later date dependent upon the
number of storm events.
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8. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS


This Report addresses the requirements of General Permit Section C.3. The measures


described in this Report are being implemented to evaluate mechanisms for selenium


transport and then developing methods for controlling selenium in discharges from the
quarry dewatering system, which may currently exceed water quality standards for
selenium in Permanente Creek. The final BMP configuration will be designed to allow
Lehigh's operations to be managed to protect water quality given the recent data.


Lehigh will implement the actions described in the Report as described in the


implementation schedule upon receipt of Regional Water Board approval.
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TABLE 2-1: ANALYTICAL DATA FROM 13 JANUARY 2010 SAMPLING EVONT
PERMAI\IENTE QUARRY
CUPERTINO. CALIFORNIA


ANALYTE UNITS
SAMPLf,


NQS-01 NQS-02


WETALS il,l .t,


)


\luminum vc/L < -18 <J8


\ntlmony ps/L 8.2 0_86 J


\rsenlc vc/L 1.3 J


lexavalent Chromium vclL 2.0


larium ItS/L 4l


Jervlium pc/L < 0.18 < 0.18


Joron pslL 69J 3l J


ladmium vgL 0.53 J <0.t3


lhrornium FElL < 0.5J < 0.55


Jopper vgL 1.5 J 1.2 J


ron pslL < 9.3 < 9.3


-cad tlqlL < 0.054 < 0.054


vlanganese us/L 2l l4
,,lickcl t!ClL 160 J.+


ielenium Fg/L 82 29


iilicon as SiO2 vclL 12,000 7,400


iilver ttglL < 0.065 < 0.065


Ihalliunr tLslL 0.39 J < 0.ll
y'anadium Ig/L 400 2.6 J


Linc vglL 120 28


fotal Recoverable Aluminun pgil' 720 87,000


lotal Recoverable Boron vslL 70 1 52J


fotal Recoverable lron lclL 1,200 160,000


lotal Recoverable Mercury !s/L < 0.0t6 1.5


ABBREVIATIONS


umhos/cm - micromhos per centimeter


pg/L - micrograms per liter


NOTES
Values indicated b indicatc constituent not detected abovc analytical Mcthod Detection Limits.


ANALYTE UNITS
SAMPLE


NQs-01 NQS42


GENERAL CHEMISTRY
l


Iotal Recovemble Calciurn ttClL 230,000 ,000,000


fotal Recoverable Masnesium $clL 40,000 | 60,000


fotal Recoverable Sodium vgL 23,000 25,000


fotal Recovemble Potassiurr pgL 1000 8,200


lhloride pg/L I 3,000 25,000


rluoride pc/L 140 220


,litrate as N ttC/L 't30 7,600


iulfate IgL 550,000


lH standard units 7.94 7.90


llectrical Conductivity @,25 "C unrhos/cm I,130 1,090


fotal Dissolved Solids (rD I 80 "C pslL 790,000 900,000


lotal Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) pgL 18,000 3,600,000


tesidual Chlorine !slL < t00 < 100


fotal Cyanide pc/L < 2.8


\monia as N pc/L <25 95


rlitritc as N pslL < 8.1 < 8.1


fotal Phosphorus pc/L < 16 1,800


fotal Sulfide pelL <50
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FIGURES
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APPENDIX A
LABORATORY RESULTS FROM 13 JAi\ruARY


2O1O SAMPLING EVENT
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DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL RESULTS


Selenium concentrations in the following analytical laboratory reports are above the


Freshwater Aquatic Life water quality limit (from the Basin Plan and California Toxics
Rule) for a chronic exposure objective- In addition, arsenic and hexavalent chromium
were detected, but below applicable Freshwater Aquatic Life water quality limits.
Nickel and zinc were also detected; however, unlike the other metals, the Freshwater
Aquatic Life water quality limits from the Basin Plan and California Toxics Rule are


linked to the hardness of the receiving waters (Permanente Creek). Samples were not
collected from Permanente Creek during this sampling event, and therefore estimated
hardness values are not available. Water hardness is largely dependent on the total
calcium and magnesium concentrations present in the water, although alkalinity can


play a significant role depending upon water temperature. The presence of large


concentrations of other cations or anions may also affect water hardness. In general,


higher hardness values correlate with higher nickel water quality limits.
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Date of Report: 0112112010


Sean K. Hungerford


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 CapitalMall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


RE: Hanson


BC Work Order: 1000613


lnvoice lD:


Enclosed are the results of analyses
any questions concerning this report,


for samples received by the laboratory on 111412010. lf you have
please feelfree to contact me.


Sincerely,


Contact Person: Linda Phoudamneun


Client Service Rep


Authorized Signature


The results in this report apply to the samples analyzed in accordance with the chain ofcustotllt docnmenl This analytlcal repoil mtsl be teproduced in lls enliftty.


4'100A{as Court Bakerfield, CA 93308 (661) 327-4911 FAX (661) 327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certiflcations: California - ELAP Certiflcation Number 1 186i Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Dieoenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Laboratory / Client Sample Cross Reference


Laboratory Client Sample Information


1000613.01 COC Number:


Project Number:


Sampling Location:


Sampling Point:


Sampled 8y:


Receive Date:


Sampling Date:


Sample Depthr


Sample Matrix:


01l14l2UA Q8:45


0111312010 2010


WaterNQS-o1


Metal Analysis: "l-Field Filtered and


Acidified


The resxlts in lhis report appllt to the samples omllzed in accordance wilh lhe chdin ofcuslody documenL This aha\ticdl report musl be reproduced in ib entirety.
All rPsults listed it dri


4100A{a6 Court Bakersfield, CA 93308 (661) 327-4911 FAX (661) 327-1918 www.bdabs.com
Cerlifications: Califomia - ELAP Certiflcation Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 01t2112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)
BGL Sample lD:


Gonstituent


1000613-01 Client Name: NQS-01, 1t1312010 8:10:00PM


Result Units PQL MDL Method
Prep


Date


Run


Date/Time


Instru- Qc


ment lD Dilution Batch lD


MB


Bias


Lab


Quals


Total Recoverable Calcium 230 mg/L 0.10 0.036 01118110 01119t10'18147 PE.OP1JRGEPA-200.7 BTA0926 ND


Total Recoverable Magnesium JRG01t18t1040 mg/L 0.050 0.038 EPA.200.7 01119110 18147 PE.OP1 BTA0926 NO


Total Recoverable Sodium 23 mg/L 0.50 0.070 EP4.200.7 JRG01/18/t0 01119110 18147 PE€Pt BTA0926 ND


Total Recoverable Potassium JRG01t18t10EPA-200.7mgrl1.0 1.0 0.092 01119110 18:47 PE€P1 BTAO926 ND


Chlorlde l3 mg/L 0.50 0.059 EP4.300.0 01t14t10 011141'10 19125 CRR tc2 BTAO9OS ND


Fluoride 0.14 mg/L 0.050 0.010 EP4.300,0 01t14t10 011'i.4110 19126 CRR tc2 BTAO9OS ND


Nitrate as N tc2CRR0.73 mgrL 0.10 0.026 EPA-300.0 01t14t10 01114110 19'!25 BTAO9OS ND


Sulfate 550 mgrL 2.0 0,42 EPA.300.0 01t14110 01115110 12:56 CRR lcz BTAO9OS ND A0t


RLP01t18t100,050.05pH 7.94 ptl Unitg EPA-t5o.t 01nA10 15t25 MET.l BTA,IOO6 s05


Electrical Conductivity @ 25 G 1130 umhosrc
m


1.00 1.00 EPA-i20.1 01118/10 15:25 RLP MET.101,18/10 BTAl006


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C 790 50mg/L 50 EPA.l60,t 01/19/10 01/19/10 07:10 JLR
'IIIANUAL


BTA1138 ND


Total Susponded Solids (Glass Flber) 18 mg/L 4.0 4,0 EPA-160.2 01113t10 01/15/10 08:45 MRM MANUAL BTA0862 ND


Residual Chlorine MRMND mg/L 0.10 0.10 EPA-330.4 01114110 01/14l1009:30 MANUAL BTAO737 ND JUJ


Total Cyanide ND mg/L 0.0050 0.0028 EPA-335.4 01118110 01119110 17:13 KONE.1 BTAl 096 ND


Ammonia as N sc-1JSMND mg/L 0.050 0.025 EPA-350,1 01119110 01119110 17144 BTA1 160 NO


Nitrite as N ND mg/L 0.050 0.0081 EPA-353.2 01114t10 01114110 13i26 Tn^ KONE.1 BTAl 072 ND


Total PhosDhorus ND mg/L 0.050 0.016 EPA-365.4 01118110 0112011011:31 JSM sc-l BTA0950 0.037


Total Sultide MRMNO mg/L 0.10 0.050 EPA-376.2 0'tl'15110 01/15/10 09:15 aDtranq BTAO859 ND


The results in this repott apply lo the sdrnples analyzecl in accordance wilh the chaih ofcu;tody documenL This analytical rcpoil musl be teprcduced in its entirety,
All resuls listed in thi
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Sincc 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K, Hungerford


Reported; 0112'll201A 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)
NQS-01, 111312010 8:10:00PM


Prep


Date


Run


Oats/Time


lnstru. OC


ment lD Dllutlon Batch lD


MB


Blas


Lab


Quals
Aluminum JRGND ug/L EPA-200.7 01t13t10 01119110 14131 PE"OP1 BTAO897 ND


Antimony JDC8.2 ug/L 2,0 0.17 EPA.200.8 011'13110 01/19/1016:33 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Arsenic JDC4.5 ug/L 2,0 0,52 EPA-200.8 01t13110 01/t9/10 16:33 PE.ELl BTA0943 ND


Hexavalent Chromium 0.702.0 ug/L 2.0 EP4.7196 011'14110 0t/14l{008:00 TDC KONE.l BTA1O15 ND


Barium 41 ug/L 1.0 0,12 €PA.200.8 01113110 01/19/t016:33 JDC PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Beryllium NO ug/L 1.0 n ta EPA-200.8 01t13t10 01/19/1016:33 tnn PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Boron JRG69 ug/L 100 9.7 EPA-200.7 01t13110 01t1911014131 PE.oPl BTA0897 ND


Cadmium 0.53 ug/L 1.0 0.13 EPA-200.8 0'1113t10 01/19/1016:33 JOC PE-EL1 BTA0943 ND


Chromium ND ug/L EPA-200.8 01113110 01/19/1016:33 rtr-trL I BTAO943 NO


Coppef 1.5 ug/L 2.0 0.68 8P4.200,8 01t13t10 01/19/'10 t6:33 JDC PE.EL,I BTA0943 ND


ug/L 50 9.3 EPA-200.7 01113110 01119110 14:31 JK9 PE.OP1 BTAO897 ND


Lead ND ug/L 1.0 0.054 EPA-200.8 01113110 01/19/1016:33 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Manganese JDC21 ug/L 1.0 0.11 EPA.200,8 0r/13,10 01/19/10 16:33 PE.ELl BTA0943 NO


Nickel 01t13t10160 ug/L 2.0 0.15 EPA.200.8 01/19/10 16:33 JDC PE.ELl BTA0943 ND


Selenium 82 2.0ug/L 0.38 EPA400,8 01t13t10 01/19/10 16:33 JDC PE.EL'I BTA0943 ND


Silicon as SiO2 12000 ug/L 200 EPA-200.7 01113110 01119110 14't31 JRG PE.OP1 BTA0897 ND


Silver ND u9/L 1.0 u.uoc EPA-200.8 01t13t10 01/19/10 16:33 tnn PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Thallium 0.39 ug/L 1.0 0,11 EPA-200.8 01113110 01/19/1010:33 JDC PE"EL1 8TA0943


Vanadium 400 ug/L 1,2 EPA-200.8 01113110 01/19/1016:33 JDC PE.EL1 BTA0943 ND


120Zinc ugrL 5.0 1.9 EPA-200.8 01113110 0'l/19/10 16:33 JDC PE.EL1 BTA()943


Total Recovehble Alumlnum ugrL 50 38 EPA-200,7 01/18/10 01119110 18t47 JRG PE.oPl BTA0926 ND


Total Recoverable Boron JRG70 ug/L 100 12 EP4.200.7 01118110 01119110 18i47 PE.OP1 BTA()926 ND


Total Recoverable lron ND
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1200 ug/L 50 30 EP4.200.7 01118110 01119110 18147 JRG PE.OPl BTAO926


The resulls in this repoil opplv to lhe somples analltzed in accordqnce with the chaln ofcustodv doamenl. This analytlcdl report musl be reproduced in its ehtirety.
All .6ults lisred in rhi
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Lsboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase I taskl
Project Managef: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)
BCL ID: 1000613-01 Client Name: NQS-01, 1/13/2010 8:10:00PM


POL MDL MethodResult Units
Prep


Date


Run


Date/Time


Instru- OC


ment lD Dilutlon Batch lD


M8


Bias


Lab


Quals
Total Recoverable Mercury MEVug/LND 0.016 EPA-245.1 01118t10 01/19/10 10:56 CETACl BTAO92O ND


The tesults ln this report appllt to the samples anal. zed in accordance with the chain ofcuslodv documeht. This dtlalytical rcport musl be rcprcdilced in iLt enlireA.
All results listed in thi
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Certmcalions: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Adminislralive Code - NAC-445A
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Laboratori
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramenlo, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase g taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)
Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Pefcent


Batch lD QC RPD Lab Quals
Residual Chlorine BTAO737 Duplicate 1 00061 3-01 10NDND mg/L


Total Sulfide BTA0859 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


1 00061 3-0 1


1 00061 3-01


100061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


0.48256


0.48538


0.50000


0.50000


m9/L


mg/L


mg/L 97.1


80 - 120


80 - 120


10


Total Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) BTAO862 Duplicate 1 0006 1 3-01 17.600 1 6.000 mg/L


Chloride BTA0905 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000668-01


1 000668-01


1000668-01


59.320


69.320


69.320


69.418


I 88.93


1 88^36


101.01


101.01


mgiL


mg/L


mg/L


118


118


10


10


0,1


nt
80 - 120


80 - 120


Fluoride BTAO905 Duplicate '1000668-01


Matrix Spike 1000668-01


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000668-01


0.40800


0.40800


0.40800


0.45500


1.6000


1.5636


mgiL


m9/L


mg/L


tn o


?l


10 A02


1.0101


1.0101


118


114


80 - 120


8o - 120


Nitrate as N BTA0905 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000668-01


1000668-0'l


1000668-01


ND


NO


ND


ND


5.5283


5,5414


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


109


110 100.2


80 - 120


80 - 120


Sulfate BTA0905 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000668-01


1 000668-01


1000668-01


34.730


34.730


34.730


34.692
1ta 07


lRl qt
101.01


101.01


mg/L


mg/L


m9/L


118


118


't0


10


0.1


0.4


80. 120


80 - 120


Total Recoverable Calcium BTAO926 Ouplicate 1000551-01


Matrix Spike 1000551-01


Matrix Spike ouplicate 1000551-01


14,030


14.030


1 4,030


13.492


23.606


23,851


mg/L


mg/L


mgiL


20


20tq
10.000


'10.000 oq ,
75 - 125


75 - 125


Total Recoverable Magnesium 8TA0926 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000551-01


1 000551-01


1 000551-01


3.7475


3.7475


3.7475


3.6803


14.400


14.456


10.000


10.000


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


107


107


201.8


0.5


75 - 125


75 - 125


Total Recoverable Sodium 8TA0926 Duolicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


1 000s51-01


't000551-01


1000551-01


3.5714


3.5714


3.5714


3.4758
4e (q{


1 3.587


1 0.000


1 0.000


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


100


100


2.7


0.,l


75 - 125


75 - 12520
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The results in this repoil dppl\) lo lhe sanples analltzed in dccorddnce wilh lhe chain ofcustodlt documenl. This onalylical repott must be reproduced in its entirety.
All resuls listed in thi
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Lsborutories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Sincc 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 06371 09 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 011211201Q 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)
Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Soutce Source Spike Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Constituent Batch lD QC lD Result Result Added Units RPD RPD Recovery Lab Quals


Total Recoverable Potassium 8TA0926 Ouplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


'1000551-01


1 00055 1-01


1 00055 1-01


1 l6q?


a {ale


1.1553


1.1 185


11.177


1 1.163


10.000


10.000


75 - 125


75.125


m9/L


mg/L


mg/L


100


100 200.'1


Total Pho6Dhorus BTA0950 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Ouplicate


1 00071 0:01


1 00071 0-01


1 00071 0-01


ND


ND


ND


0.052700


1.0322


1.0497


1.0000


1.0000


80 - 120


80 - 120


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L 105


20


1.7


pH BTAlOO6 Duplicate 1 000479-01 7.9900 8,1 600 pH Units 2.1


Electrical Conductivity @ 25 C BTAlOO6 Duplicate 1 000479-01 429.40 431.50 umhos/cm 10


Nitrite as N 8TA1072 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000558-0 1


1 000558.01


1 000558-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


0,48376


0.481 10


0.50000


0,50000


mg/L


mg/L


mgiL


10


10


96.8 90-110
90 - 110


Total Cyanide BTA1096 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicato


1000595-01


1000595-01


1000595-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


0.047282


0.046't 86


0.050000


0.050000


90-110
90-110


mg/L


m9/L


mgiL


u{.o


92.4


10


202.3


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1 1 38 Duplicate 't 000613-01 790.00 800.00 mg/L l? 10


Ammonia as N BTA1160 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Mairix Spike Duplicate


1 00061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


1.11't8


1.1170


't.1111


1.1111


mg/L


m9/L


mg/L


100


101


10


100.5


90-110


90-110


The results in this reporl appl! to the sanples analyzed in accordance vith tha chdin ofcustodlt doament. Thi,, onalyllcal report musl be reproduced ih lts enlirery.


All rdults listed in thi


4100A0asCourt Bakersfield, CA 93308 (661)3274911 FAX(661) 327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certiflcations: Califorhia - ELAP Certification Number 1186; Nevada Administrative Code ' NAC-4454
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Laboratori
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Projecl: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Projecl Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPD Recovery Lab Quals


Aluminum BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


1000614-0't


1000614-01


1 000614-01


ND


ND


ND


NO


1055.2


1087.3


1020.4


1020.4


85-115
85-115


ug/L


u9/L


ug/L


103


1073.0


Boron BTA0897 puplicate


Matrix Spiko


Matrix Spike Duplicate


'1000614-01


1000614-0'1


1 000614-01


30.821


30.821


30.821


28,307
llaao


'116'1.6


1020.4


1020.4


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


108


111 20z.z


85 - 115


85.115


tron BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Ouplicate


1000614-01


10006 14-0 1


1000614-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


1 087,8


1129.3


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L 1Va7
1020,4


1020.4


107


111


85-115
85-115


Silicon as SiO2 BTAO897 Duplicate 1000614-01


Matrix Spike 1000614'01


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000614'01


Teoq a


7eo( a


7395.8


7320.2


28647


29543


21829


21829


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


97.4


101


85-115
85-115


201.0


4.1


Total Recoverable Mercury BTA0920 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicato


1000558-01


1000558-01


1000558-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


1,0075


1.0575


1.0000


1.0000


u9/L


ug/L


u9/L


101


106


20


20


70 - 130


70 - 130


Total Recoverable Aluminum BTAO926 Duplicate 1000551'01


Matrix spike 1000551-01


Matrix Spike Duplicate'1000551-01


4850.3


4850.3


4850.3


4736.9


7142.3


7375.2


1 000.0


1000.0


u9/L


ug/L


ug/L zcz


20


20s.7


75 - 125 403


75 - 125 403


Total Recoverable Boion BTAO926 Duplicate 1000551.01


Matrix SDike 1000551-01


Matrix Spike Duplicato 1000551-01


14.400


14.400


14.400


l? t7<


1044.5


1025.4


1 000.0


1000.0


ug/L


ugi L


ug/L


75 - 125


75 - 125


?0


2010
103


101


Total Recoverable lron 8TA0926 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000551-01


100055't-01


1 000551-01


4935.3


4935.3


4935.3


4769.5


6349.9


o J60. u


1 000.0


1 000.0


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


3,4


15.4


141


165


20


75 - 125


75 - 125


403


A03


Antimony


20
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BTA0943 Duplicato


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000613-01


1 00061 3.01


1 000513-01


8.1910


8,1910


8.1910


8.2440


cz.ocz


52.298


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


1no


1080.8


70 - 130


70 - 130


The results in this report apply to the samples anolyzed in acconlance with lhe chain ofcustodv documenl This anolyticat reporl mutl be reptoduced ih it$ entirely.
All results lisrd in thi


4100AUasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661)3274911 FAX(661)327-1918 www.bdabs.com
Certifications: California . ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Code - NAC445A







rotories. fnc.
€nvironmental Testing Labofatory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 task.t
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPD Lab Quals
Arsenic BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix spike 0uplicate


100061 3-01


1000613-0'1


100061 3-01


4.5260


4.5260


4.5260


4,5420


127.13


126.26


102,04


102.04


uglL


ug/L


ug/L


120


119


200.4


70 - 130


70 - 130


Barium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000613-01


100061 3-01


1000613-01


41.084


41.084


4',1.084


40.261


82.658


82.543


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


u9/L


102


102


20


20


2.0


0.3


70 - 130


70 . 130


Beryllium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 00061 3-01


1000613-01


10006'13-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


47.550


48.552


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


'116


119


20


202.1


70 - 130


70 - 130


Cadmium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spiko Duplicate


100061 3-01


1000613-01


1 00061 3-01


0.53200


0.53200


0.53200


0.46500


44.802


43.947


13.4ug/L


ug/L


uglL


20


40.816


40.816


70 - 130


70 - 130


108


106 20


Chromium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 00061 3-01


100061 3-01


100061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


40.609


44.842


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20


20u.0 100


70. 130


70 - 130


Copper BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Mairix Spike Duplicate


10006'13.01


1 00061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


1.4680


1.4680


1.4680


1.3890


97.e97


98.1 34


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


94.6


94.7


70 - 130


70 - 13020


5.5


0.1


Lead BTAO943 Duolicate 1000613-01


Matrix spike 1000513-01


Matrix Spike Duplicato 1000613-01


ND


NO


ND


ND


100.05


ann to
102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


98.0


ot o


70 - 130


70 - 130


20


200.8


Manganese BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000613.01


1 00061 3-01


100061 3.01


20.636


20.636


zu,oJo


20.124


121.18


122,86


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


98.5


100


70 - 130


70 - 130


202.5


1.7


Nickel


20
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BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


100061 3.01


'1000613-01


1 00061 3-01


163.08


163.08


163.08


156.82


253.13


256.05


102,04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


88.2


91.1


70 - 130


70 - 130J.Z


The results in this report apply lo lhe sanples analyzecl ln accordance with the chain ofcustodv document. This anallttical report mutl be reproduced in lts entitety,
All results listed in thi


4100AfasCourt Bakerfield, CA 93308 (661) 327-4911 FAX (661) 327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certificationsl California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186; Nevada Administrativo Code - NAC445A







rutories, fnc,
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC lD Result Result Added Units RPD Recoverv RPD Lab Quals
Selenium BTAO943 Duplicate 1000613-01


Matrix Spike 1000613-01


Mairix Spike Ouplicate 1000613-01


82.195


82.195


82.1 95


82.095


215.62


214,36


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


131


130


Q03


20


0.1


1.0


70 . 130


70 - 130


Silver BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


10006't 3-01


1 0006 1 3-01


1 00061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


40.951


40.830


ugi L


ug/L


ugi L


?0


20


40.816


40.816


70 - 130


70 - 130


100


'100


Thallium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


100061 3-01


100061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


0.39400


0.39400


0.39400


0.21 500


35.763


35.626


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


<t a 20


20


J.AO2


70 - 130


70 - 130


40.816


40.816 oo. J


VaRadiurn BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Mahix Spike Ouplicate


1000613-01


1 00061 3-0 1


100061 3-01


JYY.C/


399.37
100 a7


428.87


433.01


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


72.3


82.4


70 - 130


70 - 't302011 1


Zinc BTAO943 Duplicate 1000613-01


Matrix Spike 1000613-01


Matrlx Spike Duplicate 1000613-01


122.64


122,64


122.64


1 20.66


229.46


230.50


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L '1.0


20


20


105


106


70-130
70 - 130


Hexavalent Chromium BTA1015 Duplicate


Matrix spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000612-01


1000612-01


1000612-01


0.78000


0.78000


0.78000


0,73000


54.863


54,411


52.632


52.632


ug/L


u9/L


ug/L


85-115
85-1150.8


ina


The results in lhis tepoil appl! lo lhe tmples andllzetl in accordance wlrh lhe choin ofcustodv tlocunent. This analylicql repott n$t be rcproduced in its entirety.
All results lisbd in thi


4100 Afas Courl Bakersfield, CA 93308 (661) 3274911 FAX (661) 327-1916 www.bclabs.com
Certmcstions: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Code . NAC-445A
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Laboratori
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager; Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)


Quality Control Report - Laboratory Control Sample


Spike
Result Level POL Units


Control Limits
Percent Percent


Batch lD QC Sample lD QC RPD Recovery RPD Lab Quals
Total Sulfide BTA0859 BTA0859-BSl LCS 0.50228 0.50000 0.10 mg/L 100 90-110


Chloride BTA0905 BTA0905-BSl LCS 107.85 1 00.00 0.50 mg/L 108 90 - 110


Fluoride BTA090s BTA0905-BSl I ae 0,99700 1.0000 0.050 mg/L oo7 90-110


Nitrate as N BTA0905 BTA0905-BS1 | 
^c


( tEon 5.0000 0.10 mg/L tna 90-110


Sulfate BTA0905 BTA0905-BS1 LLS 104.67 1 00.00 1.0 mg/L 105 90-110


Total Recoverable Calcium 8TA0926 BTA0926-BSl LCS 11,092 10.000 0.10 mg/L 85-115


Total Recoverable Magnesium BT40926 BTA0926-BSl LCS 11,297 1 0.000 0.050 mg/L 113 85 - 115


Total Recoverable Sodium BTAO926 BTAO92GBSl | 
^e


10.461 10.000 0.50 mg/L 105 85-115


Total Recoverable Potassium 8TA0926 tsT4092&BS1 tna 10.301 10.000 1,0 mg/L I n? 85.115


Total Phosohorus BTAO95O BTAO9sGBSl LCS 1.0049 1.0000 0.050 mg/L 100 85.115


LCSpH BTA1006 BTA1006-BS2 7.0000 7.0000 0.05 pH Units 100 95 - 105


Electrical Conductivity @ 25 C BTA1006 BTA1006-851 tna 31 1.70 303.00 umhos/cm 90-110


Nitrite as N 8141072 BTA1072-8S1 LCS 0.49461 0.50000 0.050 mg/L oqo 90-110


Total Cyanide BTA1096 BTA1096-95l LCS 0.'t4780 0.1 5000 0.0050 mg/L 98.5 90-110


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1138 BTA113&BS1 LCS 545.00 586.00 <n m9/L oqo 90-110


Ammonia as N gTA1160 BTA1160-85l LCS 0.9901 0 1.0000 0.050 mg/L qan 90.110


The results ln this report opplv lo lhe samples analvzed in accor.lonce with the chaih ofcilstodv document. fhis anab)lical report mu$l be reproduced in i/it entirety.
All raults listed in thi


4100Atlas Court Bakersfield, CA 93308 (661) 327-4911 FAX (661) 327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186; Nevada Adminisrative Code . NAC*445A
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ies, Inc.
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Laboratory Control Sample


Spike
Result Level PQL Units


Control Limits
Percent Percent


Batch lD QC Sample lD QC RPD Recovery RPD Lab Quals
Aluminum BTA0897 BTA0897-BSl LCS 993.68 I 000.0 ug/L3U 85-115


Boron BTA0897 8TA0897-BS1 tne 1018.6 1 000.0 100 10?ug/L 85-115


lron BTA0897 BTA0897-BSl LUJ 1 050.1 1000.0 105ug/L 85-115


Silicon as SiO2 BTA0897 BTA0897-BS1 LCS 21392 200 ug/L 85-115


Total Recoverable Mercury BTAO92O BTAOg2GBSl | 
^c 1.0250 0.20 ug/L 85-'115


Total Recoverable Aluminum BTA0926 BTA0926-BS1 LCS 1 065.2 1000.0 50 ug/L 85.115


Total Recoverable Boron BTAO926 BTAO92&BS1 LCS 1064,6 1 000.0 100 ug/L 106 85 - 't '15


Total Recoverable lron BTAO926 BTAO926.BS1 113ug/L50LUJ 1132.5 1 000.0 85-115


Antimony BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 40.000 2.0 ug/L 85-115


Arsenic BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 98.1 02 )d ug/L 98.1 85.115


Barium BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 39.991 40.000 1001.0 ug/L 85.115


Beryllium BTA0943 BTA0943-8Sl tcs 38.472 40.000 1.0 u9/L 85-115


Cadmium BTAO943 BTAO943.BS1 LCS 40,475 40.000 101ug/L1.0 85-115


Chromium BTA0943 BTA0943-8S1 LUJ 40.326 3.040.000 u9/L 101 85.115


Copper BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 1 03.50 100.00 2.0 ug/L 85 - 115


Lead BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 97,171 1 00.00 1.0 ug/L a(.1 85.115


Manganese BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 101.34 1011.0100.00 ug/L 85.115


Nickel BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 101.60 100.00 1022.0 ug/L 85-115


Selenium BTAO943 BTAO94&BS1 rcs 99.191 100.00 2.0 ug/L YY.Z 85-115


Silver BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 40.000 1.0 ug/L 101 85-115


Thallium BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 40.517 101ug/L1.0 85-115


Vanadium BTA0943 BTA0943-8S1 LCS 35,728 40.000 ug/L ooa 85.115


Zlnc
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BTA0943 8T40943-8Sl tcs 103.82 100.00 104ug/Lc.u 85-115


The results in this repoil applv to lhe sanples anolvzed in accor.lsnce with lhe chain ofcustody docunent. This analytlcdl repoil mui! be reproduced in its entircD/.
Al|r9su|tslisbdinthisrepongefor$eexcluiveueofthesubmittin8paI.BcLabf


4100AtasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661)3274911 FAX(661)327-19'18 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Coda - NAC-445A







Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase I taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Laboratory Control Sample


Spike
Result Level POL Units


Control Limits
Percent Percent


Batch lD QC Sample lD QC RPD Recoverv RPD Lab Quals
Hexavalent Chromium BTA1015 BTA1015-BS'l LCS 51 40n ug/L 85-115


The resulls in this repor, appl! lo lhe sqmples analyzed in occoulance with lhe choin o/cuslody documenl. This snalllical report musl be reproduced in its enlirely.
Al|r9sults|istedinfisreponuefortheexcluiveweoffesubmi|ngp@.BcL6bl


4100Atlas Court Bakorsfield, CA 93308 (661) 3274911 FAX(661) 327.1918 www.bclabs.com
Cortifications: California - ELAP Ce,lification Number 1 186t Nevada Adminlstrative Code - NAC-445A
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)


Quality Control Report - Method Blank Analysis
Constituent Batch lD QC Sample lD MB Result Units PQL MDL Lab Quals


Residual Chlorine BTAO737 BTAO737.BLK1 mg/L 0.10 0.10ND


Total sulfide BTAO859 BTAO859.BLK1 ND mg/L 0.10 0.050


Total Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) BTAO862 BTAO862.BLK1 ND mg/L 0.50 0.50


Chloride BTAO9O5 BTAO9O5.BLK1 ND mg/L 0.50 0.059


Fluoride BTAO9O5 BTAO9O5.BLK1 mg/L 0.050 0.010


Nitrate as N BTAO9O5 BTAO9O5.BLK1 ND mg/L 0.10 0.026


Sulfate BTAO9O5 BTAO9O5-BLK1 0.211.0ND mg/L


Total Recoverable Calcium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 mg/LND 0.10 U-U JO


Total Recoverable Magnesium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 ND mgiL 0.050 0.038


Total Recoverable Sodiu m BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 ND mg/L 0.50 0.070


Total Recoverable Potassium BTAO926 BTAO926-81K1 1.0ND m9/L 0.092


Total PhosDhorus BTAO95O BTAO95O.8LK1 0.037200 mg/L 0.050 0.016


Nitrite as N BTAl 072 BTA1O72.BLK1 0.050ND mg/L 0.0081


Total Cyanide BTAl 096 BTA1 096-8LK l ND m9/L 0.0050 0.0028


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1 1 38 BTAl 1 38.BLK1 o. /ND mg/L


Ammonia as N BTA1 160 BTAl 16O.BLK1 0,050ND mg/L


Theresilltsinlhlsreporlapply,olhesamplesanalltzedinaccoldancewlthlhechainofcustodydocument.Ihisonalyttcqlreportnustbereproducedini,senliret.


4100AtasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661)327-4911 FAX(661)327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certmcations: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Code - NAC445A
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase I taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:28


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Method Blank Analysis
Con6tituent Batch lD QC Sample lD MB Reeult Units PQL MDL Lab Quals


Aluminum BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 Jd50ND ug/L


Boron BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 100ND ug/L


lron 8TA0897 BTAO897-BLK1 50NO ug/L


Silicon as SiO2 BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 ND ug/L


Total Recoverable Mercury BTAO92O 8TAO92O.BLK1 ug/LND 0.0r 6


Total Recoverable Aluminum BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 ?tcuug/LND


Total Recoverable Boron BT40926 BTAO926.BLK1 tz100ug/LND


Total Recoverable lron BTA0926 BTAO926.BLK1 30ND ug/L


Antimony BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 ND ug/L 0.17


Arsenlc BTAO943 BTAO943.BtK1 ND ug/L 0.52


Barium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ND ug/L 0.12


Beryllium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ND ug/L 0.18


Cadmium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ND ug/L 0.13


Chromium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 3.0ND ug/L 0.55


Copper BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 2.0ND ug/L


Lead BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 ND ug/L 0.054


Manganese BTAO943 BTAO943-BLK1 ND ug/L 0.11


Nickel BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 2.0ND ug/L n 4q


Selenium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 ug/LND 0.38


Silver BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ND ug/L u.uoc


Thallium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 ND ug/L 0.11


Vanadium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.23.0ND ug/L


Hexavalent Chromium


to
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Zinc BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 qnNO ug/L


BTA1O15 BTA1O1 5-BLK1 2.0ND ug/L


The results in this teport apply to the samples analyzed in accordance vilh lhe chaih of cuslodlt documenl. This anqlylical reporl musl be reproduced in its enlirety.
All results listed in thi
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9 taskl
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9.28


Notes And Definitions
J


MDL


ND


PQL


RPD


401


A{02


Qo3


an(


Estimated Value (CLP Flag)


Method Detection Limit


Analyte Not Detected at or above the reporting limit


Practical Quantitation Limit


Relative Percent Difference


PQL's and MDL's are raised due to sample dilution.


The difference between duplicate feadings is less than the POL.


The sample concentration is mora than 4 times the spike level.


Matrix spike recovery(s) is(are) not within the control limits.


The sample holding time was exceeded.


The results in this reporl opplv ,o lhe samples analyzed in accordonce wilh the chain ofcustodlt docrmenl. This analylical repofl musl be reproduced in ils enlircly.


4100AUasCourt Bakecfield,CA 93308 (661)3274911 FAx(661)327-1919 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186; Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Date of Report 0112112010


Sean K. Hungerford


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


RE:


BC Work Order:


lnvoice lD:


Hanson


1 000614


Enclosed are the results of analyses for samples
any questions concerning this report, please feel


received by the laboratory on 111412010. lf you have
free to contact me.


Sincerely,


Contact Person: Linda Phoudamneun
Client Service Rep


Authorized Signature


The results in lhls repotl appl)) lo lhe samples analvzed in accoftlance with the chain ofcustodv document. This dnalyticdl report musl be reproduced in ils entirc,y.
A|lresuItslistedinthisreponuefortheoxcluiveueof$esubmittingp.BCLabl


4100AUasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661)327-4911 FAX(681)327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186i Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Laboratori,
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1 949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 06371Og 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Laboratory / Client Sample Cross Reference


Leboratory Client Semple Informatlon


1000614-01 COC Number:


Project Number:


Sampling Location:


Sampling Point:


Sampled By:


NQS-02


Receive Datel


Sampling Date:


Sample Depth:


Sample Matrix:


0111412010 08:45


0111312010 08:31


Water


Metal Analysis: 1-Field Filtered and


Acidified


The results in this report apply to the samples anal. zed in occordance wirh the chain ofcusto+) docfinenl This dnalyticql report musl be reprcdxced in ils entirery,
All results listed in this repon se for the exc


4100 AUas Court Bakersfield, CA 93308 (661) 327 491 1 FAX (661 ) 327 -1918 www.bclabs,com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Coda - NAC-445A
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Projecti Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0'l/2112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)
BCL ID: 1 000614-01 Glient Sample Name: NQS-02. 111312010 8:31 :00AM


Constituent Result Units MDL Method
Prep


Date


Run


Date/Tlme


ln6tru- OC


ment lD Dilution Batch lD


MB


Bias


Lab


Quals


Total Recoverable Calcium 1000 mg/l- 0.10 0.036 EPA-200.7 PE.oPl0M8110 01/19/10 18:50 JRG BTAO926 ND


Total Recoverable Magnesium 160 mg/L 0.050 0.038 EPA-200.7 01r18t10 01/19/10 18150 JRG PEOPl BTAO926 ND


Total Recoverable Sodium 26 mg/L 0.50 0.070 EPA-200.7 01t18t10 0l/19/10 18:50 JRG PE€P1 BTAO926 ND


Total Recoverablo Potasslum 8,2 mg/L 1.0 0.092 EPA.200.7 01118110 01/19/10 18:50 JRG PE.oPl BTAO925 ND


Chloride 01t,t4t,t025 mg/L 0.50 0.059 EP4.300.0 01/14/{0 19:38 CRR tc2 BTAO9OS ND


Fluoride 0.22 mgrL 0.050 0.010 EP4.300.0 01114110 0'll14ll01gt38 CRR tc2 BTAO9O5 ND


Nitrate as N 7.6 mg/L 0.10 0.026 8PA.300.0 01114t10 01/14l'10 19:38 CRR tc2 BTAO9OS ND


0.05pH 7.90 pH Unlts 0.05 EPA.r5o.l 01118110 01/18/10 15:29 RLP MET-1 BTAlOOO s05


Electrlcal Conductivity @ 25 C 1090 umhosrc
m


1,00 1.00 EPA.I20.l 01/18/10 01/18/10 15:29 RLP M€T.1 BTAl006


Total Di6solved Solids @ 180 C 900 mg/L 50 50 EPA450.t 01/19/10 01/19/10 07:10 JLR MANUAL BTA1138 ND


Total Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) 3600 mg/L 50 50 EPA.t60,2 01/'15/10 01/15/10 08r45 MRM MANUAL 100 BTA0862 ND


Residual Chlorine DUCMRMND mg/L 0.10 0.10 EPA-330.4 01t14t10 01114110 09:30 MANUAL BTAO737 ND


Ammonla a8 N 0.095 mg/L 0.050 0.025 EPA350.1 011181,10 01hgl10 12129 EC-lJSM BTA1O73 ND


Nitrite as N ND mg/L 0.050 0.0081 EPA-353.2 01t14110 01114110 13:26 KONE.1 BTA1O72 ND


Total Phosphorus sc-lJSM1,8 mg/L 0.050 0,015 EPA-365.4 01/18/10 0112011011:32 BTAO9SO 0.037


The results in this reporl appl)t to lhe samples analltzed in accoulonce wilh lhe chain ofcustody docunent, This dnalylical rcpoil must be reproduced in its ektirety.
All fesul$ listed in $i


4100AdasCourt Bake6field,CA 93308 (661)327-4911 FAX(661)327.1918 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186i Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase 9


Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


BCL Sample lD: 1000614-01 Client Sam Name: NQS-02. 111312010 8:31:00AM


Prep Run


Date/Tlme


Instru.


ment lD


QC


Batch lD


MB


Bias


Lab


QualsConstituent Result Units MDL Method Dllution


Aluminum EPA-200.73850ug/LND 01114110 011191'1013t48 PE.OP1 BTAO897 ND


Anumony 0.86 ug/L 2.0 0,17 EPA.200,8 01t14t10 0l/t9/10 t7:08 JDC PE.EL,I BTA0943 ND


Arsenic JDC1.3 uS/L 2.0 0,52 EPA-200.8 01t'l4l'10 011191t017t08 PE.ELl BTA0943 ND


Barium 24 ug/L 1.0 0,12 EPA-200.8 o1l't4t10 01/'r9/1017;08 JDC PE-EL1 BTA0943 ND


Beryllium ND ug/L 1.0 0.18 EPA-200.8 01t14t10 01/19/10 17:08 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Boron JRG31 ug/L 100 9,7 EPA.200.? 0M4!10 01119110 13t49 PE€P1 BTA0897 NO


Cadmium ND ug/L 1.0 0.13 EPA.200.8 01114110 01119110 17i06 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Chromium ND ug/L ed n (t EPA-200.8 01t14t't0 011'19110 17:08 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Copper JDC1.2 ugrL 2,0 0.68 EPA-200.8 01114110 01/19/1017:08 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


lron 9.3ND uga (n EPA-200.7 01114110 01119110 13:48 JRG PE.OP1 BTAO897 ND


ND ug/L 1.0 0.054 EPA-200.8 01114t10 01119110 17:08 JDC PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Mangan03e ugrL 1.0 0,11 EP4.200.8 01114110 011191'1017t08 JOC PE.EL1 BTAO943


Nlckel 3.4 ug/L 2,0 0.15 EPA.200,8 01114110 0111911017t08 JDC PE.EL1 BTA0943 ND


Selenium 29 ug/L 2.0 0.38 EPA-200.8 01114110 01/19/1017:08 JDC PE.EL1 BTA0943 ND


Slllcon as SiO2 7400 ug/L 200 65 EPA.200.7 01114110 01/'19,t0 13!'18 JRG PE€P1 BTA0897 ND


Silver ND ug/L 1.0 0.065 EPA-200.8 01114110 01/19/1017:08 PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


NDThallium ug/L '1.0 0.11 EPA-200.8 01114110 01/19/1017:08 tn^ PE.EL1 BTAO943 ND


Van.dium JDC3.0ug/L2.6 1,2 EP4.200.8 01114110 0,U19/10 17:08 PE.EL1 BTA0943 ND


Ztnc 28 ug/L 5.0 1,9 EP4.200.8 01114110 01/19/1017:08 JOC PE.EL1 BTA0943 ND


Total Recoverable Aluminum 87000 Ug,L 50 38 EPA-200.7 01/18/10 01/19/1018:50 JRG PE.oPl BTA0926 ND


Total Recoverable Boron 52 ug/L t00 12 EPA.200.7 01118t10 0t/19,10'18:50 JRG PE€P1 BTA0926 ND


Total Recoverable lron 160000 ug/L 50 30 EPA-200,7 0l/18/10 0t/19/1018:50 JRG PE€Pt BTA0928 ND


Total Rocoverable Mercury ND
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1.5 ug/L 0.20 0.016 EPA-245.1 01n8/10 01/19/10 10:58 MEV CETACl BTAO92O


The results in this report applv lo lhe samples analyzed in accorulance with the choln ofcustodlt doamen| Thls analytical report musl be reproduced in its ehtirety.
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9


Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Repo(ed: 0112112010 9t30


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)
Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPD Lab Quals


Residual Chlorine BTAO737 Duplicate 1000613-01 10NDND mg/L


Total Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) BTAO862 Duplicate 1000613-01 '17.600 16,000 mg/L 9.5 10


Chloride BTA0905 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000668-01


1000668-01


1000668-01


69.320


69.320


69.320


69.418


188.93


188.36


1 01.01


101.01


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


118


118


10


't0


0.1


n(
80 - 120


80 - 120


Fluoride BTAO9OS Duolicate 1000668-01


Matrix Spike 1000668-0'1


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000668-01


0.40800


0.40800


0.40800


0.45500


1.6000


1.5636


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


10


10


10.9


1a


402


1.0101


1.0101


118


114


80 - 120


80 - 120


Nitrate as N BTAO9O5 Duplicate 1000668.01


Matrix Spike 1000668-01


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000568-01


ND


NO


NO


ND


o.0zoJ


5.5414


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


10


n,
a nln(
( nqn6


109


110


80 - 120


80 . 120


Total Recoverable Cslcium BTA0925 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000551-01


1000551.01


1000551-01


14.030


14.030


14.030


13.492


23.606


23.851


1 0.000
't0.000


mg/L


mgiL


mg/L


20?q


z.)
v5.d


98.2


75.125
75 - 125


Total Recoverable Magnesium BTAO926 Duplicate 1000551-01


Matrix Spike 1000551-01


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000551-01


3.7475


3.7475


3.7475


t aant


14.400


14.456


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


1 0.000


1 0.000


107


107 20


75 - 125


75 - 125


Total Recoverable Sodium BTAO926 3.5714


3.5714


3.5714


3.4758
la Eea


1 3.587


m9/L


mg/L


mg/L


Duplicate 1000551.01


Matrix Spike 1000551-01


Matrix spike Duplicate 1000551-01


20


0.1


1 0.000


1 0.000


100


100


75 - 125


7s - 125


Total Recoverable Potassium BTAO926 1 rA(?


I l(Re
{ I ((2


1.1 185


11.177


1 1.163


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


Duplicate 1000551-01


Matrix Spike 1000551-01


Matrix Spike ouplicate 1000551-01


20


20


o.4


0.1


1 0.000


1 0.000


100


100


75 - 125


75 - 125


Total PhosDhorus BTA0950 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Dupllcate


100071 0-01


1 0007 1 0-01


1 00071 0-01


ND


ND


ND


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


103


0.052700


1.0322


1.0497


1.0000


1.0000


20


201.7


80 - 120


80 - 120


pH ?0
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BTAlOO6 Duplicate 1000479-01 7.9900 8.1 600 pH Units 2.'l


The results in lhis reporl appl)t to lhe samples onalyzetl in accordance with the chain ofcustody document. This analytlcal report must be rcproduced in ils entiteD/.
All rsuhs listed in this report se for tho exc
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Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase I
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112Q10 9:30


Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPD Lab Quals


Electrical Conductivity @ 25 C BTAt006 Duplicate 1000479-01 429.40 431.50 umhoycm u.c 10


Nitrite as N BTA1072 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


1000558-01


1000558-01


1 000558-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


0.48376


0,48110


0.50000


0.50000


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


96.8


JO-Z


90-110
90-110NA


Ammonia as N BTA1073 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


100054E-02


1000548-02


1 000548-02


0,065500


0.065500


0.065500


0.053600


1j236
1.1 633


mg/L


mg/L


mg/L


20.0


1,7


10 402


1,1111


1.1111


95.2


98.8


90.110


90 - 110


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1 138 Duplicate I 0006'13-01 790.00 mg/L 1.3 10


The results in lhk report apply to the samples analTzed in accordance wlth lhe chdin ofcuslocl.v doament. This analytical report nusl be reproduced ih ils enlire|/.
Allrgultlistedintlrisrepongefor*teexc|uivcweof0resubmi


4100AtasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661)327-4911 FAX(661)327-1918 www.bclabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1186: Nevada Administrative Code - NAC-445A
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9t30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Gontrol Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source $ource Spike
lD Result Result Added Unlts RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPO Lab Quals


Aluminum BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000614-01


1000614-0't


1000614-01


NO


1055.2


1 087.3


1020.4


1020.4


85.115


85 - 115


ND


ND


ND


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20


20


103


'107


Bofon BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000614-01


1000614-01


1000614-0,|


30.821


30.821


30.821


28.307


1 136.9


1161.6


ug/L


ug/L


uglL


1020.4


1020.4


108


'l't'l 202.2


85 - 115


85-115


BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000614-01


'1000614-01


1000614-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


1 087.8


1129.3


1020.4


1020.4


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


107


111 z05.t


85-115


85 - 115


Silicon as Si02 BTA0897 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000614-01


1 000614-01


'1000614-01


7to( t


7395.8
720( I


7320.2


28647


29543


21829


2't829


85-115
85-115


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20


20


1.0


4.1


97,4


101


Total Recoverable Mercury BTA0920 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000558-01


1000558-01


1000558-01


ND


ND


ND


NO


1.0075


1.0575


1.0000


1.0000


ug/L


ug/L


u9/L


101


106 20


70 - 130


70 - 130


Total Recoverable Aluminum 8TA0926 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix spike Duplicate


1000551-01


1000551-01


1000551-01


4850.3


4850.3


4850.3


4736.5


7142.3


7375.2


1 000.0


I 000.0


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20


20o7 aEa


A03


A03


75 - 125


75 - 125


Total Recoverable Boron 8TA0926 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000s51-01


1000551-01


1000551-01


14.400


14.400


14.400


{1 l?q


1044,5


1025.4


1000.0


1 000.0


u9/L


ug/L


u9i L


20


20


a1


lo


t n?


'101


75 .125


75 - 125


Total Recoverable lron 8TA0926 Ouplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000551-01


1000551-01


1000551-0'l


4935.3


4935.3


4935.3


4769.5


6349.9


6586.0


1000.0


1000.0


ug/L


u9i L


ug/L


3.4


15.4


20


141


raq
75.125
75 - 125


403


,c03


Antimony


20
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BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix spike Duplicate


't000613-01


1000613-01


100061 3-01


8.1 910


8.1910


8.1910


8.2440


ct.oJt
52.298


40.816


40.816


ug/L


u9/L


ug/L


70 - 130


70 - 130


u.o 20


I no


108


The rcsults ln this rcpor, apply lo lhe sqmples onolTzed in occordance with the chain ofcuslod! document. This ahollticdl repoil musl be reproduced in iB entirelr,


4100AtasCourt Bakersfield,CA 93308 (661')3274911 FAX(661)327-1918 www.bdabs.com
Certifications: California - ELAP Certification Number 1 186: Nevada Administrative Code . NAC-445A







Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9


Project Manageri Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0'112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike
lD Result Result Added Units RPD


Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC RPD Lab Quals


Arsenic BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


100061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


1 000613-0 1


4.5260


4.5260


4.5260


4.5420


127.13


126,26


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


120


119 20


70 - 130


70 - 130


Barium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000513-01
'1000613-01


1000613-0'l


41.084


41.084


41,084


40.261


dz.b95


82.543


40.816


40.816


ug/L


uglt
ug/L


70 - 130


70-130


20


20


2.0


0.3


102


102


Beryllium BTA0943 Duplicale


Matrix Splke


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000613-01


1 00061 3-01


1 000613-01


ND


47.5s0


48.552


40.816


40.816


70 - 130


70 - 130


ND


ND


ND


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


116


1lo


20


202.1


Cadmium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


't000613-01


1 000613-01


1 000613-01


0.53200


0.53200


0.53200


0.46500


44.802


43.947


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


13.4 20


108


106


70 - 130


70 - 130


Chromium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 000613-01


1 000613-01


1 00061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


40^609


40.842


40.816


40.816


70 - 130


70 - 130


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


99.5


100 200.6


Copper BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1 00061 3-01


1000613-01


1 000613-01


1.4680
'1.4680


1.4680


1.3890


97.997


98.'t34


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


Y{.O


94.7


70 - 130


70 - 130


?0


200.1


Lead BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


1000613-01


100061 3-01


100061 3-01


ND


ND


ND


ND


100.05


100.89


102,04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


98,0
oqo


70 - 130


70 - 130


20


20


Manganese BTA0943 Ouolicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicato


1 00061 3-01


100061 3-01


100061 3-01


20.636


20.636


20.636


121.18


122,86


102.O4


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


70 - 130


70 - 130


2.5


BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spike Duplicate


't000613-01


1000613-01


1000613-0'1


163.08


163.08


163.08


156.82


253.1 3


256.06


102.04


102.04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20


5.2


88.2


91.1


70 - 130


70 - 13020
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Laborator
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Precision & Accuracy


Source Source Spike Percent


Control Limits
Percent


Batch lD QC lD Result Result Added Units RPD RPD Recovery Lab Quals


Selenium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spiko


Matrix Spike Duplicate


100061 3-01


100061 3.01


1000613-01


82.1 95


82.1 95


82.1 95


82.095


215.62


214.36


102,04


102,04


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


200.1


1.0


131


130


70- 130


70 - 130


Q03


Silve. BTA0943 Ouplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


1000613-01


1000613-01


1000613-01


ND


ND


ND


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


ND


40,951


40.830


40.816


40.816


20


20


100


100


70 - 130


70 - 130


Thallium BTAO943 Duplicate 1000613-01


Matrix Spike 1000613-01


Matrix Spike Duplicate 1000613-01


0.39400


0.39400


0.39400


0.2'1500


35.763


35.626


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


ca q


0.4


J,AO220


20


40.816


40.816


86.7


86.3


70 - 130


70 -130


Vanadium BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix Spike


Matrix Spik6 Duplicate


't000613-01


100061 3-01


100061 3-01


399,37


399.37


399.37


389.53


428.87


433.01


40.816


40.816


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


72.3


82.4


70 - 130


70 - 130


ta


13.1


Zinc BTA0943 Duplicate


Matrix spike


Matrix spike Duplicate


1 00061 3-01


1 00061 3-01


1000613-01


122.64


122.64


122.64


120.66


229.46


230.50


ug/L


ug/L


ug/L


20'1.6


1.0


102.04


102.04


70 - 130


70 . 130106


The rcsults in ,his repoil apply to the smples analyzed in accordance ttith the choin ofcusto4v docilrnent, ThLt anaryfical report musl be reproduced in its enlirety.
All results listed in this r.port de for dr€ *c
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Laborulories. fnc.
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800


Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Water Analysis (General Chemistry)


Quality Gontrol Report - Laboratory Control Sample


Splke
Result Level PQL Units


Control Limits
Percent Percent


Batch lD QC Samole lD QC RPD Recovery RPD Lab Quals


Chloride BTA0905 BTA0905-BS1 LCS ad7 ca mg/L 108


Fluoride BTA0905 BTA0905-BS1 LCS 0.99700 1.0000 0.050 mg/L oo7


Nitrate as N BTA0905 BTA0905-BSl LCS 5.1590 5.0000 0,10 mg/L 103


Total Recoverable Calcium BTAO926 BTAO92&BS1 LCS 11.092 10.000 0.10 mg/L


Total Recoverable Magnesium 8TA0926 BTA0926-8S1 LCS 10.000 0.050 mg/L 113 85-115


Total Recoverable Sodium 8TA0926 BTAO92&BS1 LCS 10.461 0.50 mg/L 85"115


Total Recoverable Potassium BTA0926 BTA0926-BS1 Lt, D 1 0.301 1.010.000 mg/L 103 85-115


Total Phosohorus BTAO95O BTAO9Sc.BSl LCS 1.0049 1.0000 0.050 mg/L 100 85-115


pH BTAI006 BTA1OO&BS2 LCS 7.0000 7.0000 0.05 pH Units 100 95 - 105


Electrical Conduclivity @ 25 C BTAl006 BTAlOO&BS1 LCS 311.70 303.00 1.00 umhos/cm 103 90 - 1'10


Nitrite as N BTA1072 BTA1072-8Sl LCS 0.49461 0.50000 0.050 mg/! 98.9 90-110


Ammonia as N BTA1073 BTA1073-BSl LCS 0.98330 mg/L 90-110


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1138 BTA113&BS1 LCS 545.00 586.00 an mg/L o?n 90 - 1'10


The results in this report apply to the samples anolltzed in accordance vith the chsin ofcustodlt document. This analyticdl rcpoil must be reproduced in ils enllrety.
All 6ulrs listed in thi
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Environmental Tesling Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9


Project Manager: Sean K, Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Laboratory Control Sample


Spike
Result Level PQL Units


Control Limits
Porcent Percent


Batch lD QC Sample lD QC RPD Recovery RPD Lab Quals
Aluminum BTA0897 BTA0897-BSl LCS 1000.0 EN ug/L 99.4 85-115


Boron BTA0897 BTA0897-BSl LUD 1018.6 100 ug/L 102 85-115


lron BTA0897 BTA0897-BSl LCS 1 050.1 105ug/L6n 85 - 115


Silicon as SiO2 BTA0897 BTA0897-BS1 LCS 20659 21392 YO-Ou9/L 85 - 115


Total Recoverable Mercury BTAO92O BTAO92GBSl LCS 1.0250 1.0000 0.20 u9/L 85-115


Tolal Recoverable Aluminum BTA0926 8TA0926-8S1 LCS 1065.2 1000.0 50 ug/L 107 85 - 115


Tobl Recoverable Boroh BTA0926 BTA0926-8Sl LCS 1064.6 1000,0 100 ug/L t06 85-115


Total Recoverable lron BTA0926 BTA0926-8Sl tnq 1132.5 1 000.0 ug/L 113 85-115


Antimony BTA0943 BTA0e43-BSl LCS 39.850 40.000 2.0 ug/L 85-115


Arsenic BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 98.102 100.00 aRlug/L 85-115


Barium BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 39.991 40.000 ug/L 85 - 115


Beryllium BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 38.472 40.000 1.0 ug/L vo.z 85.115


Cadmium BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 40.475 40.000 ln ug/L 101 85-115


Chromium BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 40.326 40.000 101ug/L3.0 85-'115


Copper BTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 103.50 1 00.00 103ug/L 85-'115


Lead BTA0943 BTA0943-8Sl LCS 97.171 1 00.00 1.0 u9/L 97,2 85-115


Manganese BTA0943 BTA0943-SS1 tae 101.34 100.00 1.0 u9/L 85.'115


Nickel BTA0943 BTA0943-BS1 LCS 101.60 100.00 2.0 ug/L 85-115


Selenium BTAO943 BTAO94&BS,I LCS 99.1 91 100.00 ug/L2.0 99.2 85-115


Silver BTA0943 BTA0943-8Sl LCS 40.000 1.0 ug/L 101 85-115


Thallium BTA0943 BTA0943-8Sl LCS 40.517 1.0 ug/L 101 85-115


Vanadium gTA0943 BTA0943-BSl LCS 39,728 40.000 ug/L 85 - 115


Zinc
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BTA0943 BTA0943-8S1 LCS 103.82 100.00 6n ug/L 104 8s - 115


The tesults in this repot, dpply lo lhe samples analyzed in acconlance with lhe chain ofcustody doament. This analytical reporl musl be reproduced ih its enllrcty.
All rsults listed in thi
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Projecti Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (General Chemistry)


Quality Control Report - Method Blank Analysis
Constituent Batch lD QC Sample lD MB Result Units PQL MDL Lab Quals


Residual Chlodne BTAO737 BTAO737.BLK1 mg/L 0.100.10


Total Suspended Solids (Glass Fiber) 8T40862 BTAO862.BLK1


BTAO9O5 BTAO9O5.BtK1 mg/L


BTAO905 BTAO9O5.BLK1 mg/L 0.050 0.010


Nitrate as N BTAO9OS BTAO9O5.BLK1 mg/L 0.10


Total Recoverable Calcium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 0.10ND mg/L 0.036


Total Recoverable Magnesium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 mg/L


Total Recoverable Sodium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 mg/L


Total Recoverable Potassium BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 mg/L 1.0


Total PhosDhorus BTAO95O BTAO95O.BLK1 0.037200 mg/L 0.016


Nitrite as N BTA1072 BTA1O72.BLK1 mg/L 0.0081


Ammonia as N BTA1073 BTA1073.BLK1 mg/L


Total Dissolved Solids @ 180 C BTA1 138 BTAl 138.81K1 mg/L


The rcsults in this reporl apply to lhe smples analyzed ln accordahce with lhe choin of cuslo4) docxmenr. This andlylical reporl musl be rcprcduced in ils entiet),
Allrsultslisedinthisrpontefortheelcluiyeueofthesubmi'tingps'
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Laboratories
Environmental Testing Laboratory Since 1949


Diepenbrock Harrison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento. CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 S00 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K. Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Draft: Water Analysis (Metals)


Quality Control Report - Method Blank Analysis
Batch lD QC Sample lD MB Result Units PQL MDL Lab Quals


Aluminum BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 ND ug/L


Boron BTAO897 BTAO897-BLK1 ND u9/L 100


lron BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 qa50ug/LND


Silicon as SiO2 BTAO897 BTAO897.BLK1 ug/LND 200


Total Recoverable Mercury BTAO92O BTAO92O-BLK1 ug/LND 0.20 0.016


Total Recoverable Aluminum BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 3UND ug/L


Total Recoverable Boron BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 100u9/LND 12


Total Recoverable lron BTAO926 BTAO926.BLK1 50ND ug/L


Antimony BTAO943 BTAO943-BLK1 2.0ND ug/L 0.17


Arsenic BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 z.uND ug/L 0.52


Barium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0u9/LNO


Beryllium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ug/LND 0.18


Cadmium BTAO943 BTAO943-BLK1 ug/LND 0.13


Chromium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 3.0ug/LND


Copper BTAO943 BTAO943-8LK1 ug/LND 0.68


Lead BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ug/LND 0.054


Manganese BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.0ND ug/L 0.11


Nickel BTAO943 BTAO943-BLK1 ug/LND 0.15


Selenium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 2.0ug/LND 0.38


Silver BTAO943 BTAO943-BLK1 ND u9/L 0.065


NOThallium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 ug/L 0.1 1


Vanadium BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 1.23.0ND ug/L


Zinc BTAO943 BTAO943.BLK1 5.0ND ug/L 1.9
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Environmental Testing Laboratory Since .1949


Diepenbrock Hanison


400 Capital Mall, Suite 1800
Sacramento, CA 95814


Project: Hanson


Project Number: 0637109 500 phase 9
Project Manager: Sean K, Hungerford


Reported: 0112112010 9:30


Notes


J


MDL


ND


PQL


RPO


p{02


A03


Q03


Qd4


And Definitions
Estimated Value (CLp Flag)


Method Detection Limit


Analyte Not Detected at or above the reporting limit


Practical Quantitation Limit


Relatve Percent Difference


The differonce between duplicate readings is less than the peL,


The sample concentration is more than 4 times the spike level,


Matrix spike recovery(s) is(are) not within the control limits.


The sample holding time was exceeded.


'.T!le/6ullsinthisrepottopplytothesamplesanolyzedinaccok]dncewiththeehainofcustodydocl!tfcn|.Thisana!yllca!reportmus|bereproducA|l'esultslistedin$isreportfeforiE*clusiveueoftlresubmittingparty.BCLabor
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 


General Information 
On May 26, 2010, we inspected the Lehigh Southwest Cement Company’s quarry and 
cement factory located at 24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard in Cupertino, CA.  The 
weather was dry and sunny, but there had been rain in the recent weeks.  We arrived mid-
morning and stayed until late afternoon.  This was an unannounced inspection. 


Purpose of inspection 
• Respond to widespread public interest in the site and requests for Water Board, 


EPA, and Department of Fish and Game compliance investigation. 
• Assess compliance status of specific industrial storm water permit violations 


observed during the February 10, 2010, EPA-contractor inspection and 
documented in the Water Board Notice of Violation, issued March 26, 2010. 


Participants 
• From the Water Board –  


o Dyan Whyte 
o Shin-Roei Lee 
o Cris Carrigan 
o Habte Kifle 
o Christine Boschen (lead inspector) 


 
• From the US EPA 


o Greg Gholson 
 


• From the CA Department of Fish and Game 
o Timothy Stevens 


 
• From Lehigh Southwest Cement Company (hereafter referred to as Lehigh) 


o Henrik Wesseling 
o Scott Renfrew 
o (briefly) Wilbur Green 
o (briefly) Reza Safari 


 


Summary of Inspection Findings 


Our inspection was not a complete evaluation of site compliance.   
• We did not visit a vast portion of the site.  We did not observe the rock plant in 


“action”, which we have heard from other agencies that have observed it, involves 
a large amount of water movement and usage.  We did not retrace all stops made 
by the EPA contractor in the February 2010 inspection. 


 


Industrial Storm Water Inspection Report   May 26, 2010 
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 


Facility still out of compliance with Industrial Storm Water Permit. 
• There had been partial correction to violations noted in the March NOV.  


However, Lehigh has not demonstrated that that suite of sediment control Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) in place on site are sufficient or appropriate to 
contain sediment/fines generated by various activities and locations.  The 
industrial storm water permit requires implementation of Best Available 
Technology-level BMPs.  At a quarry, to control sediment releases to the Best 
Available Technology, an effective combination of erosion and sediment control 
measures must be employed.  We observed that the Lehigh quarry, overall, lacks 
erosion control BMPs.  Furthermore, based on the sediment-clogged and 
overflowing sediment control devices documented in the February inspection 
report, and fines we observed in the creek during this inspection, the sediment 
control measures at the Lehigh quarry are insufficiently sized and maintained. 


 


Current set of Water Board regulatory mechanisms not adequately 
addressing various waste streams and water quality concerns:   


• The Lehigh facility sits in a steep valley in close proximity to Permanente Creek.  
The riparian zone’s high value habitat and presence of protected species presents 
challenges in water quality protection due to quarry/cement factory activities, 
equipment, and materials. 


 
• Industrial process water is being discharged in violation of the Industrial Storm 


Water Permit into basins or ditches that ultimately discharge to Permanente 
Creek.  Specifically, during the inspection, we observed two separate flows of 
dust suppression water.   


 
• Waste water treatment plant effluent is used, along with other water sources, for 


dust control water, which ultimately discharges to the Permanente Creek.  This is 
a surface water discharge and not allowed under the Lehigh’s recycled water 
permit, WRR 94-038. 


 
• Lehigh has several storm water treatment ponds located in line with the creek—


these ponds were built some 15-20 years ago without Water Board approval.   
 


• Red legged frog habitat protection and Lehigh’s interest in desilting instream 
sediment basins remain an unresolved issue. 


 
• The industrial storm water general permit, Order No. 97-03-DWQ, under which 


Lehigh is currently permitted, is not good fit for the facility.  Order No. 97-03-
DWQ does not allow process water discharges, which we observed to be ongoing 
at facility.  Furthermore, monitoring requirements in the industrial storm water 
general permit are insufficient to characterize and regulate discharges from the 
multiple discharge points on the Lehigh facility to Permanente Creek and its 
associated wetlands. 
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 


 


Specific Inspection Findings 
This report will follow the order of stops that we made.  For each stop, the report includes 
a narrative, a description of storm water compliance status, and additional issues 
identified. 
 
This was an unannounced inspection on a sunny day with no rain.  We toured a limited 
portion of the site, in which we primarily retraced the steps of the PG Environmental 
inspector.  We discussed various regulatory issues, including Red Legged Frog habitat 
protection and pond dredging.  But, the primary purpose of the inspection was to evaluate 
the site’s compliance with the industrial storm water permit. 


Stop 1 – Ponds 14 and 22     (See Photos 1 – 5) 
Narrative 
We began our tour at Ponds 14 and 22, which are at the eastern edge of the site.  These 
in-stream ponds were installed at the request of the flood control district in the ‘80s to 
keep sediment from washing further downstream to Permanente Creek.  Lehigh staff was 
interested in discussing their request to dredge these two ponds, which are Red-Legged 
Frog habitat.  
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATION        (See Photos 4 and 5) 
We observed extremely fine grained light colored sediment in the creek bed beneath the 
outfall from Pond 22.  This suggests discharges of quarry/cement plant materials to the 
creek.  It also indicates that the suite of erosion and sediment control BMPs at the site are 
insufficient to keep materials from washing into the receiving water body. 
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 


• Red-Legged Frog habitat and dredging – while we listened to Lehigh staff’s 
request to dredge these ponds, we did not agree to anything nor provide any 
specific feedback on this topic. 


• Ponds 14 and 22 are illegal (albeit historical) impoundments of Permanente Creek 
with the purpose of use as sediment basins.  


 
Stop 2 – Rail Road right of way, truck wash BMP, Ponds 19, 20, 21 
(See Photos 6 – 24) 
Narrative 
We traveled up-stream and stopped adjacent to in-stream ponds 19, 20, and 21.  All three 
were silted-in and vegetated.  While in that area, we also observed  


• outfalls to the creek 
• rusted out culverts 
• piping on the hillside 
• truck wash BMPs 
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 


• a drainage ditch running in front of the truck wash BMP before entering a culvert 
and eventually Permanente Creek 


• the general flow path of water through the rail road right of way. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATION       (See Photos 6 – 15) 
The truck wash BMP is not being managed correctly to isolate pollutants from storm 
water.  The particulates collected on the trucks are washed off in a separate location and 
plumbed to this basin, where the sediment is supposed to settle out and then be removed 
for proper disposal.  We observed that the sediment had been removed from the BMP, 
but—instead of being disposed of properly—it was left in the vegetation adjacent to the 
BMP, which was directly beside a ditch that drains to the creek.  This practice of pushing 
sediment aside instead of removing it is bypassing the purpose of the truck wash 
sediment trap BMP. 
 
VIOLATION       (See photos 16 – 22) 
While we were looking at the truck wash BMP, a steady flow of water started coming 
through the ditch at our feet.  We asked Lehigh staff what sort of discharge that was, and 
they answered, “Most likely, it is dust control water”.  Dust control water discharge is 
prohibited under the industrial general storm water permit.  So, to continue to discharge 
dust control water, Lehigh needs to be under a different NPDES discharge permit that 
regulates that type of discharge.  
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 


• Pipes and water flow on site is not adequately defined.  Lehigh needs to submit an 
updated water balance and diagram of all on-site plumbing.  When we asked 
Lehigh staff to identify the pipes that we observed, they were not able to identify 
all of them. (See Photos  23, 24) 


 
• Streams 19, 20, and 21 are in line with the creek.  (See Photo 22)  The rail road 


right of way itself shows evidence of water flow.  (See Photos 25, 26) The 
boundaries of regulated waters in this area should be re-delineated and then 
protected accordingly.  Using waters of the State to treat storm water is illegal.  


 


Stop 3 – Sewage Treatment Plant   (See Photos 27 – 38)  
Narrative 
We drove upstream to stop at the sewage treatment plant.  We parked and walked along 
the road, and then we hiked up the path to the plant. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATION       (See Photos 27 – 30; 33,34) 
Along the road side, fine sediment had accumulated such that it was washing into the 
storm drains and eventually to the creek.  
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement) 
WDID No. 2 43I0062677 


Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
• Lehigh staff indicated that the sewage treatment plant was designed to treat a 


larger capacity of sewage.  We need to revisit the current recycling order, WRR 
94-038, to see that it correctly reflects the current configuration of the system.  


• Lehigh staff indicated that the treated effluent from the sewage treatment plant is 
used to cool the cement tower and also for dust suppression.  As we observed at 
various points in our inspection, dust control water discharges to channels and to 
detention ponds, which ultimately discharge to the creek.  The current recycling 
permit does not allow Lehigh to discharge its treated sewage to the creek—
indirectly or directly. 


Stop 4 – Pond 17 (See Photos 39- 45) 
Narrative 
We continued upstream to Pond 17, which sits below the Rock Plant.  Pond 17 was the 
source of the discharge observed in February by the EPA contract inspector.  (The Rock 
Plant did not appear to be in full production in the time that we were inspecting.) Pond 17 
had been dredged since the PG Environmental inspection in February.  It was clear of 
sediment and had many tadpoles.  We did not observe the outfall from Pond 17 to the 
Creek. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATIONS 


• While the retention pond had been dredged since the February inspection, it was 
not sized or maintained sufficiently (or paired with erosion control BMPs) to 
prevent winter time sediment release. (See Photos 41-44) 


 
• Active erosion of Pond 17 walls due to poor construction. (See Photos 39, 40) 


 
• Stock pile on hillside (across Creek, visible from Pond 17) had no erosion 


controls. (See Photo 45) 
  
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
Lehigh needs to identify the plumbing throughout the site, including the vault we 
observed at Pond 17. 


Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin (See Photos 45 – 49) 
Narrative 
We observed the Dinky shed basin and the sump pump at that location.  The station is 
directly adjacent to the creek, but Lehigh staff explained that the sump pumps the Dinky 
Shed basin to Pond 9 for settling before discharge to the Creek.  We asked Lehigh staff to 
turn on the pump so we could observe the flow. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
Undetermined. 
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Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
NA 


Stop 6 – Pond 9 (See Photos 50 – 55) 
Narrative 
We observed that Pond 9 had been dredged and the limestone outfall had been refreshed 
since the February inspection.  We went across the road to observe the Pond 9 outfall to 
the Creek.  At the time of our inspection, the discharge from Pond 9 was running clear. 
 
There were three pipes discharging into Pond 9.  When we asked Lehigh staff which pipe 
would contain the sump flow from Dinky Shed basin, Lehigh staff indicated the flow 
would come from the pipe on the right (when looking at the pond from the road).  They 
were incorrect.  When the flow started, it came from the pipe on the left. 
  
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATION  
While the retention pond had been dredged since the February inspection, it was not sized 
or maintained sufficiently (or paired with erosion control BMPs) to prevent winter time 
sediment release. 
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
NA 


Stop 7 – Rock Plant Road (See Photos 56-58) 
Narrative 
We then drove up Rock Plant Road on our way to see Ponds 13, 13A, and 13B.  On the 
road, we observed the sediment traps, which had been overflowing and leaking sediment 
in the February inspection.  At the time of our inspection, the sediment had been removed 
from the traps, and the traps appeared in working condition. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATION 
While the sediment traps had been serviced since the February inspection, it is unclear 
that they are sized appropriately (or paired with erosion control BMPs) to adequately 
handle the sediment load from the specific area draining towards them.  This specific area 
includes the “Rock Pile”, which is a large, unconsolidated pile of aggregate product, 
which rests against the steep valley hillside.  There are no erosion controls in place on the 
Rock Pile (see Stop 8). 
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
Lehigh staff also identified a dewatering flow into a stream crossing for which they may 
need a 401 Water Quality Certification.   
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Stop 8 – Rock Pile and Ponds 13, 13a, and 13b (See Photos 59-70) 
Narrative 
The primary purpose of our visiting Pond 13 was because it is also Red-Legged Frog 
habitat and it had been dredged without first obtaining specific Water Board permission.  
We looked at Pond 13.  It had numerous California newts swimming in it.  We walked 
upstream to Pond 13B.  While we were there, we looked at the slump area that had been 
identified by the EPA inspector in February as a violation because it created a bypass of 
treatment for flow coming from above areas, which should flow first into Pond 13A.  
Because of the gully erosion, flow coming from above areas flows directly into Pond 13, 
an instream Basin, without receiving treatment.  While there, we also observed more dust 
control water coming into the detention basin. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATIONS 


• We agreed with Lehigh staff’s assessment that the slump was historic, from one 
specific episode, and was not continuing to erode.  However, the violation noted 
in the February inspection has not been corrected.  Because of the historic slump, 
flow is bypassing treatment and going directly to the Creek. (See Photos 62, 63) 


• Dust control water is being discharged into a basin that discharges to the Creek. 
(See Photo 65) 


• There is no erosion control on the “Rock Pile” (see Photos 67-70). 
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 
Lehigh staff also identified a dewatering flow into a stream crossing for which they may 
need a 401 permit. 


Stop 8 – Rock Pile and Ponds 13, 13a, and 13b 
Narrative 
The primary purpose of our visiting Pond 13 was because it is also Red-Legged Frog 
habitat and it had been dredged without first obtaining specific Water Board permission.  
We looked at Pond 13.  It had numerous California newts swimming in it.  We walked 
upstream to Pond 13B.  While we were there, we looked at the slump area that had been 
identified by the EPA inspector in February as a violation because it created a bypass of 
treatment for flow coming from above areas, which should flow first into Pond 13A.  Due 
to gully erosion, flow coming from above flows directly into Pond 13, an in-stream 
Basin, without receiving treatment.  While there, we also observed more dust control 
water coming into the detention basin. 
 
Status of storm water compliance 
VIOLATIONS 


• We agreed with Lehigh staff’s assessment that the slump was historic, from one 
specific episode, and was not continuing to erode.  However, the violation noted 
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• Dust control water is being discharged into a basin that discharges to the Creek. 
 
Other regulatory issues identified, which need further follow-up 


• Dust control water is not an allowable discharge under the industrial storm water 
permit. 


• Red legged frog protection and in-stream pond dredging remain an issue. 
• Pond 13, because it is inline with the creek, is illegal. (See Photos 59-61) 


 
That concluded the main part of our inspection.  On our way out, we briefly drove 
through the Rock Plant (see Photos 71-74) and stopped briefly for a panorama view of 
the “Lake”, which sits on the hill above the cement plant (see Photos 75-77). 
 





		General Information

		Purpose of inspection

		Participants

		Summary of Inspection Findings

		Our inspection was not a complete evaluation of site compliance.  

		Facility still out of compliance with Industrial Storm Water Permit.

		Current set of Water Board regulatory mechanisms not adequately addressing various waste streams and water quality concerns:  



		Specific Inspection Findings

		Stop 1 – Ponds 14 and 22     (See Photos 1 – 5)

		Stop 3 – Sewage Treatment Plant   (See Photos 27 – 38) 

		Stop 4 – Pond 17 (See Photos 39- 45)

		Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin (See Photos 45 – 49)

		Stop 6 – Pond 9 (See Photos 50 – 55)

		Stop 7 – Rock Plant Road (See Photos 56-58)

		Stop 8 – Rock Pile and Ponds 13, 13a, and 13b (See Photos 59-70)

		Stop 8 – Rock Pile and Ponds 13, 13a, and 13b








Photo Log – 


Inspection of Lehigh Southwest Cement Company’s 
quarry and cement factory at 24001 Stevens Creek 


Boulevard, Cupertino, CA 


Inspection date: May 26, 2010







Photo 1 - Stop 1 – view of Pond 14 







Photo 2 - Stop 1 – sideways view of diversion structure between Pond 
22 and 14.  Currently, Pond 22 discharges to the Creek, but this 
diversion structure can allow Pond 22 to discharge to Pond 14.







Photo 3 - Stop 1 – Discharge pipe from Pond 22 into the Creek 
– note murky water discharging from the pipe







Photo 4 - Stop 1 – Storm water violation: sediment accumulation in 
Creek beneath Pond 22 discharge point (Shot “A”)







Photo 5 - Stop 1 – Storm water violation: sediment accumulation in 
Creek beneath Pond 22 discharge point (Shot “B”)







Photo 6 - Stop 2 – Truck wash BMP







Photo 7 - Stop 2 – Truck wash BMP, shot “D” – Storm water 
violation: sediments removed from BMP left in brush where it is 
exposed to storm water and close to the ditch, which discharges to the 
Creek







Photo 8 - Stop 2 – composite of truck wash BMP (see following slides of 
the 4 individual photos)







Photo 9 - Truck wash BMP, shot “A”







Photo 10 - Truck wash BMP, shot “B”







Photo 11 - Truck wash BMP, shot “C”







Photo 12 - Stop 2 – Truck wash BMP, shot “D” – Storm water 
violation: sediments removed from BMP left in brush where it is 
exposed to storm water and close to the ditch, which discharges to the 
Creek







Photo 13 - Stop 2 – Truck wash BMP, from different angle and 
composite shot showing adjacent ditch and rail road right of way – 
Storm water violation: sediments removed from BMP left in brush 
where it is exposed to storm water and close to the ditch, which 
discharges to the Creek







Photo 14 - Stop 2 – Shot “A” of composite view of truck BMP washout







Photo 15 - Stop 2 – Shot “B” of composite view of truck BMP washout







Photo 16 - Stop 2 – Storm 
water violation – dust 
suppression water flowing 
in ditch adjacent to Truck 
wash BMP, and eventually 
discharging to the Creek.  
This is a violation of the 
storm water permit 
because dust suppression 
water is a prohibited non- 
storm water discharge.







Photo 17 - Stop 2 – Storm water violation – dust suppression water 
flowing in ditch adjacent to Truck wash BMP, and eventually discharging 
to the Creek (Shot “A”)







Photo 18 - Stop 2 – Storm water violation – dust suppression water 
flowing in ditch adjacent to Truck wash BMP, and eventually discharging 
to the Creek (Shot “B”)







Photo 19 - Stop 2 – Storm water violation – dust suppression water 
flowing in ditch adjacent to Truck wash BMP, and eventually discharging 
to the Creek (Shot “C”)







Photo 20 - Stop 2 – Storm water violation – dust suppression water 
flowing in ditch adjacent to Truck wash BMP, and eventually discharging 
to the Creek (Shot “D”)







Photo 21 - Stop 2 – Storm water violation – dust suppression water 
flowing in ditch adjacent to Truck wash BMP, and eventually discharging 
to the Creek (Shot “E”)







Photo 22 - Stop 2 – Ponds 19, 20, 21







Photo 23 - Stop 2 – composite shot of unidentified piping on hill above 
Ponds 19, 20, 21







Photo 24 - Stop 2 – unidentified outfall to Creek near  Ponds 19, 20, 21







Photo 25- Stop 2 – Evidence of surface water flow in rail road right 
of way







Photo 26 - Stop 2 - A storm drain outfall to culverted creek segment 
running along rail road tracks







Photo 27- Stop 3 – Storm water violation, sediment accumulation in ditch, 
which drains to storm drain and creek







Photo 28 - Stop 3 – Storm water violation, another shot of sediment-clogged 
roadside drain







Photo 29 - Stop 3 – Storm water violation, sediment accumulation on other 
side of same road, shot “A”







Photo 30 - Stop 3 – Storm water violation, sediment accumulation on other 
side of same road, shot “B”







Photo 31 - Stop 3 – Drainage flanking sewage treatment plant (out of 
the shot to the left, see next photo







Photo 32 - Stop 3 – Sewage Treatment Plant and adjacent path 
(drainage ditch with accumulated sediment is out of shot to the right)







Photo 33 - Stop 3 – Storm water violation – sediment in drainage 
flanking treatment plant, which discharges to the Creek







Photo 34 - Stop 3 – storm water violation – sediment accumulation at 
outfall, draining to creek, from wastewater treatment plant drainage area







Photo 35 - Stop 3 – unidentified discharge pipe near waste water 
treatment plant







Photo 36 - Stop 3 – Sewage Treatment Plant







Photo 37 - Stop 3 – movie of sewage treatment plant in operation







Photo 38 - Stop 3 – Sewage Treatment Plant







Photo 39 - Stop 4 – Pond 17 – Storm water violation – sediment pond 
mis-constructed so as to cause active erosion







Photo 40 - Stop 4 – Pond 17 – storm water violation – poorly constructed 
inlet to pond causing erosion of pond bank







Photo 41 - Stop 4 – Pond 17, standing towards inlet and looking towards 
outlet







Photo 42 - Stop 4 – Pond 17 showing details of pond construction







Photo 43 - Stop 4 – Pond 17, outlet







Photo 44 - Stop 4 – Pond 17, wider angle shot of pond and outlet







Photo 45 - Stops 4, 5 – storm water violation – (view from Pond 17) stockpile 
near Dinky Shed basin with no erosion controls







Photo 46 - Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin – view of basin with creek bank 
vegetation in the background







Photo 47 - Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin close-up view of sump pump 
well and settling pond cell







Photo 48 - Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin, close-up view of settling pond 
cells and sediment haul out area







Photo 49 - Stop 5 – Dinky Shed Basin, continuing close up view of 
settling cells.  To the upper right out of the shot is Rock Plant Road.







Photo 50 - Stop 6 – composite overview of Pond 9







Photo 51 - Stop 6 – close up shot of outfall riser and limestone filtering 
rock at Pond 9 outfall







Photo 52 - Stop 6 – video of discharge from sump pump at Dinky Shed 
Basin into Pond 9







Photo 53 - Stop 6 – Pond 9, view of far right side of pond







Photo 54 - Stop 6 – Outfall to Creek from Pond 9, shot “A”







Photo 55 - Stop 6 – Outfall to Creek from Pond 9, shot “B”







Photo 56 - Stop 7 - Lower Quarry Road , sediment check 
dams







Photo 57 - Stop 7 - Lower Quarry Road , sediment check 
dams







Photo 58 - Stop 7 - Lower Quarry Road , sediment check 
dams







Photo 59 - Stop 8– Pond 13







Photo 60- Stop 8– Pond 13







Photo 61 - Stop 8 – Pond 13, California Newts







Photo 62 - Stop 8 – drainage above Pond 13, historic erosion event







Photo 63 - Stop 8 – 
drainage above Pond 
13, historic erosion 
event







Photo 64 - Stop 8 – video that shows rock pile, Pond 13 A, 
and historic erosion







Photo 65 - Stop 8 – storm water violation – video of dust 
suppression water entering Pond 13a







Photo 66 - Stop 8 – Pond 13B







Photo 67 - Stop 8 – “Rock Pile”, shot “A” – storm water violation – no erosion 
controls







Photo 68 - Stop 8 – “Rock Pile”, shot “B” storm water violation – no erosion 
controls







Photo 69 - Stop 8 – “Rock Pile”, shot “C” storm water violation – no erosion 
controls







Photo 70 - Stop 8 –another view of “rock pile”







Photo 71 - Stop 9 – Rock Plant







Photo 72 - Stop 9 – Rock Plant 







Photo 73 - Stop 9 – Rock Plant 







Photo 74 - Stop 9 – Rock Plant 







Photo 74 - Stop 9 – Rock Plant 







Photo 75 - Stop 10 – looking down on “The Lake” and cement plant







Photo 76 - Stop 10 – looking down on “The Lake” and cement plant







Photo 77 - Stop 10 – large dome covering stockpile of product
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Lehigh Southwest Cement Company
Permanente Plant


24001 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Phone (408) 996-4000


Fax (408) 725-1019
www.lehighcement.com


April 15,2010


Dyan C. Whyte
Assistant Executive Officer
California Regional Water Quality Control Board
San Francisco Bay Region
1515 Clay Street, Suite 1400
Oakland, CA94612


Subject:


Facility:


Re: NOTICE OF VIOLATION and required corrective action for failure to
protect stormwater at industrial facility


Lehigh Southwest Cement Co. (formerly Hanson Permanente Cement)
Industrial facility, located at2400l Stevens Creek Boulevard, Gupertino,
Santa Clara County
WDID No.2 4310062677


Dear Ms. Whyte:


This is Lehigh Southwest Cement Company's response to the above-referenced notice of
viofation and your letter dated March 26,2010. The text of the concerns raised in the NOV is set
forth herein, followed by Lehigh's response.


At the outset, we note that Lehigh Southwest Cement Company - Permanente Plant's SWPPP
was updated (SWPPP 15) and was submitted top the Board on March 3, 2010. The revised
version addressed some of the inspectors initialconcerns noted during the February 10,2010
inspection. Further revisions (Revised SWPPP 15) are being made consistent with the response
herein and will be provided to the Regional Board by May 15,2010.


1. INSPECTION FINDINGS: A copy of the SWPPP, last revised in June 2009 and denoted
SWPPP 14, was retained onsite as required by Section A.10.a of the Permit. The SWPPP was
reviewed during the inspection and found to be inadequate for the following reason:


The Site Map did not clearly identify all structural control measures that affect storm water
discharges, authorized non-storm water discharges, and run-on, as required by Section A.4.b of
the Permit. SWPPP 14 states "Figure 3 shows the main drainage areas, flow patterns within
drainage areas, settlement ponds, and discharge locations into the Permanente Creek within the
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company property boundary."


However, none of the SWPPP 14 Site Maps (denoted Figures 1-6 of SWPPP 14) include the
structural control measures or drainage collection and conveyance system associated with the
reuse of onsite storm water runoff and non-storm water sources in the eastern portion of the site.
During the inspection, Mr. Scott Renfrew (hereafter, the Environmental Manager) explained the
current conditions of the eastern portion to include the following:


. A closed system of water recycling allows water to be reused in the industrial process
(e.9., gas conditioning tower, washing aggregate, dust suppression, etc.).
. Drainage inlets and overland flow in the eastern portion of the site are directed to a lift
station referred to as "Pearl Harbor" (see attached Photographs 2 and 3), which pumps
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the water to a man-made pond referred to as the "Lake" (see attached Photographs 4
and 5), which gravity feeds a de-commissioned thickener unit that is used as a holding
tank for recycled water (see attached Photograph 6).
. The recycled water system is operated to use water in the dry season, draw down the
level of the "Lake," and create capacity for winter storms.


Because none of the SWPPP 14 Site Maps (denoted Figures 1-6) include the structural control
measures associated with the recycled water system, the Facility is in violation. To come into
compliance, the Facility must update the Site Map to clearly identify allstructuralcontrol
measures that affect storm water discharges.


VIOLATION: Inadequate site map


REQU|RED CORRECTIVE ACTION: By April 15,2010, update site maps too clearly
identify all structural control measures, authorized non-storm water discharges, and
run-on. Provide a paper and electronic copy to the Regional Water Board.


Lehiqh Response: Lehigh has utilized and submitted to the Board very similar maps to show
the details and locations of the SWPPP infrastructure, including details of the terraced road ways
banks to divert storm event contact water of one of the various sediment retention ponds, location
and identification of the various retention ponds, sampling locations and Best Management
Practices (BMPs) that affect storm water discharges.


From the 200718 Annual Storm Water Report, which the Inspector had already received prior to
his inspection, the List of Figures (Maps) is as shown below:


List of Figures
Figure 1 Site Location Map
Figure 2 Site Layout Map
Figure 3 Storm Water Flow and Drainage Areas
Figure 4 Storm Water Sampling Locations
Figure 5 Best Management Practices lmplemented for 200612007 Season
Figure 6 Proposed Best Management Practices2Q0712008 Season
Figure 7 Ongoing Best Management Practices


Each map details the specifics as titled above. lt should be noted that the facility's SWPPP details
an almost 3,500 acre site with operations / control measures implemented over 1/3 of the
property. As reflected above, the structural stormwater control measures are delineated on these
Figures. As to the recycled water system described in the NOV, that system collects water for
reuse and it is a closed system subject to a separate Order by the Regional Board Order 94-038.
As such, no stormwater discharges are associated with or affected by that system; it is not
regarded as part of the facility's stormwater collection and discharge system. Therefore, it was
not necessary (or appropriate) to show this facility on the Site layout to comply with Section A.4.b
of the General Permit. Accordingly, the SWPPP and the Site Maps comply with applicable
requirements. Lehigh considered adding the Lower Lift Station to the Site Maps as an
accommodation to the inspector's recommendations, but we concluded that it is best to avoid
confusion by not adding facilities to the Site Maps that are not associated with and do not affect
storm water discharges.


2. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The Permittee's Monitoring Program was not in accordance with
the sampling location requirements specified by Section B.7 of the Permit. Specifically, the
sample collection location denoted SL-21-PD at the outlet of Pond 17 was not representative of
the quality and quantity of the facility's storm water discharges from Pond 17.
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Rather than collecting the sample at the outfall pipe to Permanente Creek (see attached
Photograph 16), Figure 4 of SWPPP 14, Storm water Sampling Locations, indicates that the SL-
21-PD sample is collected at the outlet of Pond 17 (see attached Photograph 12). Due to the
existence of a complex plumbing configuration down-gradient of the Pond 17 outlet, the SL-21-
PD sample collection location was not representative of the quality and quantity of the discharge
from Pond 17.


The plumbing configuration down-gradient of the Pond 17 outlet includes an open vault with a
sump pump (see attached Photograph 15), and several pipes (see attached Photographs 14 and
16). The Environmental Manager could not explain what the pipes and sump pump are used for.
However, the sump pump had the ability to affect the quantity of the facility's storm water
discharges from Pond 17. As a result, the SL-21-PD sample collection location did not meet the
requirements specified in Section B.7 of the Permit. The Permittee must identify and collect
samples from locations that represent all drainage areas, and the quality and quantity of the
facility's storm water discharges.


Lehiqh Response: In fact, the sampling locations, and specifically SL-21-PD, are in compliance
with Section B.7. Section B.7 of the GeneralPermit provides:


Facility operators shall visually observe and oollect samples of storm water discharges
from all drainage areas that represent the quality and quantity of the facility's storm water
discharges from the storm event.


Lehigh will add a new point near the creek to be sampled during storm water sampling events.
The new location will be labeled SL-S21A-CR. Lehigh also will maintain SL-21-PD as a sampling
point, to allow continuity in data collection and evaluation. To clarify the record, what the
inspector characterized as "complex plumbing" downgradient of the discharge pipe of Pond 17
does not affect the quality or quantity of Pond 17 discharge. The corrugated pipe of the Pond 17
discharge was utilized as a lay-out conduit for enclosed water lines supplying fresh and makeup
water (from Lehigh's Water Reclamation System) to the Rock Plant and take-away water from the
lower garage area to the lower lift station; because these pipes are related to the closed water
reclamation system (discussed above in response 1), they do not affect storm water collected in
and discharged from Pond 17. Thus, the current sampling point SL-21-PD is representative of
the storm water discharges from the drainage areas that flow into Pond 17.


The NOV also requests a water balance study and an update of the related engineering plans to
be completed by May 15. A water balance study was completed in December 20, 2000. This
study has also been referenced in all previous stormwater annual reports submitted to the
Regional Board. See, for example, 2008 Annual Report, Appendix E (please let us know if you
would like an additional copy of the water balance report). The 2000 Water Balance Study is


VIOLATION: Inadequate and non-representative sampling locations


REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By May 15,2010, complete a water balance survey of
all existing plumbing and drainage flows at the Facility, and update the engineering plans
and documents to depict the current plumbing systems and drainage flows on the
Facility property. The water balance survey and documentation must address allwater
onsite, including storm water, process water, and waste water. Provide a paper and
electronic copy of the water balance survey to tho Regional Water Board.
Based on the results of the abovedescribed survey, revise storm water sampling
locations, and update Facility maps and monitoring plan accordingly. Provide a paper and
electronic copv of all related documents to the Water Board.
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current because the water infrastructure at the Permanente facility has not changed since the
year 2000.


3. INSPECTION FINDINGS: A visible discharge of pollutants sediment and/or other pollutants)
into Permanente Creek was observed during inspection, as described below. Adequate BMPs
were not implemented to prevent discharge of pollutants from Pond 17 the southeast portion of
the site, down-gradient of the Rock Plant.


Pollutants were being actively conveyed the Rock Plant (see attached Photographs 8) to the
Pond 17 inlet. Pollutant accumulation was present along the entire inlet portion Pond 17,


including evidence of a high event that had caused the inlet check dams breach (see attached
Photograph 9).


Moreover, pollutant-laden flow was obseryed passing over the outlet weir section (see attached
Photographs 10 and 1 1) and through the outlet pipe (see attached Photographs 12 and 13). As
specified in Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, the Pond 17 outlet is connected to an outfall to Permanente
Creek below Dinky Shed Basin. The Pond 17 outlet flows to a drainage vault (see attached
Photographs 14 and 15), which then discharges at the outfall to Permanente Creek. Pollutant-
laden flow was observed at the outfall (see attached Photograph 16), and in the Permanente
Creek receiving water (see attached Photograph 17 through 19).


As a result, there was an active pollutant-laden discharge during the inspection. Because Pond
17 was not functioning as an adequate BMP for pollutant removal, either the pond must be
modified to provide additional filtering and settling of pollutants, or adequate BMPs must be
implemented for the pollutant generating sources at the Rock Plant to reduce pollutant
conveyance to the pond, and prevent the subsequent discharge of pollutants to Permanente
Creek.


Lehiqh Response: One of the storm water BMPs implemented to protect industrial discharges
from entering Permanente Creek, as stated and implemented in SWPPP plans (most recent
revision SWPPP 15, submitted to the Board on March 3, 2010) involves directing stormwater that
contacts the operational facilities to retention ponds. These retention ponds allow for sediment
carried via the stormwater streams to be settled out before the water is discharged to the creek.
Pond 17, located Southeast of the aggregate facility located at the Permanente site (Rock Plant),
is situated such that stormwater that may contact the lower portion of this facility would be
directed to this pond for potential sediment control.


Pond 17 was cleaned out in the 2009 dry season, consistent with past practice. The frequency
and intensity of the storms in late Januarylearly February 2010 led Pond 17 to be completely filled
with sediment just priorto the February inspection. The February 1O'n, 2010 inspection occurred
before any pond sediment removal activities could be completed after conditions allowed
following the most recent storm. However, these pond sediment removal activities were initiated
on February 16th and completed on February 1gth, 2010. As is consistent with all pond sediment


VIOLATION: Observed discharge of pollutants to waters of the state


REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, install, implement, and
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BGT to eliminate discharge of pollutants from Pond 17
into Permanente Creek. ln order to come into compliance, you may need to implement
temporary BMPs and later come back in and implement more permanent measures.
Revise the Facility's SWPPP to document updates, and submit a paper and electronic
copy to the Water Board.
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removal activities that occur at this site, a protected wildlife preconstruction survey was
conducted prior to any work being started.


Pond 17 was completely cleaned out with the sediment removed and, as a function of stormwater
quality, currently produces a very clean discharge. Please see the pictures below, reflecting post-
cleanout Pond 17 water quality.


4. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
the Pond I BMP was not adequately inspected and maintained to prevent the discharge of
sediment from the upgradient sediment generating sources in Drainage Area D to Permanente
Creek. Table 6-1 of SWPPP 14 shows that the contributing area for Pond 9 is Drainage Area D,


which includes the Rock Plant Road.


Sediment accumulation was present at the southwestern inlet to Pond 9, and sediment was being
actively conveyed from the Rock Plant Road to the southwestern inlet to Pond 9 (see attached
Photographs 20 and 21). Sediment-laden waterwas present in Pond 9, and erosion was
observed at the northeastern inlet which lacked flow dissipation BMPs (see attached Photograph
22). As specified in Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, the Pond 9 outlet is connected to an outfall to
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Permanente Creek denoted as the SL-17 PD sample collection location (see attached
Photographs 23 and24).


The Environmental Manager explained that maintenance of Pond t had been restricted by
regulatory agency actions in the past, but maintenance of Pond 9 was re-instituted in 2007. As a
result of the sediment accumulation and sediment-laden water present in Pond 9, there was a
potential for the discharge of sediment to Permanente Creek. BMPs must be adequately
inspected and maintained to reduce sediment conveyance to the pond from the sediment
generating sources in Drainage Area D, and prevent the subsequent discharge of sediment to
Permanente Creek.


Lehiqh Response: Pond 9 receives stormwater that come into contact with aggregate customer
bulk trucks and plant mobile equipment. The pond is designed to retain this storm water allowing
potential sediment to dropout before moving to the discharge standpipe. Additionally, the pond
structures a limestone material around the discharge standpipe for further sediment control and
water "polishing" prior to discharge. The recent frequency and intensity of the storms in late
January | early February 2010 resulted in the inlet of Pond g, only one of the five roadway inlets,
to be filled with sediment. Pond 9 was inspected late in January and, at that time, was holding up
well. At the time of the inspection the pond still retained retention capacity to allow for sediment
dropout. However, it was noted that the limestone filter material had fallen away during the most
recent storms prior to the February 10th, 2010 inspection.


Because of contractor scheduling delays and storm events the scheduled Pond 9 clean out will
be carried out the week of April 19, 2010.


VIOLATION: Potential discharge of pollutants to waters of the state


REQUfRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, install, implement, and
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BGT to eliminate discharge of pollutants from Drainage
Area D and Pond 9 into Permanente Greek. Please note that restrictions imposed by
regulatory agencies for the dredging of these or other ponds does not prevent the facility
from selecting, implementing, and maintaining appropriate and effective BMPs. In order to
come into compliance, you may need to implement temporary BMPs and later come back
in and implement more permanent measures. Revise the Facility's SWPPP to document


and submit a and electronic coov to the alWater Board.
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5. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
BMPs were not adequately inspected and maintained to prevent the discharge of sediment from a
series of sediment traps located along Rock Plant Road. Table 6-1 and Figure 3 of SWPPP 14
shows that this portion of the Rock Plant Road is located in Drainage Area D, which drains to
Pond 9.


Evidence of slope erosion was observed at an area known as the Rock Pile, including
gulley formation on the Rock Pile slope (see attached Photograph 26). Sediment accumulation in


the sediment trap at the base of the Rock Pile was nearing the capacity of the BMP (see attached
Photograph 27). Subsequent down-gradient sediment traps along Rock Plant Road were also
nearing capacity due to sediment accumulation (see attached Photographs 28 and29).
Sediment-laden flow was observed bypassing the sediment trap BMPs and flowing down the
roadway (see attached Photograph 29), potentially contributing to the sediment loading in Pond 9
(as described in Finding 4, above).


The Environmental Manager indicated that the Permiittee does not have a structured schedule for
inspection and maintenance of structural BMPs such as Pond 9 and the sediment traps. Because
the sediment trap BMPs and Pond t had not been adequately inspected and maintained, there
was a potential for the discharge of sediment beyond Pond 9 to Permanente Creek. BMPs must
be adequately selected, installed, inspected, and maintained to reduce sediment conveyance to
the pond from the sediment generating sources in Drainage Area D, and prevent the subsequent
discharge of sediment to Permanente Creek.


VIOLATION: Inadequate source control BMPs; slope erosion


REQUIRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, install, implement, and
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BGT to provide sufficient source control in Drainage Area
D. In order to come into compliance, you may need to implement temporary BMPs and
later come back in and implement more permanent measures. Revise the Facility's
SWPPP to document updates, and submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional
Water Board.


Lehiqh Response: The unpaved road referenced in the inspector's report, Lower Quarry Plant
Road, has a series of catchment bays, or sediment traps, on the inclined portion side on the road.
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These "trap" bays have been very successful in capturing sediment-laden stormwater along this
area. The inspector noted that the "trap" bays had not been maintained. The fact is that these
traps are cleaned out and re-established during the dry season. During the wet season, these
bays are cleaned out in between storm events, when water has subsided to the extent that
cleanout activities do not subject the area to "mud" drainage and / or spillage. The recent
frequency and intensity of the storms in late January 'l early February 2010 did not allow for
cleaning of these bays prior to the February 10, 2010 inspection. However, these bays were
cleaned out of material on February 17,2010, when the weather's "break in the rain" had allowed
for a minimal of mud disturbance. The bays are currently functional. lt should be noted that the
discharge from these bays go Pond 9 for further clarification / sediment fallout prior to discharge.


6. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate BMPs were not implemented to prevent the discharge of sediment from a disturbed
slope located northwest of Pond 138. Evidence of slope erosion and concentrated flow was
observed northwest of Pond 138, including gulley formation (see attached Photographs 30 and
31). A shelf at the toe of the slope would prevent flow from entering Pond 138; instead directing
flow events toward Pond 13, an instream sediment control pond (see attached Photographs 30
through 33).


As specified in Figure 2 of SWPPP 14, a drainage conveyance is installed on this slope with the
intent of directing flow from the Primary Crusher area to Pond 13A, which is located further
northeast of the subject ponds. The gulley formation on the disturbed slope indicates that flow
had bypassed the intended route along the drainage conveyance. The Environmental Manager
indicated that this drainage conveyance was in need of repairs.


As a result, there was a potential for concentrated flow from the disturbed slope to be conveyed
along the shelf at the toe of the slope, and the subsequent discharge of sediment to Permanente
Creek at the instream sediment control pond denoted Pond 13 (see attached Photograph 34).
Adequate BMPs must be implemented to prevent the discharge of sediment from the disturbed
slope to Permanente Creek at the instream sediment control pond denoted Pond 13.
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Lehiqh Response: The "evidence of slope erosion and concentrated flow" noted by the
inspector is in a historic disturbed portion of the hillside northwest of Pond 13b. The rocks show
in photograph 31 and 32 of the inspection report are historic and are not indicative of any current
erosion activity. Erosion is not indicated after the inspectors picture (Photo 30), and water flow
does not carry sediment to pond 13, as would be evidences by non growth establishment and/or
sediment channeling and accumulation. Additionally, the hillside above this area recently has
been fairly successful in establishing groundcover growth established through repetitive hydro-


VIOLATION: Inadequate source control BMPs; slope erosion


REQUfRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, install, implement, and
maintain BMPs to meet BAT and BCT to provide sufficient source control on slope
northwest of Pond 13B. In order to come into compliance, you may need to implement
temporary BMPs and later come back in and implement more permanent measures. Revise
the Facility's SWPPP to document updates, and submit a paper and electronic copy to the


Water Board.
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The observed corrugated damage above Pond 13b noted by the inspectorwas based on an
occurrence that damaged the existing Tz corrugated channel that was in use in July of 2007 . lt
was also brought to the attention of the inspector that the damaged /' corrugated culvert had
been abandoned after that occurrence; a new section comprised of full and % sections was
immediately erected and now is used to divert upper quarry road stormwater around the hill-side
to pond 13b. To clarify the record, during the inspection, the Environmental Manager did not note
to the inspector that the conveyance was in need of repairs.


Lehigh believes that the inspector's/Board's claim in item 6 is incorrect and that additional BMPs
and repairs are not needed in this location. Further attempts to work on this steep slope would
risk disturbance of the recovering groundcover.


7. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs were not implemented to minimize exposure of
significant materials to storm water at the vehicle and equipment maintenance shop located in the
northeast corner of the Rock Plant (see attached Photograph 35). Automotive lubricants and
other chemicals were stored in standing water at the chemical storage area (see attached
Photographs 36 through 39).


Standing water has the potential to increase storm water contact with pollutants, particularly
during loading and unloading operations. As a result, there was a potential for the contribution of
pollutants to storm water. Section A.8.a.iv of the Permit requires Facility operators to consider
implementation of material handling and storage BMPs to minimize exposure of significant
materials to storm water. Adequate BMPs must be irnplemented to minimize exposure of
pollutants to storm water at the vehicle and equipment maintenance shop located at the Rock
Plant.


VIOLATION: Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at vehicle and equipment
maintenance shop in northeast corner of Rock Plant


REQUfRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, implement, and maintain
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. ldentiff all non-storm water discharges.
Eliminate prohibited non-storm water dischargesi Revise the Facility's SWPPP to
document updates, and submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional
Water Board. lmplement BMPs as described in revised SWPPP.
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Lehiqh Response: Based on the recent frequency and intensity of the storms in late
January/early February 2010, the "Lower Garage" area located near the southeast corner of the
"Rock Plant" was subjected to periodic flooding. lt should be noted that the lower garage area is
located downhill of the Rock Plant. From this, a water collection "sump" for the lower garage
area's equipped pump (was rendered inoperable prior to the February 10,2010 inspection. A
portable pump was/has been used to evacuate the sump, allowing for repairs. The use of the
portable pump allowed for proper water discharge from the area and directed all rain water that
contacted the lower garage area to the lower lift station, which routes this water to the reclaimed
water system.


The pictures denoted by photographs 36 - 39 in the inspection report show a portion of the lower
garage area, as noted above. This area's BMP of moving lower area garage rain water and
vehicle/equipment wash around stormwater infrastructure has been and is currently functioning
correctly. Because this water from the Lower Garage area is routed to the facility's closed
reclaimed water system (under Regional Board Order'94-038)-and is not discharged to
Permanente Creek*) this item is not part of the SWPPP.


8. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs were not implemented to minimize exposure of
significant materials to storm water and non-storm water sources at the vehicle and equipment
wash bay located in the northeast corner of the Rock Plant. Vehicle and equipment wash water
and associated pollutants were actively flowing into an oil skimmer unit located outside the wash
bay (see attached Photographs 35 and 41)


f n an e-maildated February 24,2010, The Environmental Manager stated that "the SOP to keep
the area free of oily residue will allow for water to be discharged after inspection for oil sheen or
other contaminants...waterwill be filtered priorto discharge" (see attached Exhibits 1 and2).
However, non-storm water discharges that do not meet the conditions provided in Special
Conditions D.1 of the Permit (e.9., vehicle and equipment wash water) are prohibited under
Discharge Prohibition A.1 of the Permit. Furthermore, Section A.6.a.v of the Permit requires the
investigation and identification of all non-storm water discharges and their sources.


Section 4.4 of SWPPP 14 did not identify the vehicle and equipment wash bay as a potential non-
storm water pollutant source. Table 5-2 of SWPPP 14 specifies "do not permit wash water
to... runoff onto ground surface... recycle wash water," but this BMP had not been adequately
implemented onsite (see attached Photographs 35 and 41). Oily residues were present
throughout the area adjacent to the skimmer (see attached Photographs 42through 44).


As a result of the Permittee's SOP described in an e-mail dated Febru ary 24,2010, there was a
potential for wash water and associated pollutants "to be discharged after inspection for oil sheen
or other contaminants." The SWPPP must be updated to identify the wash bay as a potential non-
storm water pollutant source. Moreover, non-storm water discharges that do not meet the
conditions provided in Special Conditions D are prohibited under Section A.6.a.v of the Permit. lf
the discharge of wash water occurs as indicated in the Permittee's SOP (described in the e-mail
dated February 24,2010), the unauthorized non-storm water discharge must either be eliminated
or a separate permit must be obtained.
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Lehiqh Response: Based on the recent frequency and intensity of the storms in late January /
early February 2010, the "Lower Garage" area located near the southeast corner of the "Rock
Plant" was subjected to periodic flooding. lt should be noted that the lower garage area is located
downhill of the Rock Plant. From this, a water collection "sump" for the lower garage area's
equipped pump (was rendered inoperable prior to the February 10,2010 inspection. A portable
pump was / has been used to evacuate the sump, allowing for repairs. The use of the portable
pump allowed has allowed for proper water discharge from the area and directed all rain water
that contacted the lower garage area to the lower lift station.


Water from the lower garages vehicle / equipment wash area drain to a catchment basin
equipped with an oil skimmer. This catchment basin water, after oil skimming treatment,
discharges via a sump drainage to the 8PW90 sump, then to the lower lift station. The lower lift
station is a part of Lehigh's reclamation water system. Water that goes into Lehigh's Water
Reclamation System (Order 94-038) is utilized in internal plant operations and is not discharged
to Permanente Creek. Therefore, as discussed above, there were no prohibited non-storm water
discharges or failures to identify non-storm water discharges. Because this item is not part of the
SWPPP, there was no failure to implement the SWPFP.


The pictures denoted by photographs 35 and 41 are a portion of the lower garage area, as noted
above. This area's BMP of moving lower area garage rain water and vehicle / equipment wash
around the storm water infrastructure has been and is currently functioning correctly. lt should be
noted that what was labeled as oily residue in the inspector photographs 42 - 44 is in fact a
naturally occurring kerogen found in the sediment throughout the Permanente deposit.


The promulgation of an SOP to handle secondary containment contact water is on-going, but is
not pertinent to this item that relates to the lower garage area. The discussion of SOP
development was in reference to the Upper Garage area. The inspector apparently
misunderstood and applied that discussion to this item.


9. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs were not implemented to minimize exposure of
cleaning materials to storm water and non-storm water sources at the vehicle and equipment
washing area located near the Pearl Harbor lift station in the eastern portion of the cement plant
(see attached Photograph 45).


The Environmental Manager indicated that the area is used for washing equipment such as
trucks and street sweepers, and the wash water drains to the Pearl Harbor lift station. This
drainage connection was not confirmed during the inspection. A drum of acidic descaler was
stored in standing water at the vehicle and equipment washing area (see attached Photographs
46 and 47). Standing water has the potential to increase storm water contact with pollutants.


VIOLATIONS: Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at
vehicle and equipment wash bay; Discharge of prohibited non-storm water discharges;
Failure to identify non-storm water discharges; Failure to implement SWPPP


REQUf RED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, implement, and maintain
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. ldentify all non-storm water discharges.
Eliminate prohibited non-storm water discharges. Revise the Facility's SWPPP to
document updates, and submit a paper and electronic copy to the Regional
Water Board. lmplement SWPPP as updated per above-stated corrective actions.
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Additionally, a second drum containing acidic descaler residues was stored without the drum
bung intact (see attached Photographs 46 and 48). As a result, there was a potential for the
contribution of pollutants to storm water. Section A.8.a.iv requires Facility operators to consider
implementation of material handling and storage BMPs to minimize exposure of materials to
storm water. Adequate BMPs must be implemented to minimize exposure of pollutants to storm
water at the vehicle and equipment washing area located in the eastern portion of the cement
olant.


VIOLATION: Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs for containment of cleaning
materials at vehicle and equipment washing area near Pearl Harbor Lift Station


REQUfRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, implement, and maintain
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. Revise the Facility's SWPPP to document


and submit a paper and electronic copv to the Reqional Water Board.


Lehiqh Response: The lower vehicle washing area is a concrete pad that is sloped, to allow
wash water to drain to the lower lift station. The descaler, a product used to wash hard water /
calcium deposits from the vehicles, was stored in secondary containment. There were two issues
1) the secondary containment was uncovered and had received rainwater from recent storms,
and 2) an empty drum of the descaler product was inadvertently left outside of any containment
area. On item 1) Lehigh has placed the descaler secondary containment under a covered roof for
protection from rainwater. On item 2) the empty drum container was immediately picked up for
proper disposal and the supervisor in charge noted that he discussed the issue with the at fault
individual.


10. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs were not implemented to minimize exposure of
significant materials to storm water at the heavy equipment maintenance pad located east of the
active quarry pit near the Quarry Office (see attached Photograph 49). In an e-mail dated
February 24,2010, The Environmental Manager stated that "the SOP to keep the area free of oily
residue will allow for water to be discharged after inspection for oil sheen or other
contaminants...water will be filtered prior to discharge" (see attached Exhibits 1 and 2). However,
standing water was present on the concrete maintenance pad and the pad was nearing capacity
(see attached Photographs 49 and 55). Standing water has the potential to increase storm water
contact with pollutants, particularly after maintenance activities occurring on the concrete pad.


Full drums of petroleum-based automotive lubricants were stored in standing water at the
concrete pad (see attached Photographs 50 through 52). In addition, an open waste container
used for hazardous wastes (e.9., oil soaked rags, etc.) had accumulated standing water inside
(see attached Photographs 53 and 54). As a result of these material storage practices and the
standing water near the capacity of the concrete pad (see attached Photographs 49 and 55),
there was a potential for the contribution of pollutants to storm water and the subsequent release
of pollutants from the concrete pad.


Section A.8.a.ii of the Permit requires Facility operators to consider implementation of
preventative maintenance BMPs for regular inspection and maintenance of structural storm water
controls (e.9. concrete maintenance pads). Adequate BMPs must be implemented to minimize
exposure of pollutants to storm water at the concrete maintenance pad located east of the active
quarry pit near the Quarry Office.
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VIOLATION: Inadequate Material Handling and Storage BMPs at heavy equipment
maintenance pad east of active quarry pit


REQUfRED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, select, implement, and maintain
adequate material handling and storage BMPs. Revise the Facility's SWPPP to document
updates. and submit a paper and electronic copv to the Reqional Water Board.


Lehiqh Response: This area noted is the Upper Garage, located by the Quarry Office. The
poured concrete pad is equipped with curbed sides to contain rainwater. The area is used for off-
road mobile equipped maintenance and repair activities. The size of the equipment maintained
makes the utilization of a covered roof unrealistic. The BMP implemented is to immediately
contain, isolate and clean up any spilled lubrications or other contaminants that fall within the
containment area. Additionally, all maintenance work in the containment area is limited during a
storm event.


The petroleum based lubricants have been moved to a covered container stored outside of the
noted containment area. The lubricant drums are stored in secondary containment within this
container. Additionally, the noted waste container for oily rags has the covers affixed and in the
closed position, and has been equipped with bungee cords to maintain cover closure. See
photos below; note that the peripheral empty and clean blue barrels are utilized to cover ground
level bolts, protecting mobile equipment tires from potential damage.


11. INSPECTION FINDINGS: The EPA Contract Inspector observed, during the inspection, that
adequate BMPs were not implemented to prevent the discharge of sediment from the unstabilized
Upper Quarry Road, roadway shoulder, and associated cut and fill slopes located approximately
0.5 miles southeast of the West Material Storage Area (see attached Photograph 56).


The slope near the intersection of Upper Quarry Road and an access road leading northeast,
showed erosion, including gulley formation (see attached Photographs 56 and 57), fine sediment
accumulation at the toe of the slope (see attached Photograph 58), and slope failure (see
attached Photograph 59).


In addition, flow dissipation BMPs had not been implemented in the roadway drainage ditches,
and erosive flow was observed running down the surface of Upper Quarry Road without proper
grade to direct flows into the drainage ditches (see attached Photographs 60 through 62). As a
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result, there was a potential for the discharge of sedirhent to the active Quarry Pit. Furthermore,
the unstabilized Upper Quarry Road, roadway shoulder, and associated cut and fill slopes are a
potential source of the elevated total suspended solids results (47,200 mg/L) at the SL-6-RD
sample location on January 18, 2010. Adequate BMPs must be implemented to prevent the
discharge of sediment from the unstabilized Upper Qurarry Road, roadway shoulder, and
associated cut and fill slopes to the active Quarry Pit.


Lehiqh Response: The inspector was notified that what he described as the fine sediment
accumulation was actually a fine mud material by-product from the washed aggregate system of
the "Rock Plant". This mud, which accounts for approximately 15o/o of the aggregate plant total
throughput, is stored in the overburden Material Storage Areas (designated as West (WMSA) and
East (EMSA) in Lehigh's SWPPP). When the inspector wanted to look at one of the terraced
roads in the WMSA, the truck literally got stuck in the mud. The water content of this mud is such
that it forms a cohesive paste product that, even durirlg rain events, does not allow for sediment
movement. Erosion noted by the inspector directly above the mud storage area is not a significant
source of sediment and is contained within this storage area.


It should be noted that the upper WMSA Road is inner cut (slanted or banked) into the hill side,
so water flows via a natural curb on the hill side of the road. All of this water is eventually diverted
to the quarry bottom for accumulation, retention and settling. This water is pumped out of the
quarry bottom to a secondary retention pond, then to pond 4a for further retention and material
settling before discharged to Permanente Creek. The quarry bottom pumping operation is
controlled by turbidity meters that cease operation if the turbidity rises above 30 NTU.


VIOLATION: Incorrectly installed and maintained dirt road and active erosion located
approximately 0.5 miles southeast of West Material Storage Area


REQU|RED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS: By April 15,2010, install erosion control BMPs to
protect road and associated cut and fill slopes from erosion. In order to come into
compliance, you may need to implement temporary BMPs and later come back in and
implement more permanent measures. Revise the Facility's SWPPP to document updates,
and submit a oaoer and electronic copv to the Water Board.
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The inspector made the recommendation of utilizing sediment bays, or traps similar to those use
at the lower quarry road, to help hold potential sediment from being carried via storm event water
to the quarry bottom. The sediment sources in the WIVISA would be the disturbed areas of the
roads and material storage areas. Lehigh has implemented the inspectods recommendation by
installing 28 sediment traps along the upper WMSA roadway, and further curbing the road's hill
side incline. See photos below:


It should be noted that, even before installation of the additional BMPs, none of the items of
concern at the WMSA roads, operations or storm event BMPs had any potential impacts/
discharge effects to Permanente Creek because they drain into the quarry retention pond, where
settling occurs prior to pumping into Pond 4, where further settling occurs and from there these
waters are discharged into Permanente Creek. As described herein, the BMPs are functioning
effectively. Accordingly, Lehigh takes issue with the characterization of this the BMPs as a
violation resulting from an improperly installed and maintained road. The existing BMPs are
protecting Permanente Creek water quality from potential impacts of sediment; nevertheless, as
stated Lehigh has added the recommended BMPs as additional measures...
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CONCLUSION


As indicated above, Lehigh Southwest Cement Company - Permanente Plant's SWPPP was
updated (SWPPP 15) and submitted to the Regional Board on March 3,2010. The revised
version addressed some of the inspectors initial concerns noted during the February 10, 2010
inspection.


We believe that the revisions to the BMPs and the response to the NOV described herein
address the concerns described in your cover letter relating to permit and basin plan violations.
However, please let us know if you have any questions or comments on Lehigh's response. We
would like to meet and discuss our stormwater management practices with Regional Board staff.


Sincerely,


,/t , ,4
/-7-/ -(- k/-/{rt,/ /


/
T


{
Scott Renfrew
Environmental Manager - Permanente Plant
Lehigh Southwest Cement Company


Cc: Ms. Shin-Roei Lee
Ms. Christine Boschen
Mr. CecilFelix
Mr. Stuart Tomlinson
Mr. Henrik Wesseling
Mr. Wayne Whitlock
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